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ABSTRACT
African American Agency Within Welfare Agencies:
A critical study of African American mothers with transitional custody
Rita S. Fierro
Doctor of Philosophy
Temple University, 2006
Advisory Committee Chair: Molefi Kete Asante, Professor
This is a multi-method examination of African American mothers who attempt to
regain custody of their children temporarily placed in foster or kinship care.

The

purpose of the study is to expose the narratives of the mothers in their experience of
losing custody. This research explores the relationship women have with themselves
and the welfare, child welfare and legal systems. The research includes an ethnography
and an experiment. The ethnography consists of 17 one-on-one interviews with mothers
and professionals, 12 observations and 21 focus group meetings.

Thirty mothers

participated in the experiment in order to determine whether exposure to African
American

culturally-centered

workshops

and

activities

increases

personal

empowerment. Empowerment is measured with the combination of a control scale and
the Africentric belief scale. Overall, over 60 women participated in this study.
Some of the results include: 1) over 50% of the mothers who temporarily lost
their children had lost their mothers as children and one third had been molested; 2)
women generally react to the temporary loss of custody as is it were permanent by
experiencing shock and sometimes attempting suicide; 3) phases of mourning are
identifiable in the mother’s reaction to the loss; 4) the loss of custody is surrounded with
deception by child welfare workers and inadequate legal representation; 5) even though
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professionals claim to aid reunification, women feel overwhelmed and betrayed by
welfare, child welfare and legal systems; and 6) women who attended culturallycentered workshops on a variety of topics showed a decreased sense of losing control
and increased self-efficacy and personal empowerment.

The research offers

recommendations for changes in procedures and management of Department of Health
and Human Services (DHS), Family court and Federal policy as well as changes in
terminology that relate to these policies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Rationale of the Study
African American mothers who have lost their children to foster care are an
example of what Du Bois called the “Negro Problem” approach. Rejected by policy
makers in their cultural specificity and their cultural response to oppression, they are
perceived as a problem rather than affected by a vast array of problems (Du Bois, 2000a).
Although many will argue that 100 years have made an impact on the approach of
American scholarship, I argue that this approach is still prevalent today. Many explain
the overrepresentation of African Americans in areas that concern crime and children’s
welfare with a crisis of the African American family. Poverty, induced by the very
structure of our capitalist American society, is often ignored as the moderating factor in
this relationship.
If our society were truly equal, narratives of the rich and the poor would be
distinctly but also equally present. We hear a great deal about the poor, however, the
poor rarely speak for themselves. Professionals plan policy and flower politically correct
conversations with judgments on African Americans as “others”. Alhough voices of the
poor are often silent, they do and can grow stronger in times of extreme social upheaval
and crisis. However, the racial minority and poor are consistently pushed back onto the
fringes of American society. This is true for the poor in general but especially true for
African American mothers who have lost temporary custody of their children to the
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Department of Health and Human Services (DHS). Their narratives are largely absent
from public and academic discourse. Before this study, no term described them as a
group. Some address them as “noncustodial”--a term that describes their greatest fear of
losing their children forever. The child welfare arena focuses on the children while the
“unfit” mothers are blamed. We do not hear from these mothers because society is
largely deaf to their stories and these women often choose secrecy so as not to be judged
and stigmatized further. When the mothers first began talking to me during the focus
groups I lead at a Welafer-to-Work program called Working to Unite families (WtUF)
my curiosity peaked. This study is the fruit of a four-year commitment to their stories.
In this work, I do not speak for my respondents, nor do I represent them—they
speak for themselves. They are women who, despite their weaknesses live solely for
their children and are proud of their children’s accomplishments. Paradoxically, they
also blame themselves for problems along with their subsequent failures to break
destructive habits and cycles. Their voices are unique because they know some
American institutions better than many policy makers: they juggle an intense weekly
schedule of therapists, social workers, SCOH (Services to Children in their Own Homes)
workers, DHS workers, parent advocates, child advocates, lawyers and court hearings.
Their stories are unique because they experience these institutions from the other side;
they are “recipients”, “clients” or “customers” based on the Public Agency’s word
choice. They are the last in the chain of power and their lives are crafted around this
power; their survival depends on how they interact with it.
The assumption that all people on welfare choose dependency rather than being
involuntarily trapped in it deserves adequate attention and deconstruction. A more
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detailed approach is especially important now that many states are assessing the impact
of the 1996 Personal Responsibility Act, which established Welfare Reform in the United
States. Although differences in housing conditions, education and employment persist,
the perception of an improved and equal American society pervades in the minds of
many. Wishful thinking alone does not affect this perception. The institutions one has
contact with shape the opinion one has of society, and the institutions with which one
comes into contact depends on one’s social status (as determined by an ensemble of race,
class, gender, sexual orientation and education). Although public facilities are no longer
segregated, many public institutions are. This study describes the systems that “unfit”
mothers interact with: the welfare, child welfare and legal systems.
Although African American children represent 15% of the United States child
population, in 1986, 20% of the child abuse and neglect reports were African American.
Abuse and neglect are more easily found among African Americans because of their
relationship with poverty and how they are defined and detected (Roberts, 2002). The
poor in fact, are much more vulnerable to government intervention. The superficial,
inadequate “Negro Problem” approach quickly infers that African Americans “abuse”
their children more than other groups in the United States and that there is a problem
with the African American family. However, most 1986 reports were not for abuse but
for neglect (lack of provision for the basic needs of the child such as food and shelter):
less African Americans children are placed in foster care due to sexual abuse (11%) than
neglect (55%). In fact, African American children are more likely to be removed from
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their families more for poverty than for abuse1. In a 1989 report, the National Black
Child Development Institute report stated that 30% of African American children were
taken away from their parents due to homelessness.
Although the majority of African American children are moved into foster care
for neglect, child welfare policy is created as if abuse cases were the majority and easier
adoptions are hailed as a solution to the crisis. Yet in 2003, 523,000 children were in
placement, and although this number has decreased slightly since 1997 (when 588,00
children were in foster and kinship care), there were still 297,000 new children that
entered the system for every 281,000 that exited it that year. Of the children in care, 35%
are Black even though Black children composed only 16% of the American child
population (AFCARS, 2004). Individual African Americans may have advanced in some
spheres of society, but there is still a gap between whites and Blacks as a group
(Muhammad, 2004).
The media is inundated with stories of abusive foster care parents and biological
parents who abuse their children under the spotlight of a negligent child welfare system
(Branstetter, 2005; Kaufman, 2005). This is a system which is responsible not only for
over-detecting abuse and neglect but also under-detecting it. It is time for the child
welfare system to examine new solutions and listen the voices of the families it is meant
to serve. The child welfare system need not be questioned alone; the welfare and legal
systems are well intertwined with it. Many foster care children become homeless or
imprisoned as adults, suggesting that the foster care system lacks functionality for
raising children. Our society must be accountable for the way it treats the young minds
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of today and the adults of tomorrow. A policy written on these premises could help
American society as a whole while allowing the mothers to maintain their agency and
most importantly their human dignity.

The Purpose of the Study
The women in this study were African American mothers whose children had
been placed in foster or kinship care. The mothers participated in the Working to Unite
Families program (WtUF) at the Center for Social Policy and Community Development
(CSPCD) between and December 2003 and June 2004. The women were at a challenging
point in their lives as they tried to reorganize their lives so that their children could be
returned to them.
Many studies, discussed further in the literature section in Chapter 2, engage
individual aspects of the lives of the women in this study: issues of racial and gender
discrimination, African American cultural concepts of motherhood and womanhood,
single parent families, loss of custody and African American treatment in the child
welfare and welfare systems. However, existing literature deals with each of these issues
in isolation rather than with the experiences of those who must holistically engage the
whole gamete of challenges together. The African-centered approach emphasizes
cultural agency and empowerment for young people and mothers on public assistance,
but very few African-centered studies deal with mothers who have lost custody of their
children.

These numbers are representative of reported cases, not of society as a whole. In fact, child abuse cases
may be underreported in the African American community.
1
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This study analyzed the cultural and social experience of African American
mothers with the system that took custody of their children. I have determined that
though the Courts and both federal and local agencies claim to be culturally neutral,
they have actually normalized Euro-American concepts of parenthood, family and
assistance and use them as standards to the disadvantage of African American women.
The women are the center of this study. They are measured against no other
standard than their own. They are African American single mothers, the majority of
whom receive public assistance. Each has at least one child in foster or kinship care. A
multi-method approach favored their centrality in the study. Background knowledge of
the system and aggregate statistical data contributed to a general and historical
overview, interviews and observations permitted the mothers’ individual voices to
emerge.
This study addressed the following issues:
1. What did the mothers experience in the welfare, child welfare and court
systems?
2. What were their backgrounds before they lost custody?
3. How did they react to the loss of custody?
4. Did they think institutions hindered or helped family reunification?
This study also offers an example of intervention: African American cultural
content was infused into the WtUF program to aide personal empowerment by means of
an experimental procedure. Did the infusion of African American content change the
mothers’ perception of control over their lives and personal empowerment? Did it
increase their sense of control and their success?
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Terminological Considerations
Transitional Custody Mothers: The mothers in this study have temporarily lost
custody of their children. The term noncustodial parents, which WtUF used to address
these mothers, is inadequate. The term noncustodial parent legally indicates a parent
who lost custody to another parent; family law regulates these cases. Dependency law
instead regulates the cases of parents who lose custody to an institution and no legal
term has been established to indicate their custodial status. Hence, a new phrase was
coined to address these mothers: transitional custody mothers. The term transitional custody
parent is introduced here for this purpose. This term stresses the provisional nature of
the loss; custody can be regained if the parent fulfills a Family Service Plan laid out by
the Department of Human Services (DHS).
The system: Marcuse wrote that “Society is indeed the whole which exercises its
independent power over the individual, and this society is no unidentifiable ‘ghost’. It
has its empirical core in the system of institutions, which are established and frozenrelationships among men.” (Marcuse, 1964, 154) The system is not deterministic; its
mechanisms can be changed when their oppressive role is brought to light.

This

research focused on the analysis and critique of three specific systems: the child welfare,
adult welfare and legal systems. The cumulative expression “the system” is, however,
used to denote the ensemble of these three systems.

There is no risk of

overgeneralization in this. In fact, as seen in Chapter V (See Contradictory systems and
systemic oppression on page 192), different institutions perpetuate social oppression and
social control by repeating similar mechanisms.
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Empowerment: Nancy Boyd-Franklin defines empowerment as “helping parents
take back control of their own families and feel that they can effect important changes
for themselves.” (Boyd-Franklin, 1989, 22-23) Personal empowerment and control are
intertwined concepts. These concepts affect the way one uses resources towards targeted
goals.

Solomon calls empowerment “a process whereby persons who belong to a

stigmatized social category throughout their lives can be assisted to develop and
increase skills in the exercise of interpersonal influence and the performance of valued
social roles“ (Solomon, 1976, 6). This author’s definition of empowerment in social work
will be critiqued later on (see page 56). For now, it is enough to state that empowerment
is a process. The women who participated in this study were also asked to define
empowerment for themselves. How they had “progressed” throughout the process of
empowerment was assessed based on their own definitions as listed in chapter 6.
Cultural empowerment also has relevance here. Women’s empowerment is
important to them not only as individuals but also as members of African American
culture.

Empowerment is the antidote for powerlessness. “Powerlessness of an

individual has been defined as his inability to obtain and use resources to achieve his
personal goals; powerlessness in groups and communities may be defined as the
inability to use resources to achieve collective goals.”(Solomon, 1976, 19) This study
addresses personal empowerment and the role it plays in community empowerment as
individuals and communities are able to increase their access to resources.
Agency/Agencies: The title of this study: African American Agency within Welfare
Agencies contains a play on the word agency. Agencies are the federal and state
institutions that implement child welfare and welfare policies; agency is also what
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makes an individual a creator of change in society. Personal agency is closely related to
personal and cultural empowerment. In fact, personal empowerment is a premise to
agency—it includes acknowledging one’s role as agent of change in one’s own life and
in society. African agency is “the evolving ownership of action or the subject role, of
Africans” (Asante, 1998, 177). In other words, an African American has agency when one
takes actions that benefit African people based on one’s cultural consciousness: the
awareness of the struggles and achievements of African people in conjunction with a
sense of belonging to the African diasporic community. (Asante, 1980).

Outline of the Study
In this chapter, I laid the foundation for the research, by explaining the rationale,
purpose and terminology. Chapter 2 is a literature review which encompasses the
histories of the welfare, child welfare and dependency law as well as other areas of
study that informed this research. Chapter 3 explains the research methodology and
techniques used in this study. Chapter 4 contains an introspective narrative of the
researcher, which familiarizes the reader with the researcher’s lens of observation.
Chapter 5 presents the results of the ethnography in two main sections: a) the mothers’
background and reaction to the loss of custody, and b) the relationship of the mothers
with the system after their loss. Chapter 6 presents the results of the attempt to
culturally empower the mothers. Chapter 7 offers conclusions, policy recommendations
and a retrospective reflection on the role of the researcher.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Welfare Systems: Cultural Foundations
Providing for the needs of the vulnerable: “welfare” in traditional African societies
According to the Oxford American Dictionary welfare means “1. Well-being, 2.
Government financial assistance to needy persons.” This definition offers a good
example of the universalization of the Western American experience despite the fact that
much of the world does not operate this way. In fact, in many cultures the government
is not in charge of the welfare of human beings. Contemporary anthropology has labeled
ethnocentrism as the imposition of the cultural standards of one group upon another
(Boas,

1998;

Herskovits,

1967).

African

American

Studies

has

countered

European/American ethnocentrism by supporting the right of Africans and African
Americans to set their own standards (Nobles, 1974; Asante, 1990; Sudarkasa, 1997;
Schiele, 2000). The African American experience has some unique cultural aspects that
derive from continuity with traditional African cultures.
Jerome Schiele (2001), one of the founders of the Afrocentric Social Work
perspective, highlighted some mechanisms used by many traditional African societies
and families to meet the needs of the vulnerable. For instance, the extended family was
responsible for orphans and widows and the mothering role was fulfilled by anyone in
an older generation. As observed by Sudarkasa (1981) in Interpreting the African Heritage
in Afro-American Family Organization, African families tended to be based more on
consanguinity–the biological bond between generations, rather than on conjugality—the
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legal bond between spouses. As a result of this, says Sudarkasa, traditional African
families were less vulnerable to the instability of the marriage(s) of individual core
group members.” (Sudarkasa, 1981, 43) The children’s well-being had priority over the
relationship between the parents. In most traditional African societies, bonds between
generations made adult members responsible for the young and the elderly. A child who
had lost his or her parents due to death, departure or separation was still well taken care
of by other people of the parents’ generation.
In line with this concept of social responsibility, Tedla (1995) highlights that in
Africa, the concept of motherhood does not have the gender and blood limitations that it
has in Western societies. Rather, motherhood embodies a social role, and a mother can be
any person who fulfills that role. For Dove, research on African American mothers must
be mother-centered because “Motherhood, thus, depicts the nature of the communal
responsibilities involved in the raising of the children and the caring of others” and
reflects “herstories” (Mazama, 2003, 325). Communal responsibilities embodied by the
mother’s role, however, are not restricted to them. There are other family practices that
provide for the needy. For instance, in some African societies, the closest brother of the
deceased would marry the widow so that she could keep her status of married woman
and not be affected drastically in her income.
Upon their arrival to the United States, Africans retained many aspects of their
original cultures. Later, under enslavement, some aspects of their organized societies
endured while others weakened or vanished altogether. Many studies have focused on
the survival or transformation of the family structure during enslavement (Du Bois,
1920; Frazier, 1968; Blassingame, 1968; Nobles, 1978; Sudarkasa, 1981).
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Schiele (2000) highlights some unique aspects of the African family structure,
including 1) the extended family; 2) the interconnectedness of different roles in the
community; and 3) the mutual dependency of government and individual
responsibility. These aspects of traditional African societies set the stage for a communal
rather than individualistic approach to the well-being of the group on a family, group
and governing body. The relevance of the extended family follows from the importance
of consanguinity mentioned earlier. Schiele also points out that in many African
societies, different roles in the community are interconnected so that diverse occupations
within a group do not imply the rigorous divisions of status common to Western
cultures. The African version of participatory democracy was actualized by the council
of the elders that assured the existence of a mutual interaction between the
responsibilities of individuals and the government. In this participatory decisionmaking, women were present more often than not and had different roles and
responsibilities. The extended family’s interconnected responsibilities with the
community were a part of the Africans’ experience before their arrival to the United
States; this structure assured that the needs of all people in the community were met
(Schiele, 2000).

The ideological foundation of the American child welfare and welfare system
The child welfare system as a bureaucratic, formal composite of institutions
originated in colonial America. Many traditional cultures did not need state provisions
because children’s welfare was often guaranteed by a broader family structure than that
of the European nuclear family. It is important to trace the foundations of the current
child welfare institutions to colonial America because this research will show how most
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values underlying the system are unchanged today and damage African American
families.
Andrew Billingsley and Jeanne M. Giovannoni provide a systematic, critical,
social and historical analysis of the child welfare system since its foundation in Children
of the Storm: Black Children and American Child Welfare (1972). They list the cultural
assumptions that have existed within the child welfare system since its inception
(Billingsley & Giovannoni, 1972, 21-25). Below is a summary of those assumptions.
Numbers 1-4 are also valid for the welfare system. Assumptions 5 and6 are specific to
the child welfare system.
1) The system was designed upon the cultural norms of the majority of the
“Anglo-American settlers” and has strong ethnocentric foundations.
Children of other cultural backgrounds had to adapt to that system.
2) Anglo-American settlers thought that poverty would not exist in the “New
World” “save for one’s own indolence” because of the abundance of
resources and the less rigid social structure. Individuals were blamed for
poverty.
3) Since poverty was blamed as a personal ineptitude, the present social order
was not inherently wrong or unjust. The State was not held responsible for
creating or preventing poverty. Charitable organizations were solely
responsible for the poor while the state provided only for a select poor and
retained discretion over which poor it served.
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4) Those worthy of assistance were separated from the unworthy; “deviance”
was categorized. Different systems were set up whereby some children
(orphans) received more care than others (juvenile delinquents).
5) Since religious institutions provide a service which is NOT the responsibility
of the State, they reserved the right to be completely autonomous and to
privilege services to their own (Catholic services for Catholics, etc.). The child
welfare system was designed without regard for African American children
who were “provided for” first by enslavement, and then by separate
institutions such as African American organizations.
6) The child welfare system kept Black children worse off than white children at
all times. This was enforced by the existence of enslavement at the inception
of child welfare provisions. The assumption however, outlived the bondage
of children of African descent. As conditions improved for white children,
they improved at a slower rate for Black children.
7) Adoption services were set up for middle-class white parents who were
unable to have children of their own. This implied that selection standards
were established for the benefit of adoptive parents, not necessarily of
children.
Many of these assumptions are as true today as they were at the inception of
child welfare institutions. A history of the child welfare system show how these
assumptions started and endured over time. Afrocentric social work has critiqued many
such assumptions as they persist in the welfare and child welfare systems by drawing
from a tradition of African American social activism. The experiences of African
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American transitional custody parents occur within the boundaries of the system; they
face challenges based on the same underlying assumptions. The literature review that
follows will cover these three aspects: 1) historical perspectives on the child welfare,
welfare and legal systems; 2) Afrocentric critique of social work; and 3) the personal
challenges of transitional custody parents.

System of Interwoven Inequalities: the Child Welfare, Welfare and Legal Systems
An analysis of some historical aspects of welfare, child welfare and legal systems
is relevant to explain the implementation of policies and practices today. Many
institutions were founded during times of slavery and changed after emancipation.
Institutions that replaced the original ones were laid on racist ideological foundations
even when designed to help all poor people. The systems interacted differently as
parental rights changed over the years. During the colonial period, welfare and child
welfare were the same institution. With the New Deal, they split and the United States
welfare state was born. In the sixties, the welfare and child welfare systems made similar
policy decisions, even when different institutions led them. The history of how these
systems intertwined is addressed below and split in three sections: 1) before 1865; 2)
from emancipation to the post-New Deal Era; and 3) from the 60s until today.

From the colonial period to Emancipation
Child welfare and Welfare: one system
The bureaucratic child welfare system originated with the adapted importation of
the English Poor Law of 1601 into colonial America. Since children did not have a
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specific legal status at this time, adult poverty laws applied to them during this time
(Billingsley, 1972).
The Poor Laws in Britain established 1) provisions in one’s own home (“outdoor
relief); 2) contractual agreements with individuals (indenture and “farming out”); and 3)
“institutional aggregate care” (almshouses and workhouses). Of these, only the latter
two developed as state-funded in colonial America. The State did not provide assistance
to people in their own homes until the 1920s and 1930s because the poor were blamed
for their own situation and only private charity institutions assisted families. Most of
these charities discriminated either overtly or covertly against Blacks (Du Bois, 1996,
356-358). The most common provisions for poor children were indenturing –the selling
of the child’s labor to a private family for a certain number of years-- and placement in
almshouses --institutions where all those who could not take care of themselves lived. In
1837, 14% of the people in the Philadelphia County almshouse were free Blacks (only
7.4% of the city’s population; Du Bois, 1996, 270).
The reformation of the almshouses in the 1800’s announced the split between the
provision for poor youth and that of poor adults. This was not a true restructuring of the
poor, but instead a fragmentation of the concept of “deviance” into many categories,
some of which carried less stigma. Institutions were created first for “orphans”, then the
“blind”, the “insane”, and the “juvenile delinquent” population (Billingsley, 1972).
In view of the American dislike of the poor, …those who intended to rescue any of
the almshouse inhabitants [needed] to distract attention from their despicable
poorness and focus the donors’ eyes on some other characteristic that might be
shared with the nonpoor. (Billingsley, 1972, 31)
Orphanages were the first institutions to appear; they hosted children of all ages
whose parents could not take care of them and “saved” them from almshouses. A
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parallel institution, the juvenile penitentiary, was created to keep children from jail.
Around 1850, free foster care helped children transition from orphanages to indenture.
When enslavement ended, free foster care was least accessible to Black children.

Parental rights
Under common law, the child-parent relationship was one of “reciprocal
obligation and hierarchical obedience”. Fathers had “almost absolute right to the
custody, labor and earning of his minor children and were in turn expected to maintain,
protect and educate them” (Hasday, 2002). Fathers had the right to “correct” a child with
physical punishment. Children were not believed to have innocence worthy of
protection until the nineteenth century. A father who could not provide for his children
had weaker respect from society while a self-sufficient father had tremendous
prerogatives over his children. Legal institutions were not supposed to disrupt or
interfere with this social norm. A father, for instance, could choose a guardian other than
the mother of the child after his death (Hasday, 2002).
Common law’s parental rights applied only to whites because of the existence
enslavement in America. Enslavement contradicted parental rights since “slave power
supported itself by annulment of marital, parental and paternal rights” (Davis, 1997, 9).
Under enslavement, people of African descent had no claim over their own children, as
the entire family was property of the slave-owner.
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From the Emancipation to the post-New Deal era
Child welfare for African American children
When enslavement was abolished in 1865, Black poverty worsened. Freed with
no belongings, African Americans had no resources beside their own work and family
ties. In an attempt to “relieve hunger and distress,” the Freedmen’s Bureau acted as a
“social welfare institution” and showed some government responsibility for the wellbeing of the poor. Aiming at relieving poverty of families through the provision of work
and strengthening of the familial unit, its plan was ahead of its time. The monetary
funds available to the Bureau, however, ended in 1871; its response was inadequate for
the complex task of helping African Americans “transition” from bondage to selfsufficient freedom. The well-being of many African American children decreased with
the migration to northern cities where housing conditions were poor (Billingsley, 1972).
In the beginning of the 1900s, the foster home institution first appeared. Whites
were placed increasingly in these group homes, while Blacks remained in the private
foster care system. Orphanages were white organizations for whites. African American
organizations instead incorporated responsibility for children amongst their many other
tasks. Many African American religious and secular organizations responded to the
discrimination perpetuated by white institutions by caring for children, the aged, and
working girls. The Women’s Christian Alliance was founded in Philadelphia in 1919 as
a result of the great migration. The WCA aimed to 1) increase the reliability of the Black
community on its own strength; 2) to provide examples of Black competence; and 3) to
create more opportunities for Blacks.
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Between the 1920s and 1930s poverty increased and public institutions slowly
admitted African American children while private and sectarian ones overtly or covertly
discriminated against them. Private and sectarian agencies “privileged their own”, and
since most were Catholic or Jewish, they excluded Black children because they were
Protestant. As African Americans were admitted to some previously all white
institutions, the efforts of the African American community decreased, and thus
placement opportunities were reduced. Billingsley contends that integration damaged
Black children because the focus became inclusion rather than expansion of services.
Subsequently, many African American children were placed in institutions for juvenile
delinquents or the mentally ill because of the lack of available resources. Foster care as
directed by whites was increasingly used for African American children but were
problematic because intervention was never specifically geared towards the needs of
African American children. As poverty increased, attempts were made to reform an
inadequate, punitive system and the number of adoptions increased. The establishment
of the Service Bureau for Negro Children in New York in 1939 and the House of the
Holy Child in 1938 are examples of a growing concern for the welfare of Black children.
These attempts, however, were permeated with instability regarding funding sources
and paternalist ideologies (Billingsley, 1972).
Although informal adoption had always existed in America, formal adoption
began in the 1800s and was not a child welfare institution until the twentieth century.
Thought at first to allow an adult a “legal heir”, it later became a child welfare remedy
with requirements for the child’s safety. The first adoption agencies in the 1920s were
born to satisfy the needs of middle-class white parents who could not have children of
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their own. The adopted children were not poor, rather, were generally babies born out of
wedlock. Parents set the standards for adoption. Only in 1960 did adoption services
become available to Black children. Most agencies assumed that African Americans
would not or could not adopt. The National Urban League’s (NUL) 1953 study and the
1955 Adopt-a-child program initiated by the Black community dispelled this myth.
African American organizations had more success in adopting African American
children because they were grounded in the community unlike white-led agencies
(Billinglsey, 1972).

The birth of the separate Welfare State
As whites in northern cities struggled with the increasing Black population,
Blacks founded political, social and religious organizations of their own and poverty
reached an all-time high with the Great Depression (beginning in 1929). Presidential
policies failed to address poverty adequately. The 1935 Social Security Act (SSA)
established Aid to Dependent Children (ADC), the follower of state-regulated Mother’s
Aid pensions (that assisted widows but discriminated against single mothers).
Lieberman (1998) points out in Shifting the Color Line: Race and the American Welfare State,
that to obtain a high but problematic political support, F.D. Roosevelt intertwined a
progressive federal intervention policy with a conservative parochial implementation of
services which allowed southern states to exclude Blacks from assistance. ‘Dependent’
replaced the old term of ‘orphan’ and referred not to a poor child but to one who lacked
a father/provider. Like a mother’s pensions, ADC was grounded in the idea that
selected mothers were not to blame for their unemployed status. The selection favored
white “worthy widows” over poor Black mothers. ADC benefits were more likely to be
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distributed for white children even though Black children were more likely to come
from poor and single parent households. Most states implemented a “suitable home”
requirement that enabled the local offices to keep the racial divide intact by excluding
Black families (Lieberman, 1998).
For Linda Gordon (1984) in Pitied but not Entitled, the welfare system originated
from two interests groups: charity organizations and political forces. The Social Security
Act of 1935 was the product of “a progressive welfare vision that emerged historically
out of charity, transforming pity into justice…and American logrolling politics” (Gordon,
1984, 287, emphasis added). Although the SSA was a legal admission that one could be
without work for excusable reasons (a step forward for the American welfare system
that blamed the poor for their condition), it failed to see State assistance as a right of
every citizen.
Political watered-down negotiations were stronger than charity’s organizational
goal of transforming pity into justice. From here, a division between primary and
secondary (Social Security vs. public assistance) programs resulted in a reinforcement of
United States inequality through the concept of a deserved federal-offered social
assistance versus an undeserved state-funded public assistance. Those who benefited
from the first type were mainly middle-class and upper working class white men, while
the actual poor received the second type of assistance. Even in the 1980s, “80% of the
U.S. social welfare budget went to the nonpoor” (Gordon, 1984, p. 302). Throughout the
New Deal, public assistance was being offered at the price of moral tests, interferences
into one’s privacy, and enforced stigma, while social security was seen as a right which
did not require indiscrete tests and did not carry stigma. Gordon emphasizes how such a
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stigma was biased toward single parents as the concept of a “suitable household”
depended on the “moral standards” of the mother. Of course, the whole concept of
moral standards descended from assumptions that women should be married for life
and the role woman should play in society.
American racism toughened the effects of such a system on African Americans.
The failure of such a system to address poverty in a decisive, effective way originated in
the failure of the white pro-welfare movement to make alliances with the actual poor
rather than with the white middle class and upper-working class (Gordon, 1984). Due in
part to the racism inherent in the feminist movement, Black women created their own
organizations and agendas that promoted the uplifting of the majority of African people
rather than the selective, temporary relief already in place (Giddens, 1984). African
American women focused on issues of education and health while maintaining a strong
ideological bond between social rights and equal civil rights. Mary Mcleod Bethune’s
and Mary Church Terrell’s National Council of Negro Women, and Helen Burrough’s
Women’s Auxilary Convention to the National Baptist Convention were among many
active African American women’s organizations (Giddens, 1984; Hine, 1995; Gordon,
1984). Black women focused more on building private institutions and equal rights than
on government relief. The Feminist movement and the Democratic Party failed to
incorporate the needs of African people in their agendas and de facto split away.
After the 1929 stock market crash and President Hoover’s failure to improve the
United States economy, President Theodore Roosevelt’s New Deal attempted to
overcome the crisis by offering subsidies to poor families. Federal relief to the poor
would take the United States out of the recession; the increased income of poor families
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would ultimately benefit the nation because it would help increase the internal market.
Although this perspective seemed to favor the poor, in reality, it favored the white poor.
African Americans were discriminated against based on the services they could access.
Initially, the New Deal hid racial discrimination by excluding domestic and unskilled
workers, the majority of which were African American, from the pool of citizens eligible
for federal benefits. Although access improved for African Americans in the later years
of the New Deal, equal access to services between whites and Blacks was never present
(Giddens, 1984; Hine, 1995; Gordon, 1984, Trotter, 2001).
Federal housing policies from the New Deal onward encouraged new
homeownership. However, incentives were not distributed equally across racial lines. In
fact, whites increased the extent of their ownership at the expense of African Americans
for many years by limiting African American access to segregated areas.

Changing parental rights: a bifurcated legal system
After the Emancipation proclamation in 1865 and the addition of the 14th and 15th
Amendments, African Americans acquired freedom from enslavement, the right to
marry and parental rights over their children. These changes occurred while ideologies
of child rearing and parental rights were changing within the society at large.
In Parenthood divided: a legal history of the bifurcated law of parental relations, Hasday
(2002) emphasizes how late nineteenth century concepts of parenthood changed, and
with them family law bifurcated to protect the parental rights of the rich, while those of
the poor were violated. The foundation of child cruelty societies contributed to this shift.
The New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in 1874 was founded to
prevent “child cruelty” and was supported by private funds. Cruelty here does not
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mean abuse as is known today; they were more against children begging in the streets
than corporal punishment. Many wealthy men were on the board and weaved
philanthropy with state power.
At first, Common Law protected father’s rights; soon the spread of
industrialization changed concepts of a child rearing all together. A concept of
successful fatherhood emerged that entailed keeping wife and children at home. This
was unattainable for many: “The dominant nineteenth-century account of successful
domesticity and successful fatherhood assumed, endorsed, and demanded an ordering
of family-market relations that was becoming more common among the white middle
class, but remained impossible for many Americans to achieve” (Hasday, 2002, 323).
Lawmakers started to believe that unsuccessful fathers were not worthy of the
legal protections of family law and child advocate societies generated new legal activity.
Racial connotations existed for the inferior European immigrants who “would
contaminate child’s innocence” (Hasday, 2002, 339). The Children’s Aid society soon
removed numerous poor children from New York City and placed them with farm
families in the West on so-called “orphan trains.” From 1853 to 1890 they relocated
92,000 people, almost all children, who became indentured servants. Like those who
were later placed in institutions, this was not an ideal family setting. These provisions,
though, kept children of the poor under constant supervision and out of the labor
market. Soon arose “new forms of positive law, at sharp variance with common law
principles, to regulate families deemed pathological”(Hasday, 2002, 306).
Pensions for mothers were established in 20 states between 1911 and 1913. They
were thought to be more cost-effective than removing the children. Lawmakers aimed to
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provide funding for women whose husbands could not take care of them. African
Americans were excluded from these funds.

Those who received them were

surrounded by an atmosphere of suspicion and intrusion into family privacy was
frequent. These laws favored widows over deserted and divorced women. Very few
states aided mothers who never married at all. Mothers who proved their “fitness” still
had to undergo the demands of laws that interfered with their interactions with
children. This discrimination of which women received assistance and the negative
treatment of those who did continued through the New Deal. When mothers’ pensions
became ADC, the logic was the same (Hasday, 2002).

The 1960s to the present
The welfare and child welfare systems bond to support the racial status quo
Regardless of discrimination practices in ADC implementation, by 1960 nearly
half of the ADC recipients were Black (Lieberman, 1998, 148). The Civil Rights Acts had
opened the door to Black mothers because they implemented the prohibition of
discrimination by the federal and state governments. Tension in the nation rose as
politicians struggled to find ways to decrease the welfare budget. The success of the
Civil Rights Movement was a threat to the racial status quo. Sadly, Black children paid
the price of this conflict.
The State of Louisiana was the first to promote legislation to decrease the welfare
rolls by increasing the child welfare rolls. Other states followed its lead. When the
Federal Supreme Court issued a mandatory school desegregation order in 1960,
Louisiana responded by cutting 6,000 families (30% of its enrollment) off ADC. New
York’s National Urban League also made an attempt to raise funds for the 23,000
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children no longer receiving ADC, and a formal review followed. Louisiana’s response
was that it would be contradictory to deny a family benefits because the home was
“unsuitable” and leave the child in the home. The child should therefore be removed all
together. It is from this point forward that the child welfare rolls skyrocketed in the
United States (Lieberman, 1998). The “suitable home” requirement first enacted to
oppress Blacks by excluding them from the welfare roles and condemning women’s
morality became a more destructive weapon designed to split up Black families.

Child welfare
In The Lost Children of Wilder, published in 2001, Bernstein, investigative
journalist, narrates the story of a class-action lawsuit meant to challenge discrimination
in New York City’s child foster care system. The lawsuit started in 1973 as Wilder vs.
Sugarman and lasted 20 years. Shirley Wilder, a Black girl who ran away from her
abusive household, was the main plaintiff. She, like many other Black children, was
placed in multiple inadequate institutions because the more equipped Jewish and
Catholic ones in New York City prioritizing children of their own religion (hence race).
Shirley Wilder was raped multiple times by her female inmates in a facility where
cruelty was normal and expected. Sexually active, she became pregnant at 14 and her
child also became a victim of the child welfare system. Lamont Wilder changed several
homes and mental institutions before finally aging out of the system at 21 years of age.
At 19 years of age, Lamont met his mother Shirley, then a crack addict. Shirley died a
few years later. Bernstein narrates the tragic story of this torn family, and their cycle of
loss while providing the frame for the 20-year lawsuit.
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The lawsuit meant to expose the injustices of this system did not succeed in
reforming it. The legal action in fact, spread out across years of great change in United
States’ society. By the 1980s the core rationale of the system had changed: including
Black children did not insure better treatment. As stated by Marcia Lowry, the plaintiff’s
attorney in Wilder and member of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
“Discrimination is no longer the issue; this is a system that serves almost exclusively
minority kids, and serves them badly” (Bernstein, 2001, 373). When the 1986 settlement
was reached to assure the inclusion of African American children in all child welfare
Agencies, it had almost no effect on the system it was meant to change. The settlement
was obsolete because discrimination did not occur by excluding African American
children. In fact, as noted by Roberts (2002), the child welfare system of the postseventies was a system that served mainly African Americans because African
Americans were more likely to be placed in foster care, to stay longer in foster care, or to
be placed in juvenile detention facilities.
In Shattered Bonds: The Color of Child Welfare Dorothy Roberts provides an
unusually well-documented and critical overview of the more recent dynamics of the
child welfare system. Since the numbers of children in foster care skyrocketed in the 80’s
until the 1997 peak of 588,000, most children in care were African American because
families are held to a standard too high for the realities of the city poor. The access to
better foster care facilities was no longer the issue. In fact, most foster care homes did
not offer appropriate care. When one study proved that most previous foster care
children were found among New York City’s homeless population, the age of foster care
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was extended from 18 years of age to 21, still without a significant improvement. In fact,
the number of previous foster children in prison or homeless is still high today.
Gradually, the focus on adoption has increased. In 1978 Indian Child Welfare Act
recognized that Indian children should have adoptive homes from their own tribe if
possible. This policy was never accepted for African American children for whom the
practice was called race-matching (Roberts, 2002).
With the 1980 Child Welfare Act, States were encouraged to prevent placements
by focusing on preventive and reunification programs. Since the 1997 Adoption and Safe
Families Act (ASFA) this tendency has inverted. After 15 of 22 months in placement,
have passed, DHS starts “concurrent planning”. This means planning permanency
inside and outside the home at the same time, as well as decreasing the energies of
family reunification. The ASFA also facilitates termination of parental rights, and claims
that this increases adoption possibilities. Tax incentives have been offered to adoptive
families and new web-site search engines make national adoptions across states more
feasible. To Roberts, the number of legal orphans have increased, but the children in care
have not decreased significantly because of these provisions (Roberts, 2002).

Welfare
In 1962, Kennedy’s Public Welfare Amendments shifted ADC to Aid to Families
with Dependent Children, or AFDC. The variation consisted in a reduction of
requirement barriers, such as residency. AFDC was extended to unemployed parents
and their children, but much funding was invested in “pushing” single parents,
especially women, to work. The era of welfare reform was on its way.
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Quadagno (1994) contends that President Lyndon Johnson’s War on Poverty in
the 1960’s was intended to respond to the underlying conditions that brought about the
race riots. The War on Poverty also attempted to overcome the racial split that the New
Deal enforced. In 1964, Johnson created a new agency to plan the “War on Poverty”,
including the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) which “transcended the New Deal
legacy of local welfare offices and county officials” (Quadagno, 1994, 33). Johnson’s
approach did succeed in bringing cities on the federal agenda by promoting a time of
intense community activism. However, the racial gap was far from becoming closed. In
fact, just as in the New Deal before it, the War on Poverty uncovered American racism in
its entirety while the Democratic Party was faced time and time again with having to
choose between promoting the issues dear to African American people or keeping its
southern and/or northern white vote (Quadagno, 1994).
Quadagno analyzes each sector that the War on Poverty addressed, including
Equal Opportunity, Housing, Childcare, Social Security, and Political rights. She shows
how it was American racism, not American liberalism, nor American class dynamics
that undermined the substantial push for change in the distribution of resources.
Because of its emphasis on community activism and the presence of the poor in the
decision making process, the OEO soon clashed both with the Agencies of the New Deal
heritage (Department of Labor, Human and Health Services) and with the mayors and
local administrations in the cities. Later on, the Model Cities Act in 1966 proved to be
more conservative in scope and allowed the mayors the role of mediators between
federal funding and the urban population. Through this new structure many cities
watered-down their proposals for change and avoided confronting the main issues of
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racial segregation and discrimination head on. Political leaders did not include in their
agenda any radical change that could undermine the conservative component of their
electorate. Provisions for housing offer a good example of this dynamic. It is important
to address issues of housing here because, as mentioned above, homelessness and
inadequate housing contribute significantly to the process of parents’ loss of custody.
In 1996, The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act
(1996) started the era of Welfare reform in which public assistance is limited to five
years. Parents were also required to start work requirements after two years. This
provision has been celebrated for the rapid decrease of the number enrolled in public
assistance, but the decrease is very controversial. For many, welfare reform has
eliminated many deserving recipients from the rolls without inserting them into the
workforce. Enrollment dropped because requirements became more restrictive, not
because there were less needy people. Many studies focus on the challenges that women
face in the era of welfare reform (Edin, 1997, 2005; Hays, 2003). Furthermore, decreasing
welfare rolls in year 2000 could mean increasing the child welfare rolls, just as it meant
so for the State of Mississippi in 1960. Roberts (2002) examines the possibility of the
increase in child welfare rolls and ultimately, child poverty.
Examination of issues of politics, economics, and race explain much about the
condition of our cities. The assumptions of many that most poor people live solely on
welfare checks are untrue. “In 1999 72.4 of households living below the poverty line in
the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) had wage income and 59.1 percent
of them depended on it as their primary source of income (PAHC, 2003, 6)”. A city in
which most of the poor are working poor and where 22.9 percent of its population is
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below the poverty line (35.2 percent of which children) cannot afford, literally, to keep
its eyes shut. On a national scale, 32.1 percent of Black children lived in poverty in 2002
(Muhammad, 2004, 11).
A report written by the Philadelphia Affordable Housing Commission in 2003
called Closing the gap: Housing (un) Affordability in Philadelphia places the case of
Philadelphia on the scene of a national trend. Minimum wage has stayed the same while
rents have increased, thus limiting the economic power of low income families--families
that earn less than 20,000 a year--to be self-sufficient. Furthermore, unlike some may
assume, although 35% of Philadelphia’s families earn less than $20,000 a year, only one
out of three of them live in subsidized housing and only 8 percent of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD)’s budget is spent on this category. Instead, the
largest portion of HUD’s budget is spent on demolition and acquisition of sites. All these
factors explain how Philadelphia can have 30,000 less affordable housing units than are
needed for low-income families.

Housing conditions
In the 1960s, when the strength of the Civil Rights Movement increased, the issue
of segregated housing became predominant. Public housing facilities that were built
after the New Deal discriminated against their tenants, separating white “projects” from
Black ones. Kennedy promised to mobilize against housing segregation in his 1960
campaign but this became a “political hot potato that Kennedy was unwilling to touch”
(Quadagno, 1994, 92). Two years later Kennedy chose to take action but the effect was
limited: in 1962 he issued an order prohibiting discrimination in public housing. The
Public Housing Authority (PHA) interpreted the measure as narrowly as possible, de
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facto continuing to discriminate. The anti-discrimination measure was applied only to
houses built after 1962. The PHA continued to select the sites that tenants were sent to
but claimed to not discriminating against individuals (Quadagno, 1994, 92).
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 made discrimination in housing with federal
assistance illegal, new approaches to housing desegregation were taken. In 1965,
Johnson created the new HUD. This agency’s objective was to overcome some of the
barriers to integration in the city, generated by the New Deal Agency’s compliance with
segregation. Rent supplements were the new strategy that allowed tenants to pay 25% of
the rent while the federal subsidy covered the rest. Whites generally opposed rental
supplements because they allowed low-income people to live side-by-side with higher
income groups. Before the War on Poverty a common practice among whites who
applied for public housing but did not want to live in Black units was to visit a number
of “projects” available and choose the one in a predominantly white area. HUD ended
this practice by not allowing candidates to refuse more than two offers. The impact of
this measure was that the number of whites living in public housing decreased
significantly, again leaving housing segregation unchallenged (Quadagno, 1994).
Besides private practices that strengthened housing segregation, local authorities
were also a barrier. In the South, localities could choose whether to distribute a
supplement: “The agreement replicated the New Deal compromise that had relegated
African Americans to the inferior social assistance programs (Quadagno, 1994, 93)”.
Nevertheless, in its first years HUD did try enforcing measures that would support
uplifting the poor without opposing integration.
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The opposition by the localities, the incoherent body of laws and executive
orders, and the lack of funding kept HUD from revolutionizing the distribution of city
housing. Model Cities began in 1966 to incorporate the local authorities and federal
funding. Federal policies that supported community activism were already ending and a
more conservative ones emerging. Nixon merged the Federal Housing Authority (FHA)
with HUD and although he initially promoted “open communities”, by 1971, he stated
that federal funding could not enforce “economic integration” (Quadagno, 1994).
After the seventies, conservative trends in housing continued. Cuts in federal
funding and a deterioration of housing conditions in United States worsened poor urban
areas. De facto segregation is still a reality in most cities in the United States and, the cost
of housing has increased while the number of buildings available to the poor has
decreased. Between 1981 and 1985, (the Reagan years) federal funding for housing
decreased--though it would almost be appropriate to say this funding disappeared-from 26.1 billion dollars to 2.1 billion dollars (Quadagno, 1994, 114). Those who received
rent supplements started to paid 30% instead of 25% of their rent. Since 1985, the
situation has not improved.
According to the Philadelphia Affordable Housing Coalition (2003), “between
1997 and 1999 [in the United States] the number of units affordable to extremely lowincome households --defined by HUD as households with incomes below 30 percent of
the area median income-- dropped by 750,000. In 1999, there were 940,000 fewer
affordable units than needed for extremely low-income households (PAHC, 2003, 5).
Between 1970, after the abolishing of de jure segregation, and 2002, African
American homeownership increased by 6%. The gap between European American and
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African American ownership, however, “has barely budged” (Muhammad, 2004, 14).
This is the result of the contradicting federal and local practices; while politicians overtly
claimed to promote the well-being of different social strata, they were covertly more
concerned with keeping their power.
Many poor African American mothers then have had challenges with housing in
a persistently unequal society. Deteriorated housing has made them vulnerable to being
reported to authorities. Providing for their children is still a measure of adequate
parenting.

The Afrocentric critique of social work: Afrocentric social work and ways of
supporting African Agency
Traditional views in social work have been aiming at enhancing the human
being’s ability to overcome the conditions which bring about poverty such as
joblessness, homelessness and substance abuse by focusing on employment and
rehabilitation. These perspectives are based on the assumption that once the individual
is ready to bring a significant contribution to society, society will welcome the
individual on equal basis with other citizens. In reality, the United States society does
not confirm this notion. As seen in the previous historical section, many who have
“stepped up to the plate” have still been discriminated against (Quadagno, 1994). An
example of this is Quadagno’s description of the “Philadelphia Plan” of the sixties, when
the city decided to expand the construction work investments so as to create new jobs in
that arena. The skilled unions continued to discriminate against African Americans
because they preferred an increase in wages to an increase in a diverse working
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population. Many factors such as discrimination and economic benefit have intervened
in the issue of employment along the years.
A new approach emerged to respond to the inadequacy of mainstream social
work to explain the structural realities that affect African Americans. Afrocentric social
work seeks to reform social work by merging Asante’s concept of Afrocentricity with the
Black psychologists’ cultural concept of African worldview. Afrocentric social work
seeks to apply this new paradigm to human services in order to promote African agency
(Graham, 1990; Schiele, 2000). To Schiele, “Afrocentric human services can be defined as
methods of human service practice that arise from the sociocultural and philosophical
concepts, traditions, and experiences of African Americans (Schiele, 2000, 11)”.
Graham highlights that equality, social justice and humanitarian values are the
core principles of social work, but that ethnic-sensitive models and anti-discriminatory
practices are not enough for it to succeed. Traditional social work still operates within a
context of cultural oppression. Cultural oppression is defined “as the universalism of a
dominant group’s experience and culture and its establishment as the norm (Young,
1990, 59)”. Instead, worldviews of different cultures should be incorporated into human
service practice. Graham contends that the final objective of Afrocentric social work is to
create “more holistic social work models that not only seek to nurture and develop Black
families and their children, but serve to advance the collective interests of African
people throughout the world” (Graham, 1999, 120). The Afrocentric social work
perspective is based on three fundamental assumptions: “(1) that the individual identity
is conceived as a collective identity; (2) that the spiritual aspect of humans is just as
legitimate as the material component; and (3) that the affective approach to knowledge
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is epistemologically valid (Schiele, 1997, 805)”. These assumptions derive directly from
the holistic African worldview.
The tenets of Afrocentric social work attempt to overcome dualities in case
management so that (1) collective aspects of a client’s life are not isolated from his/her
individuality and (2) his/her spiritual life is not disconnected from the body. Similarly,
for the researcher, (3) affective knowledge takes a place besides rational knowledge. All
such aspects are essential to the development of the individual’s ‘cultural centeredness’
(Asante, 1990; 1998) and all Afrocentric Social Work practices should be laid on these
foundations. Programs and grants have applied these principles and adopted a
communal rather than an individualistic approach to the problems of African Americans
in the city (Schiele, 2000; Everett, 1991).
Schiele also lists five methods to address the:
Problems associated with oppression and spiritual alienation in this society…1.
Transforming people from suboptimal to optimal thinking… 2. Fighting against
political, economic, and cultural oppression…3. Building on community strengths…
4. [Creating] An affective professional relationship… 5. [Establishing] Mutuality
within the professional relationship. (Schiele, 1999, 809-815)
These methods all aim at promoting agency and wholism in social work. The
first method addresses the relevance of moving people from a materialistic, fragmented
view of life to one which can address all aspects of one’s being. The second emphasizes
the role of empowerment in the fight of oppression which is enforced by the third of the
community bond. A client’s reality then, is not dealt with in isolation from the
community or the rest of society. The last two methods address the relationship between
the caseworker and the client; the relationship is reciprocal and affective, rather than
detached, condescending and unidirectional.
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The Afrocentric critique to social work originates from some commonalities
social work has with other social sciences. Many Social Work and Sociology perspective
in fact, like other perspectives grounded in the Euro-American worldview tend to be
materialist, mechanistic and pessimistic in their orientation. Cultural oppression
contributes to socio-cultural arrogance and ignorance because some people do not
benefit from other cultures. (Schiele, 2000; Akbar, 1984; Nobles, 1978; McAdoo, check;
Everett, 1991). Furthermore, Euro-American culture has favored rationality at the
expense of other aspects of the human being. Akbar prefers uses the term arational to
indicate the Afrocentric refusal to reify rationality as the highest human capacity. The
Eurocentric perspective simplified the human being’s role in social work. Mainstream
social work sees the individual strictly in relation to his/her needs, and the ability to
meet those needs. Rather, insight into African Americans will allow more space for
community solutions, cultural strengths and political frameworks. In many areas of
social work, culturally-based solutions have proved to be more effective (Philips, 1990;
Sue, 1977).

From Oppression to Empowerment: African American Female Activism
African American women’s activism
African American women have always had a unique experience in the United
States society both as mothers and as social activists. Black feminists have worked to
distinguish themselves from white feminists because of their communal concerns for the
benefit of African liberation as opposed to just personal emancipation. In that respect,
African women have been a tremendous example of African agency, exercised even in
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the most challenging of moments and spaces. Although the tradition of African
American female activism is recorded to the 19th Century with extraordinary women
such as Mariah Stewart, Mary Shadd Cary, Harriett Tubman and Sojourner Truth, the
public discourse on African American women entered public discourse in the 20th
Century. While in the beginning of the century Ida B. Wells, Mary Mcleod Bethune,
Nannie Helen Burroughs, and Anna Julia Cooper found strategies for the liberation of
the African American community through sisterhood networks (Du Bois, 1920;
Giddings, 1984; Hine, 1995), African American women have also had a strong voice
since the modern civil rights movement. It was then that African American women
decided to challenge the sexism within African American organizations. Ella Baker,
Donna Richardson and Elaine Brown accused the sexism of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC), the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) and the Black Panther Party (BPP), respectively. From this critique a detailed,
critical Black Feminist perspective emerged that simultaneously challenges sexism and
racism (Rodgers-Rose, 1988; Collins, 2000).
Nah Dove and Cleonora Hudson Weems are among those who do not define
themselves as feminists because of the legacy that feminism has with racism. Rejecting
the preeminence of gender in Black feminist discourse, they define themselves as
Africana Womanist and contend that race, class and gender (in that order) explain most
phenomena concerning African American women within African-centered discourse
(Mazama, 2003).
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African American motherhood and the Black family
The struggle of Black women as political voices has coincided with their struggle
as mothers. Assumptions about Black women often become assumptions about Black
mothers. The Moynihan report The Negro family: A Case for National Action, issued in 1965
popularized this view of an African American matriarch who repressed, rather than
uplifted her family. Such pathological approaches were promoted often at the expense
of the African American women’s needs. Washington (Birns, 1984) states that most
studies are not grounded in the voices of mothers. This has paved the way for the
misrepresentation of African American women as mothers of dysfunctional families
who have kept a privileged position of matriarch and bred strong daughters and weak
sons --the matriarchal myth. These assumptions however, were not met with sufficient
research evidence (Birns, 1984; Collins, 2000).
Collins (Staples, 1994a) states that discourse on Black motherhood need not
parallel discourse on white motherhood. Three assumptions society makes for white
women are problematic for Black women. They are 1) that “mothering occurs within the
confine of a private, nuclear family household”; 2) an existing “strict sex-role
segregation defining male and female spheres of influence within the family”; 3) that
“motherhood and economic dependency on men are linked”. These assumptions are
problematic in the context of the African American family because African American
women have often had to provide for their young in non-private, non-nuclear families
because of the many intrusions into her household on the behalf of white males. The
strict distinction of sex-roles may apply to the white middle class but is less applicable to
African Americans; the idea that a “good mother” is a full-time mother is untrue for
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African American women who have always worked outside of the household. Such
distinctions between cultural views on motherhood often fail to emerge because the
voices of African American mothers in sociological studies are not heard.
Collins contends that there is a need for an “Afrocentric ideology on
motherhood” which supports the self-definition of African American women. From her
study of African American mothers four themes emerged: 1) “Bloodmothers,
othermothers, and women-centered networks; 2) Providing as part of mothering; 3)
Motherhood as a symbol of power; and 4) community othermothers and social activism”
(Collins in Staples, 1994a, 168-170). Bloodmothers are biological mothers who, in their
duties, are generally supported by ‘othermothers’ i.e. other caretakers that contribute in
the mothering role. This mothering role is exercised more at the community than
individual and gender level. Furthermore, the relevance of the mothers in the
community is related to their power to implement changes, within the family or in the
larger community. Thus, a mother in the community may also be the mother of the
community since the mothering role is intertwined with a history of female social
activism in the African American community. In her later work, Collins also contends
that though the role of the community in the African American family has occurred for
many years, more research is needed to assess whether these characteristics are
changing. The number of African American children in foster care in fact, suggests that
African American children are not raised by family members and the community as
much as they used to be (Collins in Staples, 1994a, Collins, 2000).
Critical views of African American women have also involved child-rearing
strategies which many researchers have found to be different from those of whites in the
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United States. External viewers have considered African American mothers more harsh
and “domineering”. Hale (1993) however, favors the views of Black women on their
own terms. Hale suggests that the issue of child rearing be divided into two categories:
1) the techniques for child-rearing that are an “adaptation to the racism and oppression
Black people have experienced in America”; 2) “the characteristic of child-rearing that
are derived from African culture.” Such distinctive discourse allows space to incorporate
the relevance of African American women in preparing their children to survive
American racism, as well as retaining African aspects such as the predominant role of
non-verbal communication between mothers and their children, as well as the
community responsibility of child-rearing (Hale in Rodgers-Rose, 1980).
Wade-Gayles’ study highlights the divergence between the accounts of Black
women seen through literature, and those filtered through the eyes of sociologists in: “1)
child-rearing posture; 2) maternal aspirations; 3) maternal fulfillment” (Rodgers-Rose,
1980, 90). She emphasizes how sociological studies have over-generalized poor patterns
of motherhood to the whole African American female population. To Wade-Gayles, the
bias exists because sociologists study populations considered “pathological” such as
poor or welfare dependent. Also, sociologists have focused on child-rearing at the
expense of maternal aspirations and satisfaction, which emerge from fiction. The agency
of African American women is often absent from sociological accounts. Cause-effect
relationships draw images of compliant women at the expense of personal choice
because African American families are separated from society’s structural challenges
(Wade-Gayles’ in Rodgers-Rose, 1980).
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The Personal Challenges of Transitional Custody Parents
As mentioned earlier, literature on transitional custody mothers is rare. Research,
tends to focus aspects of their lives that they share with other groups. The sections
below will identify research conducted on: 1) stigma experienced by noncustodial
mothers; 2) reactions to loss; 3) adaptation to loss of custody following divorce; 4)
challenges of single parenthood; 5) system bias in removing children; and 6) the
challenges to reunification.

Dealing with stigma
Even with all the changes of modern society, many still assume that womanhood
and motherhood coincide and women have to be good mothers. Noncustodial parents,
who have lost custody voluntarily or involuntarily, feel stigmatized. If it is true that the
history of the African family made motherhood more important than wifehood for
African Americans (Staples, 1971a) because polygamy made the wife role less
demanding (Rodgers-Rose, 1980, McaAdoo, 1984), then African American transitional
custody mothers may experience more stigma than other groups in the United States.
Furthermore, the way poverty affects women makes being a good parent challenging.
Female-headed households are more likely to be below the poverty line (Birns, 1984).
More is expected of mothers than fathers; as a result, noncustodial fathers receive
a greater support from the American public than noncustodial mothers although
mothers are more economically unstable (Grief, 1997; 1993; Greif and Pabst, 1988).
Mothers who live apart from their children are often denigrated and believed to be
licentious, incompetent, and emotionally unfit parents. They are held to higher
parenting standards than are noncustodial fathers and treated more harshly when
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people learn they live away from their children. (Greif, 1997, 47)
Contemporary society assumes that mothers ought to bare the main
responsibility for children and that mothers who do not are unfit. The effects of such
rigidity towards women emerges from Grief’s survey of 517 noncustodial mothers
which showed that noncustodial mothers more than fathers tended, “to deny their
noncustodial status to new acquaintances” (Grief, 1993) to avoid stigma.

Loss, bereavement and mourning
In the psychological arena, much has been written on the response human beings
have to loss. Different terms are used: bereavement (Parkes, 1972; Raphael, 1983;
Institute of Medicine, 1984) and grieving and mourning (Bowlby, 1980; Schneider, 1984).
Raphael says: “Bereavement is the reaction to the loss of a close relationship...but in this
work grief will be used to refer to the emotional response...Mourning will be used to refer
to the psychological mourning processes” (Raphael, 1983, 33, Italics added). Bereavement
then, incorporates both grief and mourning as these are specific aspects of the general
reaction to loss. Bereavement results from specific death loss in common usage, but is
has a broader sense here because other losses provoke similar reactions. Schneider has
the broadest definitions of loss: loss is integral to every process of change; positive gain
also carries loss (Schneider, 1984).
Most studies focus on the loss of parents, spouses and children to death (Bowlby,
1980; Parkes, 1972; Pollock, 1989; Raphael, 1983; Ross, 2002). Lesser attention has been
devoted to other types of loss such as: a home, a spouse after divorce (Raphael, 1983),
the chronic sickness of a child (Ross, 2002) and in the child welfare arena, the
relinquishing of a child for adoption (Millen, 1985; Raphael, 1983).
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Most theorists identify the mourning process with process of adaptation to
detachment as Freud (1957) did in Mourning and Melancholia. Bowlby’s three volume
Attachment and Loss (Bowlby, 1980; Pollock, 1989) is the most extensive work in this area.
There is general agreement that mourning is not a linear process and there are phases
which may overlap, pass and return. The number and names of phases vary according
to the author. Bowlby identified three main “stages” of mourning: 1) shock and
numbness; 2) disbelief; and 3) disorganization and reorganization. The initial phase is
one of shock, where one is numb and barely feels at all; the second includes disbelief
and anger increases as reality sets in. In the third phase, the bereaved attempts to
“reorganize” his or her thoughts around the loss (Bowlby, 1980). Each phase can last
from a few minutes to months depending on the nature of the loss, the predisposition of
the bereaved, and the anticipation of the loss etc.
According to the Institute of Medicine’s Bereavement: reactions, consequences and
care, phases are called: 1) moment of shock and numbness; 2) intense psychic pain; and
3) completion of mourning. Although the terminology differs, the phases of intense
psychic pain and completion of mourning are similar to the phases outlined by Bowlby. The
Institute of Medicine’s terminology emphasizes the need for the healthy individual to
complete mourning. Completion occurs when one weeps the loss at times, but is
generally in a place of “acceptance and recovery”.
Schneider’s model is more specific, with eight phases of mourning: 1) initial
awareness, 2) limiting awareness-letting go, 3) limiting awareness- holding on, 4)
awareness, 5) gaining perspective, 6) resolving, 7) reformulating and 8) transforming
loss. The first three phases correspond to Bowlby’s numbness and disbelief. Schnieder
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however, explains how the disbelief takes place: the bereaved attempts to “limit the
awareness” of the loss, by periodically holding on and letting go of memories of the
person. Phases 5-8 correspond to Bowlby’s disorganization and reorganization.
Schneider admits that not everyone passes through each phase. There are those who
limit their loss, accept the loss, and finally those who resolve and reformulate the loss.
Those who limit their loss have not truly completed their grieving process, but have
learned to function by limiting their emotions (from phase one to four but back to three).
Those who accept the loss have completed grieving without seizing the loss as an
opportunity for self-development (from phase one to four). Those who resolve and
reformulate their loss, instead, make peace with their loss and reinvested their energy in
a variety of other arenas (phase one through eight). Schneider’s also attempts a holistic
explanation of the impact of loss. The loss has a physical, emotional, spiritual, cognitive
and behavioral impact. Such impact occurs at every phase of mourning. Pollock also saw
mourning as a process of “creative change”. Mourning is a “change-creative-gain
sequence” (Pollock, 1977, 14) when brought to full fruition because loss involves a
renewing of one’s identity and a shift in one’s self-concept.
As mentioned earlier, not all people are able to live through every phase of loss.
Whether it is called “complicated grief” (Schneider, 1984), “pathological mourning”
(Pollock, 1977), “chronic mourning” (Bowlby, 1980), “morbid grief” (Raphael, 1983) or
“chronic sorrow” (Ross, 2002), most writers acknowledge that the grieving process is a
difficult one. Once started grieving will affect a person’s physical and mental health in
the near and distant future. To Pollock “Maladaptations can be transitory or can lead to
serious incapacitating difficulties”. (Pollock, 1977, 14) Several factors may hinder the
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completion of mourning such as repressing the grief, hiding the grief, losing someone
unexpectedly and having a dependent relationship with the person lost. For those who
turn to substance abuse, or experienced depression and thoughts of suicide during the
mourning process, the “completion” may be farther away because their reactions
created further complications which may include chronic depression. Women
experience “chronic sorrow” more than men (Ross, 2002). Some argue that mourning is
never completed in some cases, such as with the loss of a child (Bowlby, 1980). Millen
found that mothers who relinquished their children for adoption showed frequent
signs of “pathological bereavement “(Millen. 1985). Klass (1998) questions the tendency
to pathologize long-term grief. Whatever the loss, the relationship does not end but is
simply transformed in the minds of those left behind. Adoptees create “inner
representations” of their parents much as spouses of their deceased partners (Marwit,
1994).
Research has not been able to prove that psychotherapy is the best path to help
grievers to avoid getting trapped into the grieving process. Grieving is a natural process
and not a pathology. If one has the support of family and friends, over time most will
overcome grief. Self-help organizations are best for who does not have a tight support
system. If grief becomes pathological and turns into depression psychotherapy is
advised (Institute of medicine, 1984; Schneider, 1984).

Adapting to losing custody after divorce
Some attention has also been devoted to mothers who have lost custody of their
children due to divorce. In Grief’s study, mothers who lost custody after divorce stated
that their bond with the child and the idea that being a good woman meant being a good
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mother were their biggest challenges to accepting their changed role. Mothers who had
received a court sentence that deemed them unfit took longer to adapt to custody loss
and had more feelings of failure, guilt and shame (Greif, 1987). Involuntary loss of
custody is challenging for noncustodial parents; other studies emphasize how some
noncustodial mothers have desperate reactions to the loss such as threats to others,
suicide attempts (Kahkonen, 1997), increased substance abuse (Smith, 2002), anxiety and
depression (Santora, 1998; Parkes, 1998). Although 18 out of the 26 noncustodial mothers
in Santora’s study had experienced anxiety or depression, they had much to offer to
other mothers in their condition. When asked: “If could you share with other
noncustodial mothers what has been most helpful to you what would that be?” many
mothers spoke of the need to redefine one’s role as a mother and a woman (Santora,
1998). Santora admits that culture was an important factor in determining family roles
and coping strategies.

The challenges of single parenthood
Horowitz (1995) has provided a framework for conceptualizing parenting by
identifying some of the goals and components of the parenting process. To Horowitz:
The goals of parenting are to nurture, protect, and promote the successful journey of
children from birth to adequate adult/lifetime functioning or simply to reach age 21.
The social context of this developmental journey requires transmission of cultural
heritage from parents to their children. (Horowitz, 1995, 46)
Studies on Black families deal with the specificity of the African American
cultural heritage and the parental necessity of teaching the child how to deal with racism
(Collins, 2000; Billingsley, 1972; Staples, 1994; Rodgers-Rose, 1980).
To Horowitz, the challenges of single parenting are due to a lack of resources;
there are no two adults dividing the labor needed to meet the child’s needs. Single
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parents also have to fulfill different roles for the child’s benefit and struggle to find a
balance between employment and parenting (Horowitz, 1995). Wider social support, is
important for single parents (Horowitz, 1995; Santora, 1998). Existing biases about single
parenting have been reinforced by studies that claim an existing relationship between
single parenthood and children’s deviance. The role that poverty plays is often ignored.
According to the 1992 census, 53.4% of mother-headed households were classified below
the poverty line. Lack of resources has played a major role in a single parent’s ability to
be an “adequate parent” (Horowitz, 1995).
Assumptions that our society holds on family structure and parental roles are
often based on Eurocentric standards of parenthood and family (Brumley, 2001;
Sudarkasa, Nobles, 1974; Mcadoo, 1981). The nuclear family model does not reflect the
cultural experiences of many Americans for whom family goes beyond the boundaries
of the nuclear family and parenthood beyond the gender-determined division of labor.

Issues in the loss of custody: personal reasons and system bias
In child welfare, why do parents lose custody and is the system ‘objective’ in
making these decisions? The involuntary loss of custody can occur for issues such as
neglect, substance and physical abuse. Bias does occur in how issues are diagnosed by
government agencies. Brumley’s study (2001) explores the reasons why a sample of 119
women lost custody of their children; being unmarried, unprepared for maternity, drug
and alcohol abuse, HIV infection and poverty are some of such factors. Mothers below
30 years of age with a history of substance abuse, and having a child below five years of
age were more likely to have a child in placement. Most of the children were in kinship
care. Although difficult to endure at first, child placement was sometimes a motivating
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factor for parents to improve their condition especially after drug addictions (Brumley,
2001).
Although Kahkonen’s study of 44 children was done on foster care in Finland,
his conclusions could be reaffirmed in this study. Kahkonen believed that families pass
from the “child welfare trap to the foster care trap.” That is, they are trapped in the
system by switching to different agencies and institutions without improving their
condition (Kahkonen, 1998). Being trapped in the system could be a result of the bias
towards single families; such bias is not limited to private attitudes.
Wiencek’s (1998) study involved 206 families and 497 children who had been
placed in foster care. This study was based on an analysis of the court files of each
family. This study focused on the experience single parent families and two-parent
households had with the foster care system. Single parent families receiving AFDC were
more likely to have their child in placement because of poverty conditions and their
children were less likely to be returned to their families even when single parents
experienced lower levels of stress. Single parent families were more likely to have their
children taken away and for less severe reasons, generally neglect, although it took
longer for them to get reunited. Two headed-households, on the other hand, were more
likely to have their children taken away for sexual and physical abuse but be reunited
with the children sooner. Permanency decisions were made sooner for single parent
families than two-headed families (Wieneck, 1998).
Status quo bias is also present in court. Davis argues that the judge is subjected to
bias when s/he decides to maintain a child in legal custody partially because the child is
already in state custody when the case goes to court. According to this perspective, the
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fact that a cases always goes to court after the child is removed, makes reunification
more difficult simply because reunification is perceived to be the more radical decision
because it means changing the child’s current status (Davis, 1995).

The challenges of reunification
Once a child is placed in foster care or kinship care, the child may still get
reunited with the original family. According to Barth’s study of 107 case record reviews
(1987), mothers with a history of substance abuse are less likely to be reunited with their
children. The parent’s history of abuse, the child’s problems in school and the family’s
lower socio-economic resources (in that order) also hindered reunification. Reunification
depended on the background of the family rather than the services offered (Barth, 1987).
In Smith’s study (2002) the conflict among the services offered was a barrier to family
reunification. Smith’s study was based on focus groups with: 1) substance abusing
mothers; 2) child welfare workers; and 3) substance abuse workers (Smith, 2002). The
isolation and specificity of different service providers was counterproductive. Agencies
should be cooperative and communicative amongst themselves to support client’s
benefit. This study also suggested the need for after-care support services for parents
and children (Smith, 2002).
There is also a relationship between reunification and the type of care the child is
receiving. One of the paradoxes of family reunification that resulted from GroganKaylor’s (2001) study was that although neglect cases were more likely to be referred to
kinship care and severe abuse cases to foster care, the children in foster care tended to be
reunited with their families faster. As a result, children with less severe cases less likely
than those who had experiences of severe cases of abuse to return home. African
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American children with health problems who came from AFDC recipient families were
the least likely to return to their families.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Afrocentric Agency in Research
Studies have victimized and blamed African Americans who received welfare as
reflective of the recipients’ personal inability to succeed. Some have reached for farfetched genetic differences such as IQ to explain ‘welfare dependency’ (Herrstein, 1992).
These conservative, racist perspectives ignore the effects of racism and capitalism on
people of African descent. Postmodernists have critiqued these frameworks along class,
gender and racial lines without undermining embedded cultural assumptions (Feagin,
2000).
African American Studies has made a contribution by offering a cultural critique
of American society. “Ethnic-sensitive” perspectives are not enough to depict African
Americans adequately. African American studies stated the need for culturally centered
perspectives on the African diaspora; the Afrocentric paradigm was theorized to face
this challenge (Mazama, 2003). African American studies then, also Afrology (Asante,
1980) or Africalogy (Asante, 1990) is “the Afrocentric study of phenomena, events, ideas
and personalities related to Africa” (Asante, 1990, 14). The African experience should be
at the center of analysis in all matters concerning African people. A new orientation to
data results which values the agency, or subject role of people of African descent.
Afrocentric methodology originated from the idea that Africans need not exist on the
fringes of European standards and experiences (Asante, 1990; Kershaw, 1992).
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Afrocentric methodology and social work
Afrocentric methodology values the African American experience and highlights
the agency of African people. Afrocentric methodology includes four aspects: 1)
oppression is critiqued within historic context; 2) research aims at ‘action and thought’
(Asante, 1980, 114); 3) a subject-subject relationship is established between researcher
and researched–-as opposed to a subject-object—to assure the agency of individual
subjects in the research; 4) wholism plays a indispensable role in the depiction of the
African experience (Asante, 1980; 1992; 1990).
Historical contextualization and continuity are important tools for research and
have been used by many African American scholars, like Du Bois, to oppose oppressive,
ahistorical, apolitical and simplistic depictions of African Americans (Du Bois, 2000a). In
Du Bois’ “new method” for the study of “Black Humanity” (Monteiro, 2005) history
played a dominant role (Du Bois, 1986, 1996, 2000b). Historical analysis in fact, allowed a
scholar “within the Veil” to counter the merging of “Science and Empire” in academic
discourse (Du Bois, 1986). “The Veil” is an “epistemological metaphor” (Monteiro, 2005)
that asserts the validity and complexity of Africans’ positionality in the world. This
position, viewed in its historical complexity generated projects of longsighted vision
such as the Atlanta Studies (Du Bois, 1968). Historical understanding of social processes
has also founded analysis and critique of oppression in Asante’s work (Asante, 1980,
1990). The analysis of past events offers insight for future changes; this leads us into the
second aspect of Afrocentric methodology: the role of action.
Afrocentricity highlights the need to apply knowledge as much as produce new
information. Knowledge cannot exist ‘for knowledge sake’ but should lay the
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foundations for active social change. Asante in fact, conceived Afrocentricity as a ‘theory
of social change’ (Asante, 1980; 1990). Habermas had earlier highlighted the role of
knowledge in transforming social relationships and overcoming oppression by “freeing
consciousness from its hypostatized power” (Habermas, 1971, 313) and called this
emanicipatory knowledge (Habermas, 1984). Kershaw promotes emancipatory knowledge
as the foundation for Afrocentric methodology: research must aim at overcoming
socially oppressive structures (Kershaw, 1992).
Afrocentric research also states the need to replace the subject-object relationship
(i.e. researcher-researched respectively) with a subject-subject relationship. To do this,
the researcher must practice introspection and retrospection and analyze him/herself as
subject before and during the study (Asante, 1990). The researcher must cross some of
the traditional boundaries between researcher and researched and share some of his or
her experiences with the respondents. Setting up a good rapport with respondents can
help limit the power dynamics of the research and improve the value and accuracy of
the respondents’ experience. The researcher then, should practice cultural immersion as
opposed to artificial distance (Asante, 1990; Schiele, 2000). One of the effects of cultural
immersion is that the researcher values the agency (that is conscious choice for action) of
respondents. Depicting human subjects in research then, should mean reflecting their
active life experiences and personal choices rather depicting them as passive victims.
African agency counters the determinism of simplistic cause-effect relationships and
social laws. Each person’s agency should be expressed rather than repressed in Afrocentric
research.
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The fourth aspect of Afrocentric methodology is that wholism plays as important
role in producing knowledge relevant to African people. Wholism applies to the
institutions as well as individuals. Integrating all aspects of knowledge, culture, politics,
economics and history provides space for understanding the power dynamics in society.
Furthermore, one must integrate all aspects of communication (verbal, nonverbal) and
all facets of the human being (rational, emotional, arational2) into the research process to
pursue a wholistic analysis (Asante, 1990; 1998; Akbar, 1984).
This study will apply the four aspects mentioned above by: 1) by describing the
historical foundation and transformation of child welfare, welfare and legal systems; 2)
attempting to increase the mother’s personal empowerment and agency; 3) centering the
research on the voices and experiences of the mothers themselves; 4) addressing
wholistically the mothers’ needs (emotional, cultural, intellectual, material) and
experiences (privately, with different agencies, in court, with WtUF).
Schiele (2000) lists practical applications of Afrocentric methodology to social
work (Schiele, 2000). The objective of social work research is to eliminate: “oppression
and enhance human potential (Schiele, 2000, 218)”. Methodological principles include: 1)
promoting a subject-subject interaction between researcher and researched; 2) using a
combination of methods (qualitative and quantitative); 3) using diverse techniques i.e
polysense orientation; 4) locating the researched within their context (Schiele, 2000, 227).
The first attribute and the fourth were discussed above, the second and third will follow.
Using a combination of methods assures a thorough research because diverse

Akbar critiques the Euro-American perspective for putting excessive value on rationality. He suggests the
use of the term arational, rather than irrational since the African worldview does not exclude the relevance
of rationality but is not limited to it (Akbar, 1980).
2
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perspectives are uncovered. Based on the African worldview’s emphasis on wholism,
Schiele promotes not only of different methods but also different senses to facilitate the
gathering of the whole context. This technique opposes the idea that reason plays a
prevalent role in understanding phenomena. Instead, all human senses contribute to the
researcher’s understanding. This view incorporates wholism into the researcher’s ‘gaze’.
All four of Schiele’s Afrocentric research attributes applied to this study. First,
when possible, the researcher established a personal relationship with the respondents
and not a researcher-researched distance. The researcher interacted with the mothers
three times a week in the first 7 weeks of the program, and participated in the
workshops as a student, not just as an organizer or data collector. Most ethnographic
interviews were done after the researcher knew respondents for seven weeks. Second,
both quantitative and qualitative data were collected to allow a wholistic view of the
client’s experience. Third, being involved in the workshops as a student (that is
interacting in the workshops with personal life experiences) helped the researcher use a
polysense approach because verbal language and feelings were identified. Finally, the
women’s experiences were placed in the context of their lives as a whole. Value was
placed on the narratives of the mothers, so that their agency could be central. Also,
participants were asked to define key terms such as success and empowerment so that
change could be measured against their own standard.

African American agency: strategies of empowerment in education and social work
Many promoted empowerment strategies to help African Americans face
discrimination. Since the 60’s, Social Work and African–centered education have played
a role in this process (Solomon, 1976; Shujaa, 1994). Solomon sets some standards for
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practitioners to empower their clients in social services and pratice nonracist social
work. Afrocentric social workers acknowledge this attempt but think it is not grounded
politically and culturally and perpetuates African American victimization (Schiele, 2000;
Everett, 1991). According to Solomon’s very definition (on page 8) empowerment is a
process by which powerless people are “assisted” by others. This definition is valued
here for its focus on process yet is limited because the center of empowerment is still in
those who assist rather than in the people who are empowered. Afrocentric scholars
have critiqued similar social work perspectives and created new spaces for
empowerment within the African-centered framework to address the needs of children
and young adults such as social skills training (SST), rites of passages programs, after
school programs and Independent African-Centered schools (Banks, 1996; Kifano, 1996;
Lee, 1992; Monges, 1997; Gavazzi, 1996).

African centered schools
To Carter G. Woodson (1933) mainstream education in the United States is meant
to preserve the existing order rather than promote critical thinking or problem solving
(Woodson, 1933). The misrepresentation of Africa alienates the educated from the
masses of African American people. Africans in America should enrich their knowledge
of their own culture and aim at psychological, not just economic emancipation
(Woodson, 1933; Okafor, 1992). Afrocentric scholars have taken on such task of
psychological emancipation and academic excellence by supporting African-centered
education. A change in self-perception occurs once one is recentered: “By seeing
themselves as the subjects rather than the objects of education … African American
students come to see themselves not merely as seekers of knowledge but as integral
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participants in it“(Asante, 1991, 171). As active creators of knowledge children become
agents of change.
Mwalimu Shuja differentiates between schooling and education (Shujaa, 1994,
15). While schooling “is a process intended to perpetuate and maintain the society’s
existing power relations and the institutional structures that support those
arrangements”, education is “transmitting …the values, aesthetics, spiritual beliefs, and
all things that give a particular cultural orientation its uniqueness.” (Shujaa, 1994, 15)
The transmission of values and spiritual beliefs is important because many African
American students are in school but do not achieve educational objectives. The Africancentered schools such as the Lotus Academy and the Imani Charter School in
Philadelphia follow the tradition of “Freedom schools” of the 60’s by combining
education with the transmission of cultural values.
African-centered education aims to strengthen positive self-esteem and selfconcept and is committed to uplifting children within the community while promoting
academic excellence (Shujaa, 1994; Kifano, 1996; Lee, 1992). African-centered schools and
programs place significant value on African values in the form of the Egyptian priniciple
of Ma’at and the seven Nguzo Saba principles: Umoja (unity), kujichakalia (selfdetermination), ujima (collective work and responsability), ujamaa (cooperative
economics), kuumba (creativity), nia (purpose) and imani (faith) (Karenga, 1988).

Rites of passages programs
Rites of passages programs create “peer networks” among young adults who
need support groups in the transitioning phases. These networks are similar to the ‘age
group’ of many African societies (Mbiti, 1970). “Rites of passage are cogent, consciously
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constructed rituals” (Monges, 1997, 827). They aim to help young adults transition into
adulthood by addressing issues of cultural identity and self-concept.
Monges (1997) studied the Candaces rites of passage program in California.
Every day, the life of an African American woman was narrated to offer examples of
successful women. The naming ceremony concluded the process and signed the
transition into womanhood. Monges found that the rites program created “a forum in
which participants dealt with some of these [self-esteem, self-image, guilt] issues
without the possible stigma of being in therapy”(Monges, 1997, 830) and intertwined
communal support and introspection. Group support was an alternative to therapy for
African women who experienced stigma and were not comfortable with counseling
(Reed, 1994) perceived as putting their “business in the street” (Boyd-Franklin, 1991) .
Gavazzi (1996) studied another rites of passage program for African American
foster care youth in Ohio. Children selected for the program generally had low selfesteem and had made poor behavioral choices. Many manifested dependency patterns
(i.e. thought being unsuccessful depended on being Black): “Without adequate role
models, African American youth may begin to feel that their Blackness is responsible in
large part for their rejection and may begin to feel that being Black is bad”(Gavazzi,
1996, 167). The program aimed to counter that negative feeling by assuring the youth
had: “a sense of true identity and feeling of connectedness to the Black community; a
degree of social knowledge and understanding that will equip them to overcome racism
and other debilitating circumstances (Gavazzi, 1996, 169). They created an environment
in which the issues of womanhood and manhood are addressed and rituals played an
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important role. To Warfield-Coppock (1992) rituals stimulate groundness, order, balance
and stability.

The Participants in This Study
Participants in this study were over 60 African American transitional custody
mothers who participated in the Working to Unite Families (WtUF) program from 2003
to 2004. WtUF was implemented by the Center for Social Policy and Community
Development (CSPCD) at Temple University in Philadelphia and served 571 clients in
total from 1999 to 2004; 37.6% of participants were transitional custody parents with
children in foster or kinship care. WtUF enrolled 89.9% African American single
mothers. African American transitional custody mothers enrolled were 34.5% across five
years, but 84.2% in 2003 and 2004 when this study was conducted3. The population in
this study then, represents the majority of WtUF clients enrolled in the last years. Most
women were receiving Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). The objective
of the program was to help the mothers enter the workforce and reunite with their
children. WtUF’s declared administrative assumption was that employment barriers and
reunification barriers would coincide. Removing parents’ employment barriers should
have contributed to reuniting their families.

The structure of the WtUF program.
The WtUF program was structured in the following way: 1) Orientation; 2)
Workforce Foundation Skills (WFS); 3) Job Club; 4) Six months follow-up after achieving
employment. Each month, new “clients” were enrolled. At the beginning of the month
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there were 1-3 days of orientation; clients were introduced to the staff and program’s
activities and services. At orientation participants met their Employment Advisor (EA),
who would be their case manager until they achieved employed for 6 more than
months. For 6-7 weeks following orientation Workforce Foundation Skills training
(WFS) took place in a classroom setting. Topics of such classes were: Job readiness,
résumé writing, reading and math --first four weeks-- and computer skills (Word
Processing) –the remaining 2-3 weeks. Following, WFS clients began “job club” meetings
where they learned about available job opportunities and prepared for interviews aided
by the Job Developers (JB). After clients enter the workforce, the EAs continued to keep
in touch with the clients for the six months following employment.
The WtUF program was a unique and elaborate networking tool. Throughout the
extent of their participation in WtUF, clients were offered various services and referrals.
WtUF coordinators met every two months at the “infrastructure committee meeting”
with representatives of various offices and service providers to strengthen networks
between Agencies. Institutions varied from childcare and housing providers to domestic
violence and father initiative programs. Also present at the meeting were
representatives from the Department of Public Welfare (DPW) and Department of Labor
(DOL) Agencies. They all interacted to solve issues that arose among WtUF clients.
The WtUF program was a multivaried service provider and a literacy enhancer.
Although the clients and the staff were mainly African American no African American
content was present in the curriculum before 2004.

3

Rosenthal, S.; Fierro, R.S. (2005) WtUF Final Report.
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Delimitations
Limitations of this study concerned three areas: the choice of subjects, the data
collection and the researcher’s positionality.
This study focused on African American mothers enrolled in WtUF. Male and
non-Black clients were not selected.
For data collection, the personal accounts of mothers on their experiences of
losing temporary custody of their children are the main source of information. Official
records were not available. This study then, is limited to what the mothers chose to
disclose to the researcher. A future study may consider including the analysis of official
documents as a source of data. Focus groups were conducted among respondents who
interacted with each other daily. Some respondents may have hidden information for
fear that someone in the group would violate their confidentiality. Sometimes during the
interviews, respondents spoke of traumatic experiences such as molestation and
violence. The researcher is not a trained psychologist; she did not probe respondents
about such delicate topics to minimize their emotional discomfort.
The researcher’s positionality and background are relevant to the study for her
personal background and professional role with WtUF. Respondents were African
American and lived and interacted in mainly African American spaces; as a single
Italian American woman and PhD student, the researcher was always visible in such
spaces. The researcher was of a different race, age, education and culture than most
respondents. The researcher also does not have children. These differences made early
meetings with respondents difficult, although trust increased over time. Therefore,
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ethnographic interviews were conducted with mothers who already knew the researcher
from the focus groups. Clients who dropped out of the program were excluded because
they knew the researcher very little. In addition, the researcher worked for WtUF.
Although the African American program coordinators introduced the researcher to the
respondents to minimize distrust, she may have still not seemed neutral to respondents
who were critical of WtUF.

Goals of the Study
This study aimed at describing the personal narratives of transitional mothers
with themselves and the system while attempting to increase their personal
empowerment. The study included an ethnographic and an experimental component.
The ethnographic component allowed the women to tell their personal experiences as
women and mothers. The experimental component aimed at empowering the mothers’
by exposing them to more wholistic and culturally relevant materials.
The goals were:
1) To outline the experience of African American transitional custody mothers within
the welfare, child welfare and legal systems;
2) To explore the mothers’ own definitions of success and empowerment;
3) To assess whether infusion of African American cultural content would affect their
personal empowerment, sense of control and Afrocentric Belief system;
4) To highlight what impact a more culturally and educationally wholistic approach
had on the clients’ experience throughout their time at Working to Unite Families
(WtUF).
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Description of the Procedures in the Study
I began conducting focus groups in September 2003 for WtUF’s evaluation as a
research assistant for CSPCD. I selected the focus groups conducted between December
2003 and June 2004 for analysis in this study. Respondents who were enrolled in March
and April were experimental groups. The research procedures are listed below in eleven
chronological steps. Some steps overlapped over time and some were not offered to all
respondents.
First, respondents were introduced to the purpose of the study at orientation.
Second, respondents were invited to sign consent forms if interested in participating in
the study. Third, focus groups were conducted with experimental and control groups
once a week (Thursday or Friday) for the first 6-7 weeks of the program. Fourth,
experimental groups were handed a pre-test and a schedule of lectures and activities for
the upcoming weeks upon signing of the consent forms. Fifth, also for experimental
groups, lectures and workshops took place twice a week (2.5 hours total a week) for the
following 6-7 weeks; one was theoretical and one interactive (workshop, field trip). Fifth,
before most lectures or workshops, clients were handed a brief questionnaire to return at
the end of the activity for immediate feedback. Sixth, two days before the end of WFS
training, the post-test was administered to control and experimental groups, and the last
focus group took place. Respondents who attended all focus group meetings workshops
and activities received movie tickets. Seventh, at the last focus group meeting the
researcher told respondents she wanted to conduct one-on-one interviews. Respondents
who agreed were contacted over the phone to set a time for the interview. Most
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interviews took place on Temple University campus in a classroom during lunch
provided by the researcher. Clients who did not show for two appointments were no
longer contacted. Eighth, before the interview, respondents signed consent forms and
permissions to audiotape forms and invited to participate in the observation part of the
study. Interviews ranged from 25 to 120 minutes. Ninth, at the end of the interview, the
researcher set a meeting to shadow the clients who agreed to participate. Tenth, after the
observations and interviews some respondents were called for follow-up. Eleventh,
respondents from the last two cycles were invited to a dinner at the researcher’s house in
June so they could meet the speakers from the workshops in an informal context.

The Ethnographic Component
This aspect of the study includes five components: 1) ethnographic interviews
with program participants; 2) ethnographic interviews with women who work in the
welfare, child welfare and legal systems; 3) participant observations with single clients;
4) observations of meetings and workshops; and 5) focus groups. Ethnographic
interviews were conducted with 13 participants and four professionals (lawyers and
DHS officials). To reflect various issues present in the lives of transitional custody
mothers, the sample was stratified on age, number of children, reason for loss of
custody, marital status, housing and employment status. Participant observations were
conducted

with

respondents

throughout

various

life

experiences

to

assure

representation of diverse circumstances. In total, 12 observations were conducted with
five mothers: three in court, one at an HIV support group, two with their children, two
at OIC training, one at WtUF’s graduation ceremony, one at a shelter with a social
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worker, one meeting with a PHA official and one at WtUF’s orientation. Twenty-one
focus groups were conducted (four with clients enrolled in December 2003, four in
February 2004, six in March 2004 and seven April 2004).
In ethnography, the demographics and the speech patterns and vocabulary use
of the respondents are important: they allow the researcher to give a more accurate
representation of the respondents. In this study however, to assure confidentiality of the
respondents, speech patterns and demographics are used at a minimum.
The grand tour question of this component of the study is: What is the personal
background of transitional custody mothers and what has been their experience within
the system? What have they learned that they think would be helpful to other mothers?
The focus groups permitted respondents to speak about their experience in the
child welfare, adult welfare and legal systems. Also, because focus group were
conducted weekly, the researcher could also observe changes in attitudes over time.
Focus group questions included:
Is WtUF your first Welfare-to-Work program you have been to?
What has been your experience with DHS?
What has been your experience with the courts?
How would you define empowerment?
What advice would you give to other mothers like you?

The Experimental Component
The experimental component of this study aimed at assessing the impact of the
infusion of cultural content on women’s empowerment and self-perception with a static
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group design. Impact was assessed through the concepts of personal control and
Africentric beliefs. Thirty people in total participated in the experiment. A post-test was
administered to a control group (5 people) that experienced WFS in its traditional job
training form. The control group was limited to five participants who were present in
February’s last focus group to limit the variability between groups. In February, WtUF
hired a new Workforce Skills Development (WFS) instructor. Extending the control
group participants to respondents enrolled in January would have increased said
variability. Two experimental groups (25 people) completed a pretest and posttest and
experienced the infusion of African American cultural and historical content in the form
of workshops and activities in the first seven weeks of WtUF. Surveys were
administered after 15 of the activities (104 surveys total). Survey questions included:
How important was this information to you? How important was this information for
African American people? Would you share this information with your children? What
exactly and why? (See Appendix)

TABLE 3.1. Number of groups present in the study and data collection
Groups WFS and Pretest
PostLectures
Questionnaires Focus
computer
test
and
groups
training
workshops
Group 1
Ö
Ö
(Dec
2003)
Group 2
Ö
Ö
Ö
(Feb
2003)
Group 3
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
(March
2004)
Group 4
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
(April
2004)
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Instruments
The pretest and posttest were the same instrument, a combination of Shapiro’s
Control Inventory (SCI- items 1-62) and Grills and Longshore’s Afrocentric Beliefs
Measure (ABM) scale (See Appendix).

Some say people with an internal locus of

control, i.e. a person who believes that they are the forgers of their destiny/life, are
healthier (Rotter, 1996). Some studies have shown that African Americans often have
more external loci of control that European Americans (Hillman, 1992; Falkowski, 1983).
These results were interpreted as being the result of self-protective and unhealthy
reactions to oppression in the United States society (Hillman, 1992). It is expected that
individuals that feel that their group is powerless may show signs of external loci of
control (i.e. other people as responsible for their destiny) on the individual level. Hence
the caution of Afrocentric scholars on the use of locus of control scales for African
Americans (Schiele, 2000). Other studies however illustrate how African Americans do
not always manifest external loci more so than internal ones (Graham, 1994).
The control concept has changed over the years to become more complex and
multi-dimensional compared to Rotter’s (1996) control model that made distinctions
only between internal and external loci of control. SCI reflects diversification within the
concept. SCI is a 187 item, multi-faceted measure of a person’s Control Profile several
scales: Sense of Control; Motivation for Control and Agency of Control will be used in this
study. “Control is defined as “the ability to cause an effect in the intended direction”
(Rodin, 1986), and sense of control, is a measure of a person’s view that s/he has control,
as well as the belief that s/he can gain control if desired” (Shapiro, 1994, 7). The
complexity of the Shapiro Control Inventory allows space for cultural differences. In
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some cultures in fact, being in control may imply acceptance rather than change.
Motivation of control indicates the respondent’s desire or lack of desire to control, while
the Agency of Control indicates the agents which have control in one’s life (which
corresponds to Rotter’s internal/external locus of control). Twelve validity and
reliability studies have been conducted on SCI (Shapiro, 1994) on various populations,
none predominantly African American.
To compensate for the SCI’s non-cultural approach, the ABM was also
administered. ABM is a 15-item self-report measure of respondents’ belief in the
principles of the Nguzo Saba, as outlined by Karenga (1993) (See page 58). In Grills and
Longshore’s studies (1996) Form C (specific to African Americans) had an alpha of .79
and was adequate for nonclinical comparisons to detect change (Grills and Longshore,
1996). This scale was chosen for its simplicity and conciseness.
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CHAPTER 4
THE RESEARCHER’S LENSE OF OBSERVATION: UNVEILING THE TOOL
Introduction
Before presenting the mothers in this study, I will conduct an introspective
analysis of myself. The introspection serves two purposes: 1) to clarify how the
respondents saw me and reacted to my presence; 2) to unveil the way my lens of
observation affected data interpretation. Following, through a retrospective analysis, are
some dynamics that occurred between the respondents and me. Finally, I describe the
way my relationship with respondents changed overtime as I understood it from their
own words.

Introspection Carving the Light from the Shade: the Researcher’s Positionality,
Racial, Cultural and Personal Identity
Social research is complicated by the personal interactions that occur throughout
data collection. Before discovering the results of this study, the reader should know
more about the dynamics that occurred while the material was gathered. On one hand,
the interactions between respondents and me affected the willingness of the latter to
share information. On the other hand, their information impacted me and the theoretical
interpretation of that same information. This introspective analysis uncovers some of
these dynamics.
In this study the reader should have enough information to allow a replication of
the study. Though replication is a good theoretical tool, it is highly impractical. This
study is as much about the WtUF Philadelphia mothers as it is about my relationship
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with them, to replicate this, one would have to replicate me, as much as the four-year
relationship I had with the CSPCD. However, for the sake of theory and researcher’s
integrity, I shall allow the reader to know enough about me and where I was, to be able
to critique me were I to creep into their narratives unconsciously. The reader should
know about four main aspects: my positionality, my racial identity, my cultural identity
and my personal identity and growth path. While these aspects are not exhaustive, they
do explain who I am and where this research experience took me in some formative
years of life. This is a study about narratives. Before I tell the narratives of the African
American mothers I knew, it is only honest to reveal my own.

Positionality: nearby and far away
August 5, 2004. But for one observation, the data collection is complete. I am in
North Philadelphia with Latoya, three of her girls and her grandson.
It is a bright, sunny summer day. The three girls find a rope and a ball in the
basement of their aunt’s house and take them outside. The girls start doubledutching across the street from the house. Latoya watches them from the other
side of the small street. She never takes her eyes off of them. I sit on the stairs on
the porch next to her.
[Latoya] I am so happy… Rita, it’s been three years, three years since I
had them. I am so happy, I could… Miss Rita I’m happy you’re here for this. You
seen me in a lotta different ways…I’m happy you here.
The houses are lined up on one side; across the street there is what looks like an
abandoned store. The girls walk away to the corner store for a few minutes and
come back with some candy, sunflower seeds and soda. They start jumping rope
again. The sidewalk has broken glass here and there, but the girls don’t seem to
care; they take their sandals off and jump rope faster. Latoya comes by and
spends 5 minutes picking up the glass on the pavement that the girls don’t seem
to see. After about 5 minutes, they call their mom to participate.
-

[Girls] Come on Mom!

-

[Latoya] What?

-

[Girls] Come on; don’t act like you can’t….
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-

[Latoya] All right, all right…Come on Miss Rita.

Latoya looks around the pavement and throws away the glass she had collected.
Then, a little later, she starts jumping rope too.
Then the girls invite me in….
[Latoya] Come on Miss Rita, I know you can, I know you got rhythm. You
can shake that booty. I seen you dance, you can do this. Can you single jump?
-

[RF] I used to. Haven’t done it in years though.

-

[Anna] Ok, single, you try, Miss Rita.

I try several times, but my down-the-block summer afternoons are too far away, I
never manage to jump a single rope. I never even try a double.
I sit down to enjoy the picture. The girls and their mother take turns turning the
rope and jumping, they are having fun. After about 20 minutes, when Latoya’s
strength and patience are about to wear off, the ice cream truck comes by. I buy
ice cream for everyone (Observation of Latoya with her children, August, 2004).
Later on, we drop the girls back at the DHS office. Latoya and I chat on the way back in
the car. As she is about to step out she says:
[Latoya] Miss Rita, I am really happy you were here with me to share
this…I want you to see the real thing.
[RF] Hey Latoya, if you have some time, would you like to write up some
of your reflections on the day?
-

[Latoya] Yeah, all right, I can write it up, but what you want….now?

[RF] I mean what I do when I do an observation is that I go home and
write up what I’ve seen, and of course it’s from my perspective. So I’d like to
know your perspective. You can play with it in your own way. You can describe
what happened, or you can say how you felt, or you can say the things I
wouldn’t know, like do you think you were treated any differently because I was
around?
-

[Latoya] Was I treated any differently? Yeah, I think….let me think.

-

[RF] How so?

[Latoya] I think they intimidated by me. They see me and know I don’t
like them, I tol’ them once, I said “I don’t trust you, and It’s nothing personal, but
you are part of the system and the system got my kids and I don’t trust you. So
they intimidated, they think I’m gonna go crazy on em or somethin’. Then, I
think they figure it’s because I’m Black and they white, but then I walk in wid
you and it’s different. I ain’t cold to you. You different. So yeah. They wonderin’
what’s the deal wid you, and yeah they treat me a little different. (Observation of
Latoya with her children, August, 2004)
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Although I probed Latoya various times that night to explain what “different”
meant, I never truly got an answer. She told me that night she wanted to think about it,
so I gave her a stamp, hoping she would mail me her comments but thinking it was
unlikely to happen.
This episode metaphorically explains my relationship with Latoya and other
women in this study by the end of the research. I was close enough to be invited to jump
rope with their children but not close enough to know how to do it. I was close enough
for them to know how I danced, but not enough to go unnoticed in their neighborhoods.
Close enough for them to disclose what social workers thought of them, and what they
thought of social workers, but distant enough to not receive a letter or an answer to a
more complex question.
It did not start out that way. It started with complete distance. My passion for
this study started as I realized that I had been on an evaluation committee for almost
two years (from Sept 2001 to Sept 2003) without ever even speaking to a person who
participated in the program I was evaluating. I had not spoken to any women, in part
because my supervisor was cautious to introduce me into a very political arena. In
internal program evaluations those evaluating and those being evaluated are knit in a
very tight personal, historical and professional network. Some aspects of my personality
contributed to his choice, I was green, willing and opinionated. Everyone “in charge” of
the program, was older than me; some resisted my presence. To me, administrators and
workers were not the program. The many mothers I saw and the stories they could tell
were the program to me. Slowly I started to attend orientations. I was resolute to not
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reduce them to numbers in a final report. Furthermore, as a person aware of her racial
positionality, I felt restricted by and struggled to break out of the “white female social
worker” role that I know I played in the minds of the mothers.
Although at the time I thought it meant only one more task for my still-the-same
paycheck, in retrospect, it was to my full advantage, that the focus group leader I had
trained, an African American female masters in Social Work student, decided to leave
her working position. The task was now mine. Having listened to focus groups she had
held, I was now aware of the issues that could come up, and felt more confident and less
self conscious of being the European American focus group leader of an entirely African
American group. I started conducting focus groups with clients in February 2003 and the
meetings opened a new world to me. Most women did not challenge my position
overtly, although I knew many chose to conceal much both from me and the other
women in the group. After the focus groups I erroneously felt, that I knew them well.
Now, I now know better. The dimensions of their lives would multiply as I started to
meet with them individually and shadowed them in some daily tasks. After one-on-one
interviews many women were only beginning to feel comfortable with me. I have no
illusion of making this study look exhaustive or complete. This is not an exhaustive view
of the mothers, nor is it is an exhaustive view of my relationship with them.

My racial identity
I am raced as white. This is probably the first thing that strikes most people. At a
second look, I am not as light as many British people and my hair is dark brown and
curly. Since my last name is Spanish, I have often been asked if I was Latina. I grew up
in North Bronx, New York City, and like most white people in the United States, I took
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for granted my skin color. It is only recently that I have learned to question my racial
privilege in the United States and my taken-for-granted knowledge as part of that
privilege. The path that brought me to understand my racial privilege is essential to who
I am now. I will take a long step back to show how experiencing prejudice in my own
life was my first step to exploring and understanding racial privilege.
My parents, like my entire lineage before them, were born and raised in Italy, in
the southern countryside. My brother and I, born in America, knew little of the country
they left as newlyweds for America. They moved to Boston’s “North End”, the Italian
ghetto, which they left as soon as they had the money to do so. Our family later lived in
the North Bronx, in a predominantly white and Jewish neighborhood. There, I was born
and lived until I was 10 years of age. As many Italian immigrants, my parents spoke
little of Italy probably for fear of threatening our Americanness and upward mobility.
To no surprise, I felt no identification with the few Italians who lived in our
neighborhood. I was American. I spoke no Italian and had no desire to learn the
language my parents fought in, nor did I desire to see what to me seemed a crazy,
obscure, backward country. My parents left; I thought there, therefore, must have been
nothing good.
My contact with African American children was at the school around the corner
from my house. I now know the African American children were bused to the North
Bronx to “integrate” New York’s public schools. I, on the other hand, never knew a
Black neighborhood in those 10 years and never went to Harlem but to catch the bus to
the Bronx from Manhattan with my mother. My mother was considered very brave in
our family for “venturing” on 95th St in Harlem --which is barely Harlem at all.
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When I was ten years of age, my parents decided to move back to Italy. In the
small village we moved to, I experienced prejudice for the first time. Italians have a lovehate relationship with America. Many Italians admire the United States for its
technological efficiency and advancement and are grateful for its WWII intervention.
Yet, most Italians resent America for “stealing” its strongest, most creative children.
Americans are seen as rich, arrogant, money-centered, consumerist, unappreciative,
profit-driven and egoistic and are on occasion loved, disliked, envied or hated, often at
the same time and by the same people. Left-wing Italians in particular, are very critical
of the United States’ capitalism and its role in international politics, granting no leeway
to a country founded on genocide.
As I, ten years of age and without political consciousness (for my parents left
Italy in 1969 and had no knowledge of Italian cold-war politics), was immerged into this
reality, I was judged by some in the village as an egoist and consumerist, no matter how
many years I devoted to community work and wore the same coat. In addition, I didn’t
speak Italian when we moved; this made me an easy, fun target for the other children.
Nine years and lots of teasing later, I moved to Rome, Italy, for college and with
no accent and perfect Italian, I could easily hide my American identity. I was free from
stigma; I could fit in. I studied sociology and became gradually more interested in
deconstructing prejudice and racism because of my personal experience. In studying
racism, I realized that, had my skin color reminded those with whom I interacted of my
origins, I would have never been able to “hide” my nationality, hence feel “free”.
Though I didn’t understand racial privilege until years later; this was my first moment
of awareness.
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Later, I became thirsty for knowledge of what it meant to be Black in America. I
took a seminar on Negritude at the University of Rome, Italy, “La Sapienza” and
continued to read whatever I could on racism and African Americans. I learned about
how racist my country was, and how my late knowledge of it had to do with my being
raced white. I still struggled to have a comprehensive understanding of “race” for I was
educated in European academia for which “race” is only a social construct that is being
slowly dismantled. My eagerness to learn an insider’s perspective brought me to Temple
in 1999. I conducted my research in African American studies for my master’s thesis
towards my Italian degree in Sociology. After my degree was complete, I decided to
return to Temple for a doctorate.
After six years in a predominantly African American space, I now know much
more about the African American creative response to the United States’ racist society;
such knowledge has changed my self-image. I now choose to not self-define as white for
my skin color is not the core of my identity. I do understand however, that as a person
who is racialized as white, I am privileged in this society and my choice to not see
myself as white to many is privilege itself. As a socially conscious person, I bear
responsibilities towards social change because of this privilege. I do not think I can
completely escape racial privilege as enforced by institutions but I do believe in trying to
use such privilege to undermine the racialized system, and so I live my life.

My cultural identity
My roots, my heritage, are Italian. My family has lived on the same land in the
same village in Southern Italy for generations. Out of the three people in my family that
came to America between the end of the 1800’s and the 1900’s, two returned to Italy. As
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my father describes him, my paternal great-grandfather Bisnonno Antonio Fierro was one
of seven children and a short, canny, energetic man. He had excellent tre sette (Italian
card game) skills. In the early 1900’s, as a young bachelor, Nonno Antonio came to the
United States. His older brother, Beppe, at the early age of sixteen, was the first in his
family to make the long trip. Neither my great-grandfather nor my great-uncle would be
on Ellis Island’s records, because they came by boat illegally, by hiding in a big wooden
case with small holes, the only openings for air. My Bisnonno, worked on the east coast
for a few years as a construction worker; he played cards on the side for extra cash. As
the story goes, one night, he won a little “too much” according to his card-playing
buddies, who chased him and were ready to beat and rob the little man, had it not been
for the ash he carried in his pockets and threw in their eyes before he escaped. He
returned to Italy as soon as he could and bought land with his new money. Our family
table always has olive oil produced from that land until this very day. My father Fedele
and his two brothers followed the footsteps of my great-uncle, who stayed in New York
and had several children, never to return “home”. Fedele a young man, decided to come
to the United States in 1962, fairly late considering that by then, Italian society had
become richer and the migration flow was decreasing significantly. Fedele stayed in the
United States for six years before he earned his green card and returned to Italy for a
year with a precise goal in mind: to marry a real Italian woman. In 1969 my parents got
engaged and married, and came to the United States with a new Italian sports car
brought by ship: a golden 1100 Bertoni convertible with “International Excursionists”
written on the license plate. My dad still glows thinking about the little car. Not long
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after that my mother was expecting my brother, and a few years later, me. While
expecting me, my parents chose to move from Boston to New York.
Most of this family history is newly acquired knowledge. As mentioned earlier,
while living in the Bronx, I did not see myself as Italian but as an American, period. As
such, I knew nothing of our Italian family but the faces of the few that visited. When we
first moved to Italy, my self-perception did not change. There seemed to be no
connection between the country and me; this meant that there was an ongoing internal
conflict between my American and Italian self once we moved to the country I tried to
avoid. Once we moved, I despised Italy. I was seen as Italian in America (when I came
back to visit) and an American in Italy. In my small village many still know me by
“American girl” rather than my first name. I spent my adolescence defending America
from Italian cynicism and Italy from American skepticism. I could not understand why
two realities so far apart were both part of me. I belonged to both groups, which meant I
was fully neither one nor the other. I could not simply eliminate one of them to become
“normal”.
Social scholars know that what I experienced was simply in-group, out-group
dynamic and identification by difference. My Italian friends saw themselves in relation
to what I was not; my American friends did the same. Only my university knowledge of
identity construction brought peace on this troubled front. I explored new solutions as I
learned more about how African Americans reconciled their diversity in a hostile
American society. Paradoxically for some, it is in African American Studies that I
discovered why I rejected my Italian background all those years. Italians in the United
States society were to some extent (especially legally) considered “white on arrival”. Yes,
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cases of discrimination existed, although they were not as monumental as those African
Americans endured in the United States. However, racist classifications preexisted in
Europe. Southern Europeans took the lowest rank amongst the whites, for the obvious
continuity between Africa and southern Europe. Therefore, I dismissed Italy many times
as backward, brutal and irrelevant much the way people of African descent are often
dismissed. My American elementary school education put America first as the land of
the free and the brave. In order to participate in the “American dream” my family chose
to put aside some of its Italian origin, and participate fully in American whiteness. I am
now very grateful that my parents moved to Italy and put an end to such cultural-blind
nonsense.
My grandparents have taught me lessons of simple farm life and eternal wisdom:
the relevance of love, hard work, satisfaction and pride. Being on our land in Italy gives
me a sense of continuity, connection and stability. Having received my secondary
education in Italy, my political left consciousness was also laid out there. I speak of Italy
often, to the annoyance or interest of those who know me. I make frequent comparisons
between Italy and other societies, and different political and ideological frameworks. I
am now comfortable with my Italian American self and I am proud of being bilingual.
Being in African American Studies has contributed to my cultural identity formation
because it has taught me how two cultures can coexist in someone, yet be a total new
product; and a new product I am.
Within the United States most people who are close to me (white or Black)
consider me Italian. Although I do not sound Italian (I do not have an Italian accent
unless I can’t recall a word in English), I think Italian, dress Italian, and often act Italian
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(I pinch people’s cheeks, kiss on both cheeks and talk Italian to little babies on the
street). Many Americans tend to forget that I was born and raised in the United States,
and see me as “white” only on occasion (at least in personal interactions). I do not come
across as Italian American but as Italian to most Americans probably because I have
stronger connections with Italy than most Italian Americans do. For Italian Americans,
knowing the Italian language makes me Italian; being born in America, makes me
American. This means that my ethnicity, to Italians, conveniently switches according to
the context. If the topic is Italian Americans I am Italian; if the topic is Italians however, I
become conveniently American, just as I am considered in Italy. In fact, I believe in
working to change society more than any Italian I know. I am comfortable with a fastpace life and have traveled more than most Italians wish to do in their lifetime. To
Italians, their country is the most beautiful in the whole world; there is no point to
traveling. I expect society to be efficient to some extent and for laws to protect (some)
people’s interests besides the judge’s. I respect tradition, but not enough to see it
compromise my ideas and creativity. If I feel trapped by tradition, I often rebel. When
new ideas are opposed by traditional values, many Italians withdraw in solipsism while
I rarely give in. I love dynamic, intellectual environments and value new good ideas and
people who can realize them. Although intellectual environments and new ideas exist in
Italy, young people are often discouraged in the name of the experience of the older,
more influential members of society. After a month in Italy, going back to New York
City is long, deep breath of fresh, vibrant air.
The fact that others perceive my cultural identity differently according to the
context could be troublesome. I have learned to see cultures as windows of a house. I
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was born with two, and every time I visit a new country, I open another window,
another perspective. I choose to look out of each of them depending on the situation, yet
remain the fundamentally same human being.

My personal identity/growth path
I am an optimist, sensitive and open-minded human being. I am committed to
my research and show genuine concern for my respondents, not simply for some
researcher’s courtesy. I am informal enough for respondents to be comfortable with me
even knowing that I would not overtly speak against the people for whom I worked. In
the past, some respondents and I made eye contact that spoke miles. They often knew I
was critical of the program, but was limited in what I chose to say. As a sociologist, I am
critical of society and of institutions, as I know the mechanisms they use to perpetuate
social control. I am as determined in my personal growth as I am in my professional
growth. The years I spent on this research were also years in which I changed
significantly.
Necessary Losses by Judith Viorst, was one of the many books I purchased for my
personal growth. I bought the book before my data analysis began, hoping it would help
me make sense of losing someone dear to me. Instead, I started reading the book months
later, while analyzing my ethnographic data. During the weeks I read this book, my
understanding of my personal life became intertwined with the lives of the mothers.
Later on, as I completed processing my own losses, the understanding of the mothers
and the understanding of myself became more separate. In order for that separation to
occur, I had to first confront the content that brought up emotional responses in me
based on my own life. Necessary Losses, although written for a wide public is a
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researched based text. This text provided a door upon literature that covered two main
aspects relevant to me: reaction to loss, and behavioral patterns.
Judith Viorst, states that whatever one’s reaction to their first loss, the distinct
separation between oneself and one’s mother, that will be their reaction to every other
loss that follows. Hence, I came to terms with my very first loss, separating from my
mother as a child, and with my more recent ones, such as the temporary separation from
my family and support system in Italy, and the loss of companions and friends along my
way. I mourned many of them. Such mourning included phases: shock, pain, guilt and
eventually acceptance. At times, I got stuck in the mourning stage of the cycle, which
made my recovery more difficult. My sense of control and self-concept contributed to
my recovery in every instance.
Breaking the cycle, is an expression I’ve been using for a few years and has become
a major goal in my personal life. When I first started this research, I saw my behavioral
patterns as necessary realities. More recently, I have started to pay attention to how
others react and resolve conflicts differently than I do, and how breaking the cycle, the
pattern is indeed possible. I was drawn to analyze my own patterns and modify those
most harmful to my happiness. As I reminisced on this in my own life, and experienced
the frustration of many failed attempts at breaking the vicious cycle, I was aware of
some of the challenges that would occur in the lives of the mothers. For their lives to
undergo radical changes they would have to learn to cease the continuation of their own
cycles, and often of their mothers before them, so that their children would not
perpetuate that same cycle after them. It takes a disciplined mind and a relentless soul
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for change to occur. More importantly, it takes acknowledging the cycle to break the
cycle.
As other researchers before me, my interpretation of these interviews came
somewhat from personal life experiences. I struggled to find a balance between having a
“shared understanding” on some topics on one hand, and “extreme instances of
inequality” with them, on the other (Riessman, 2002). The similarities of our experiences
as women helped me find keys of interpretation to their life stories. The differences
assure their unique voices a space to emerge. All these experiences impacted the way I
related to the life stories of the mothers I interviewed. Like them, I experienced loss and
bereavement, distrust and indulged mourning for low motivation and sometimes low
sense of self. Unlike them, I have no children nor am I rushing to have any. Losing a
child furthermore, is similar in some ways but very, very different in other ways from
the loss of a relative or a companion. Also, the respondents were often not recovering
from permanent loss, but combined the shame of having lost a child with the motivation
for regaining custody. This complexity is one I do not know from personal experience.
The emphasis of this study is the uniqueness of their life experiences.

Retrospection: Assessing the Expectations and Lens of Observation
Expectations and results
I would like to reflect on the expectations I had before I collected the data. I expected:
•

Women to experience stigma in the system, as African Americans.

•

To see a white system against Black mothers.

•

Mothers to tell me that Black social workers were better than white ones.
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•

To not be able to overcome the differences that separated me from the
mothers; among age, race, culture and education I thought race was the hardest.
First, mothers experienced stigma but not simply as African Americans. They felt

stigmatized also for being young mothers on welfare with multiple children. Secondly,
although the system was overall oppressive, condescending and “partial” when it
“helped” and damaging when it didn’t, the system is not comprised strictly of whites.
Third, most respondents thought Black workers outnumbered white ones. When asked
to compare, most respondents thought white social workers were not worse than Black
ones. Women in this study stated that Black workers thought they were “better than”
them probably because of their recent mobility. It may be that African Americans
employed by a system set up by whites according to Anglo-Saxon values have adopted
those set of values which they try to impose on African Americans of a lower social
class. If so, the system overall is still white because it is built on Anglo-Saxon values,
although diverse people work within it. It is also possible, as a DHS worker at a
workshop told me, that some African Americans accept and follow the directions white
social workers more because they are used to whites being in positions of power. A final
result to this issue is not produced by this study.
Finally, some of the barriers between the mothers and me were overcome, but
only overtime. In retrospect, I believe my lack of children, not race, made interactions
most difficult. The mothers are used to having white social workers, barely out of
college and with no children of their own, try to “teach” them how to be mothers. It took
some time for them to be comfortable with me and see that I did not fit that category.
Overtime, they did see I was there to hear them, not judge them or tell them what to do.
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Eventually, some mothers thanked me for the opportunity to share their experience and
reflect on it; some found the experience liberating. At the same time, the mothers rarely
talked to me about their self-perception as mothers: whether they saw themselves as
good mothers treated unjustly, unfit mothers, or imperfect mothers caught in moments
of weakness. Sometimes, I gained insight from comments women made to one another
at focus groups. I realized how limited my insight was in this area however, during a
recent phone conversation with Latoya after two of her children came home: “I’m a
worse mother now than I’ve ever been, now that I’ve been out of the girls’ life so long, I
can’t say no to them, and if I do, they don’t listen. So to have peace, I say nothin’ half the
time, and I question myself, when I never used to question myself” (Personal phone
conversation; September, 2005). Having known me for over two years, Latoya felt
comfortable telling me what she thought of herself as a mother. Not being a mother
myself, I felt speechless. Latoya trusted me enough to tell me all this, while other women
did not, probably because I am not a mother myself.

My impact on the study
As a scrupulous researcher, I limited my impact on the study. As a human being
however, my interactions with respondents were part of the information I gathered.
Aware of how commonly my respondents’ lifestyle was judged, I was mindful to
not be judgmental. I avoided personal comments until I was certain the respondent was
comfortable with me or asked me to do so. I became a little more informal overtime. My
respondents knew, from the occasional Ebonics expressions I used and for my passion
for African American Studies that I was often comfortable around Black people.
However, I knew, as white, that I was under continual scrutiny, therefore I only spoke of
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my studies when the respondents asked me to, and was mindful to not sound
“preachy”. I answered most personal questions with sincerity and was rarely evasive.
African Americans have been misrepresented by for years; distrust of me was natural.
Although my awareness was high, my attitude did change throughout the study.
Overtime, I was less distressed by everyday logistics and became more confident and
relaxed; I learned to enjoy the process. Experience played an important role in how I
lived the research. In fact, I noticed differences between how I impacted the first and the
second experimental group.
When I first started conducting the workshops, I was frustrated and
disillusioned. Administrators at WtUF were only somewhat supportive, and rarely told
me of changes in schedule. I often found out at the beginning of the workshop the clients
had left early. The day I administered the pretest to the first group, I canceled the
workshop because only four out of the 15 mothers stayed. They had been told the
program was over before the workshop started. I spoke with one of my African
American colleagues who had worked with a similar population in the past. My
colleague told me that I was at a double disadvantage. First I was white; second, if the
respondents “figured out”, I was not American, she thought they would take advantage
of me because “these people” were used to taking advantage of others and the system.
That conversation, I realize now, changed my attitude towards that group and put me in
a negative mind-set. The following weeks, workshops were no longer canceled but I hid
my Italian culture and my personal life as much as I could. I hid some aspects of my
personal life, until the respondents allowed me to do so.
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In the fourth week of the workshops, I invited a speaker who was my colleague
and close friend. She spoke about male/female relationships and made several
references to our friendship and my personal life. As the curiosity of the respondents
peaked, the focus group that week turned into and explosion of questions. The mothers
were weary of me observing and questioning them. This time, they would say no more
unless I allow them to question me. The opportunity came when I told a respondent to
take something to my office. I was asked in sequence, how could I be a student and have
an office, when did I start studying at Temple, what work I did, when did I leave Italy,
where was my family, if I missed my family and where I spent Thanksgiving. My efforts
to redirect the focus group, proved vain, until I answered all their questions. From that
day on, the respondents related to me differently. We were all more informal and
relaxed. Respondents were also more responsive to my trying to “direct” conversations
during the focus groups. I learned a lot from that. Once the second group started I was
more open and positively oriented, and less concerned with hiding.
For my respondents to trust me with their personal life, I had to trust them with
mine. I had to allow them to peek in to my life enough to “check me out” and feel
comfortable sharing information with me. I was a human being different from them, but
sincerely interested in their lives and improving services offered to them. I shared just
enough of my knowledge of the African American community for them to know they
could talk about the struggle (as we did in the last focus group), but I could never be
condescending or demanding. I needed to never, ever expect them to do anything,
whether it meant offer information or attend workshops, for if I did, they would resist. I
was white, and I could easily in their minds slip into the category of the “white
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oppressive system” they resist. For our differences in social class, education, race,
culture, and status to not weigh on our interactions, my personality, spontaneity and
sincerity needed to be always up-front, clear and visible even when dimmed by my need
to not focus conversations on myself.
With the second experimental group, I made different choices and unveiled some
events of my life as soon as the opportunity came to me. Allyson Joyner, an African
American woman specialized in training and personal development, conducted the
third workshop on discovering one’s true potential. She created this workshop based on
her personal experience and challenges to recognize her strengths in the workplace. This
workshop was an eye-opener for my professional life. When the speaker asked whether
there were comments or questions, I raised my hand and shared how in a recent
interview, the interviewer was clearly hostile towards me. Although the woman exiting
the position recommended me, the interviewer thought I was too young for the
responsibilities the job entailed. In the group, I shared how the overt hostility in the
interview surprised me and how I was likely to not get the job because of my age,
although I had similar responsibilities in my current working position. Sharing this
experience changed the tone of the workshops; I always sat with the women at the same
tables, never at a physical distance. We were all more relaxed, and this group did not
need an “interrogative” focus group. The respondents learned more about me as time
went by, just as I learned more about them. At the end of the workshops, I opened my
home to them and had them over for dinner.
I mentioned earlier how during the focus groups I knew respondents related to
me as a social worker, and I felt tense in that role. As a person employed by the
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program, I could not choose to be completely informal. The ethnography instead, had a
freeing role for me. I conducted the ethnography on my own time and own the data
collected. I could negotiate the close-distance with my respondents differently. For
instance, I conducted my interview with Daleesha in her room at the family shelter
where she lived. We both sat on her bed at a distance, while her 5 months child lay on
the bed between us. We played with him and talked to him during the interview. This
setting was more intimate than the classroom in which I did most interviews. As a
result, the interview took the tone of a conversation among friends. If I had the chance to
conduct other interviews, I would favor this setting. I would offer the mothers an
opportunity to choose between their home and another setting.

The Researcher’s Positionality in African American Cultural Spaces
In the section above, I pointed out that my position as a researcher changed
overtime. Although the differences between the respondents and I never lessened, the
distrust between us did. My relationship with some mothers changed, as our contacts
were more frequent. Below, I provide examples of such interactions. Overall, I think my
relationship with some respondents changed from one of distrust and curiosity to trust,
support, acceptance and affection. Clearly, this transformation is not linear and did not
occur for all women. For some this transformation occurred because they saw me as
culturally Black.

Curiosity and distrust
As a person who is raced white in a mainly Black cultural space I was initially
under great scrutiny. Focus groups were de facto a Black cultural space, because most of
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the women were Black and they set most of the tone. I had to find a delicate balance
between being a leader, and being led. I allowed respondents to direct the first meeting
because they were more likely to question my role. In the following meetings, they were
more familiar and comfortable with my presence and allowed me to lead. Yet, even
when respondents knew me they challenged my intent if I trotted new grounds. For
instance, the excerpt below is from the last focus group in April. Here, I asked women to
make policy suggestions and give advice to other mothers like them. As they did so, I
asked how being Black contributed to how they felt treated. This was the first time our
conversation shifted towards being Black in America. Although I knew respondents for
over a month, distrust was not absent. Barbara “cornered” me before she expressed her
opinion. I had to be clear about condemning American racism for the conversation to
continue. I was no longer leading; I was now led. I was a visible observer; I had to clarify
my position. After I allowed myself to be led, the respondents allowed me to lead again.
Angela: They give other races and other cultures money and opportunities to
build up themselves; they won’t do it for Blacks. They let any and everybody else
come into our community. It is true.
Barbara: Can I ask you a question Rita? Do you agree with anything we are
saying? Can I hear your opinion?
RF: I agree. Part of the reason I got into African American studies is when I
realized how racist this society is. There is so much information that doesn’t
circulate because of racism, and yes I do agree. One of the reasons why I am
doing the work I am doing, even if it is from a research perspective, is to give a
different insight. Because I do know there are a lot of people that work on the
assumption where people on Welfare ain’t trying to get a job, “Black people ain’t
trying to get a job” and stuff like that. I am very aware that is the presumption
that a lot of people work on. (Seventh Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)

From distrust to trust
I could tell that trust increased overtime from the way women introduced me to
others. In the passage below, Latoya tells her daughters about me when I accompany her
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to visitation. The girls are exhilarated; this is their first unsupervised visit in a while.
They wonder, however, why I am there.
The girls come in to rush her [Latoya] a couple of times, then finally Latoya
heads out with them. Latoya walks behind the girls going outside; “we free” they
say, Mom see my shirt? Says Aisha wearing a shocking pink top slightly offshoulders with a yellow lace trim.
[Aisha] We’re free, We not supervised ‘xept for…( staring at me).
[Latoya] No, chil’ we unsupervised now. This is Miss Rita, she’s all right, don’t
worry. (Observation of Latoya with her children, August, 2004)

Being supportive
Building a relationship with my respondents also meant choosing when to step
out of the observing role altogether. Again, this was a question of balance. I could step
back and listen, but on a human level, there were times to step in. My phone
conversation with Tamira, the day before her court date, is an example of this. I called
her to check the time of the hearing, Tamira was upset when she answered the phone.
Her lawyer would not be in court the following day, when two of her children were
supposed to come home. She was also fighting with her mom.
Tamira: No matter how much I do, it’s never, never enough for me, just for the
“color of my skin”. She [my mother] used to call me “Black Ass”, tryin’ to put me
down all the time, she used to call me ugly and “Black monkey” used to lock me
up, not feed me for punishment. How can you do that to yo’ own chil’? No
matter what I do now… I used to be so smart, I used to be the smartest in school,
I got beat in my head so hard, I cannot pronounce words right sometime. And
people look at me and don’t know why I’m like this.
Although at first I just listened, I then tried to help her calm down, feeling more
like a friend, than a researcher.
RF: Tamira, calm down girlfriend. You don’t have to believe anything you don’t
want, you know better. Now for every negative seed someone planted in your
brain, I want you to plant one good seed. Tell yourself that you are honest, you
love your children, and as long and you keep doing what your doing, they are
coming home. Tomorrow or another day, they are gonna come home. Just say
that to yourself, and calm down, you need to be calm for tomorrow, bein’
nervous would make things worse.
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Tamira: You’re right.
RF: So just keep on tellin’ yourself it’ll be ok, we just need to wait for tomorrow,
can’t say anything before then, don’t fight your mother no more, just go to your
room and get some good sleep, try to rest ok?
Tamira: Ok.
RF: Do you pray?
Tamira: Yeah I do.
RF: Then say a prayer, get some hot tea and get some rest. (Tamira phone call
and court observation, July, 2004)

Acceptance and affection
Sometimes it was clear that distrust and curiosity left way to acceptance for my
role as a researcher and sincere affection for me as a person. Caught up in being careful,
I barely realized this had occurred when WtUF’s July 2004 graduation ceremony took
me by surprise. All contributors to Working to Unite Families were recognized and
applauded. Barbara, who had challenged me a few weeks earlier, was now on the tip of
her chair ready to applaud me. Later, diplomas were handed out to the participants who
completed the program. Below is an excerpt from the ceremony.
The secretary and the students who help her, were mentioned. At this point an
administrator gets up and whispers in the presenter’s ear. I know it is because I
am not listed on the program at all. Pause.
“And then there is a person who is in charge of the statistics,”
Barbara, sitting two chairs away from me starts saying: That’s Rita, they’re about
to say Rita…
“She brings the program to life to present it to others, when the federal
government needs to know what all this program is about, you need a person
that will put it all together and put it together in such a way that even a person
who never heard of this program will understand it, she coordinates all the
activities that we do, she brings it to life, all to life, and that person is Rita Ferero
please stand up.’
I shyly raise my hand, enjoying every minute of the applause and the three
“Rita!!” screams [Barbara, Shandra and Nichelle] over the clapping, but at the
same time was a bit embarrassed; I did not expect the anticipation and
excitement of the women around me.
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Then, three students offer their testimonies. The first student Lechane, gets on
the stage.
….
[After the ceremony] Nichelle was ready to go, I headed outside of the room so
that we could take a picture together, as she hugged me to say goodbye, she said:
“Love you Rita” “love you too” was my immediate but not less sincere reply “I’ll
give you a call over the weekend”, I said. Afterwards, I stayed at the entrance
and handed cards to Tamira, Maria and many others. [I personalized each card]
Although I missed a few, I did manage to give most of them their cards.
(Observation of WtUF graduation, July, 2004)
That evening, Nichelle was one of four mothers to tell me they loved me. I was
surprised at the display of affection, but also at their sincere excitement, applauding me
as loudly as they did staff that helped them with housing. Nichelle called me later that
week to wish me a happy 4th of July.

Being Black
For some mothers, the sincere affection and trust of me was associated with me
being culturally Black even when I am clearly raced white. Again, this became more
obvious when mothers introduced me to someone else. Below is an excerpt from my
conversation with Nichelle before I met her daughter Tamika (the day before
graduation).
Nichelle: So I said to Tamika [my daughter] you were comin and she said: “Why
she comin out here?” So I said you my friend. And she said: “How come she ain’t
hang out with you befo’ all of a sudden she a friend?”
So I said: “Ya know, she my teacher. She doin her research; she in Afro- how you
callit, African studies”.
RF: African American Studies.
Nichelle: Oh yeah, so Tamika say: “She one of them white people trying to be
Black?” So I told her: “No, she Black, she cool. It’ll be all right, you’ll see”.
RF: Nichelle, I’m not trying to be Black.
Nichelle: I know, I know. But you know, it’s like you’re Black, you know. I told
Tamika you were Italian and Irish.
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RF: Actually, I’m all Italian, my parents come from the same town in Italy.
Nichelle: Oh, ok, I thought you were Irish too. (Observation of Nichelle and her
daughter June, 2004)
Nichelle was not the only mother that told me she considered me Black. This
may have occurred because my Italian culture seemed less white to them. It may be that
throughout the research, I became more comfortable interacting in Black spaces. Either
way, spontaneous interactions took place where racial differences, if not absent, were
not always the foundation. The transformed relationship with some mothers stemmed
from my attitude towards them and their attitude towards me. My willingness to invite
them to my home, spend time with their children, go to their homes and jump rope, eat
ice-cream in their neighborhoods also contributed. The participants were enthusiastic to
introduce me to their children and see me interact in their spaces. Some were proud to
tell others they knew me from Temple, but also that I cared for them.
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CHAPTER 5
CYCLE OF LIFE, CYCLE OF CARE: ETHNOGRAPHY RESULTS
Introduction
First and foremost, the subjects in this study are women. Women who write
poetry, cook, talk on the phone, laugh and cry. All the mothers are single and have
different passions, mannerisms, personalities, ages and number of children. Most of the
women are adamant to reunite with their children whom they love and feel they cannot
live without. Their “herstories” sometimes conceal pasts of molestation and regretted
substance abuse, other times reveal only the crime of being poor in poor neighborhoods
with few resources to fight a system stronger than them. Poor mental health, losses of
employment or unsolved family rivalries are some of the reasons that lead to the loss of
custody. Already struggling with themselves and their families, losing their children
made these women confront a more often than not impersonal, accusatory and punitive
child welfare system. Following will be information on the aspects of the women’s lives:
1) the personal background and family relationships; 2) the account and reaction to the
loss of custody; and 4) their relationship with the system.
The strategies chosen to fight to regain custody show the women’s resilience and
love for their children. These are their stories.
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Meet the Mothers: Who We Are, Where We Are Going
Jill
Jill is 28 years old and from a suburb of Philadelphia. She lived in Southwest
Philadelphia for 5 years. She is the mother of three children one boy and two girls, ages
9, 7, and 6. Jill carries pictures of her children wherever she goes; she showed the
researcher before the interview how “beautiful” her children were. Jill likes drawing,
singing, dancing and playing the violin. She is a quiet and soft-spoken person,
considerate and never intrusive. She never interrupts someone else who is talking. She
does not get overtly emotional either; if a soft spot is touched, she gently can sigh and
divert the conversation elsewhere. Jill loves poetry; Edgar Allan Poe is her favorite
writer. The year she participated in WtUF, she started to acknowledge, shyly, that she
too, could write poetry. Women in her class told her how beautifully she wrote when
she read from her journal. At the WtUF graduation ceremony, Jill was scheduled to read
a narrative and a poem on reuniting with her children. Struggling against her shyness,
she read the narrative and skipped the poem. Most people did not notice; her narrative
was poetic.
Jill loves computers and helped her friends in class. After a few days in computer
classes Jill was on lesson 10 while everyone else was on lesson 3.
Jill: I am trying to do anything that has to do with .... (Stuttering) computers. My
tongue get tied a lot… Administrative assistant, customer service or a secretary,
anything along those fields. I want to have my own desk, my own phone,
somewhere I can put pictures all around, like a little place, a little cubicle,
something all mine. I just have a thing for computers, I really do. That’s where
I’m going. I’m like the only one going in a different direction than everyone else.
Like, the whole class is going into housekeeping; I’m the only one by myself, like
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I want to do data entry and stuff like that. It’s good to be different. (Personal
Interview with Jill, June, 2004)
Jill speaks of her job as she would of her own house, “a little place...something all
mine”. To her, work seems to be a place, a home, as much as a profession, where she can
put “pictures around”. Jill is also comfortable with her uniqueness.

Latoya
Latoya is 39 years old and single. She always has a bright smile and does not like
to complain or stir up waters. She is tremendously thirsty for knowledge. During
workshops and trips she always stands next to the facilitator and asks questions. She has
a sturdy, secure, tall posture which speaks wisdom and stability. She was raised by her
grandmother, and dropped out of high school in 10th grade. Latoya worked in
maintenance for 13 months until 2004. When she was enrolled in WtUF that same year,
she had nine children, six of which were in foster care. The ages of her children were 3,
8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19 and 24. The youngest is the only boy. She doubts she will ever
regain custody of him because he has been in care for 2 years and does not recognize
her. Because of this, she talks of her children as “the girls”. Latoya only had two men in
her life: her husband, and her current mate who she intends to marry soon. Latoya
doesn’t have many hobbies other than taking care of her children.
Latoya: I have done so many things. I am versatile; I can fit in anyway. The best
thing I have ever done is take care of my children. I really don’t have too many
friends. I choose not to be bothered. I call you guys [classmates] here my friends
'cause you know, people…. people are just people. (First Meeting with April
enrollees, 2004)
Latoya: My goals are to, realistically, doing things in order as needed. I’m
looking for a job. Realistically I’m going to try something in housekeeping
because that’s something I am good at. Everybody’s not meant to be the
President of the company and everybody’s not meant to be…
RF: If you do it with love, why not?
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Latoya: Exactly, and it also pays well too. And that’s my goal; and then, I’m
trying to get the job. I’m looking forward to looking at that paycheck and putting
a little something in the bank and saving and working and having patience to
wait on other things to start coming through. That’s what I can do realistically,
you know, ‘cus one thing leads to another and at the end of all that, my children.
I will be reunited with them. That’s my goal, those are my dreams and hopes.
(Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
Latoya’s dreams and hopes are very “realistic.” She has been working to regain
custody of her children for three years.

Neisha
Neisha is a single woman 38 years old. She drops out of high school in 9th grade.
Before enrolling in WtUF in 2004 she attended a drug & alcohol rehabilitation center.
She proudly speaks of being “clean” for 5 years thanks to her own strength and will; she
was “clean” a month before she started rehab and never got high again but left rehab
after 4 months. From 2002 to 2004 she works as a sales associate. Neisha has four
children; two are in foster care as of September 2004. Her children are 16, 14, 13 and 4.
She is very independent; in class, one would always see Neisha on her own. She is not
isolated; she is more comfortable setting trends than following them. By July 2005, at the
time of the interview, she reunited with her children.
RF:

What are your goals right now?

Neisha: My main goal is, I wanna get my GED so I can - I want to go to school so
I can be a social worker and I wana do medical billin’ and be an RN [Registered
Nurse] or NA [Nurse Assistant], either one… or medical billin’. So, that - I want
to get the GED so I can accomplish that goal and then I would love to get a great
paying job so I can some day own my own home and send my kids through
college and give them the things that they need and what they want. You know.
And to be happy and drug free. Continue to be drug free. And just love my
children. (Personal Interview with Neisha, July, 2004)
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Neisha, like many other women in the WtUF program, is looking forward to a
job in healthcare. To do that, getting her GED is important. Like 66.5% of WtUF clients,
Neisha in fact, dropped out of high school.

Nichelle
Nichelle is a single woman 40 years old. Nichelle is from West Philadelphia and
likes shooting pool, going to the movies, and being with her children, her fiancé and his
kids. She is talkative and joyful but gets easily distressed over incidents with other
people. She likes to think that many events happen uniquely to her. She was in foster
care as a child and dropped out of high school in 11th grade. Nichelle loves to describe
events of her childhood with amazing detail. She recalls the dress she wore on a certain
occasion as clearly as the color of the tiles on the floor.
Nichelle: I remember my first time I went to Mr. and Mrs. J. [her foster parents]
house. I remember my first curse words; I was 3 years old, Sunday morning. I
had on a red and white dress with black patent leather shoes, white leotards. I
jumped off the steps and I fell, I hit my butt. I said: “Oops I fell on me ass”. My
first cuss word. Everybody laughed. It was a Sunday morning. We were going to
church; you know those dresses that come out like this [she gestures a dress flaring
from the hip]? With the slit and the actual dress, suede all white dress with little
red dots and a big red bow tied in the back, Black patent leather shoes, my hair
was curly. I had a bang with a ponytail and a red and white ribbon. I’ll never
forget it. I jumped down off the porch. My shoes were new so they were
slippery. I slipped, I fell on my butt I said: “Oops I fell on me ass”. My mom used
to tell me that all the time: “I remember your first curse word, you was 3 years
old”. I was like “Mommy I wasn’t cursing then!”. ”Yes, you did. You said: ‘oops I
fell on me ass’”, we just laughed and laughed. I said: “But mommy, that wasn’t
funny”, she said: “Yes it was”. (Laughter) She said she popped [smacked] me in
my mouth for it though, ‘cus she was shocked that I cursed, especially on a
Sunday. That was one thing I really loved about Mr. and Mrs. J: they instilled in
us to go to church. We went to church every Sunday. Me and my sister ran the
7o’clock service. She used to preach and I used to read the bible. I led devotion,
she did the sermon and people would actually come out and hear us. …Mayor
Rizzo came out to our church at 7o’clock and saw me and my sister run the
service. They wrote a editorial about us. I think I still have a clipping of that …I
found hers and I just look back… where did I go wrong? I know where I went
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wrong: when I turned 17 and I left home, if I didn’t leave home…. if I didn’t
want to find my roots… that’s when “Roots” came out, Alex Haley. I wanted to
find out who I was ‘cus I already knew these people raising me wasn’t my real
family. (Personal Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
At 17 years of age, Nichelle left her foster home to “find herself” and meet her
biological mother. She recalls that being the beginning of her problems. She still calls the
woman who raised her “mom”, who passed away a few weeks before the interview.
When she was enrolled in WtUF in 2004, she had worked as a barmaid for 16 months
ending in 2000 because the bar went out of business. In 2004, her three children were 15,
17 and 19 years of age. Her two younger children, a boy and a girl, were in foster care.
The same woman who raised Nichelle also raised her oldest daughter, Tamika. Nichelle
thought this to be the reason why she and her daughter related to each other more as
sisters than mother and daughter. At the time of the interview, in July 2004, Nichelle just
applied for a training program called Philadelphia Opportunities Industrialization
Center (OIC).
Nichelle: I start OIC the 21st of July, … Friday I went to OIC cus I had an
appointment to come there and take a test and fill out the application. I aced the
test. I filled out the application. She told me to call her so she could set up a
interview; so actually yesterday I was going [there] to set up a interview …I was
sitting in there and she said: “You came for the interview right?” I said: “Yeah
actually …I came to get a date on the interview” …But she said I was there for a
interview OK. … I’m sitting there having the interview; she was like: “God,
you’re giving all the right answers”. I was saying to myself “I did learn
something”[laughter] because in job fair that’s what they teach you, teach you
the right answers to say at a interview. She said you can take these papers back
to K.W. and she will give you the date you start and I was like ”Are you
serious?” She said: “yeah”. … Their program, when you graduate you will be
fully employed so I really wanted to get into OIC and I did, and I’m proud of
myself. (Personal Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
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Shawana
Shawana is single woman 35 years old. Shawana is tall and dresses often in
bright colors. The day of the first focus group, she wore a golden yellow satin shirt and
high heel shoes. Her nails are long and carefully manicured. She says she calls herself
Shawana, but her birth name is Diana. She changed her name because she changed so
much. Diana is mean and loses her temper, while Shawana knows how to be nice. Other
women are amazed at how she talked about herself as two different people, using “We”
to refer to herself rather than “I”. Shawana rhymes sentences when she talks, so that
every other comment sounds like an open-mike sketch. She is religious and makes
frequent references to God, Jesus and religion. When she was enrolls in WtUF in 2004,
has her high school degree and was as a receptionist for 11 months ending in 2001; she
left due to an illness. Shawana has two daughters, 10 and 11 years of age both in her
mother’s care. Upon enrollment in WtUF, she lists housing, a mental disability, and
being a victim of crime or abuse as her barriers to employment. She also is in treatment
and experienced depression.
Unlike the other mothers, almost all homeless and hoping to get a PHA voucher,
Shawana owns her home. When a drive-by shooting occurred nearby however, she
questioned whether the area was adequate for her two girls. Shortly after that,
Shawana’s mother took custody of her children. The process was consensual and DHS
never was part of Shawana’s life. Because she owned her own home and did not have a
DHS worker, Shawana stood out at WtUF. When she was absent, other women spoke
about the tension they thought her presence brought to the classroom. Others thought
she saw herself apart from everyone else.
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Shawana: My hobbies are like, being with my children, taking them to the mall…
pretty much letting them… you know, have a beauty makeover, you know.
When we go to Strawbridge’s they like to sit at the counter and get their selves
made up or whatever. I just really, really, appreciate this program because it's
like a new start for me too; and my goals are kinda centered around the program
so I hope to achieve them. (First Meeting with December enrollees, 2003)
Shawana: What are my goals? Well I wanted to go to theological school and well
to learn more about Christ. And um I’m working towards that. I tutor people
who don’t know how to read at my church… an’… I’m try to teach ‘em how to
read out of the Bible starting with the Psalms and some other stories. An I just
know that. You know, if I can continue to give people what I’ve gotten, God will
keep filling me up so that I won’t become corrupt, cause I’m here to interrupt
what is corrupt. So I just do my part and hopefully, he’ll continue to give me a
brand new start everyday. Cause everything I do is from the heart. (Personal
Interview with Shawana, July, 2004)

Daleesha
Daleesha is single and 24 years old. She loves reading, cooking and spending
time with her kids. She never met her biological mother and has no relationship with her
father, nor is she in touch with the older sister who raised her. She dropped out of high
school in 10th grade.
When she enrolls in WtUF in 2004, Daleesha has three children. Her previous job
was as a “collector” for four months ending in 2000. Daleesha lives in a family shelter in
West Philadelphia with her eight-months old child, Martin. Her three-year-old-daughter
lives with her paternal grandmother; Daleesha’s 5-year-old son has a medical disability
and was adopted by a medical foster home. Daleesha had a fourth child who passed
away from SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome) at two and one half weeks of age. In
the family shelter she is a floor captain. Daleesha is a sensitive person, ready to help
others and bring a smile to one’s face. In her shelter, many run to her for help or advice:
Daleesha: I give like the most good, excellent advice, but will not take my own
advice for nothing. I don’t, and most people will be like: “Don’t that sound
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familiar?” and I be like: “un-huh”. I don’t take my own advice, but I do give
older people advice, like … it was this older, older lady, she could be my mom,
more like my grandma, … she would always come to class with her face just
hanging there like everything in her life was so bad. And she didn’t know that
there was somebody else in the shelter in the program but she just thought she
was the worsest person in the world and I just thought, one day, I said hi. And
I’m the type of person that just come up to you and say “hi, how you doing?” I
rather you laugh, joke, have a smile on your face and stuff cause I’m the joker in
the classroom now cause I make everybody laugh. And I like that. I like to make
people laugh; I like to see a smile on their face. When you come in my store, all
sad, you leave with a smile. That’s what customer service is about to me. You
come in sad, but you leave out with a smile. That’s gonna make you wanna come
back. (Personal Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004)
Daleesha listed housing as her only barrier. She aims at completing her training
and getting a job.
Daleesha: To finish my, my short-term goal is to finish OIC and my long-term
goal is to obtain a job in the hospitality field. (Personal Interview with Daleesha,
August, 2004)

Mothers in the Mirror: Where I Came From
Whether the topic was support, kinship care, or personality, family history
played a predominant role in women’s lives. When asked about their relationship with
their mothers, many women unveiled information never mentioned in focus groups;
secrets flowed like a river through a newly cracked damn.

Women with supportive mothers
Some women got along well with their mothers. Communication and ongoingsupport were the aspects that made their relationships “beautiful”. Mother-daughter
bonds stood the test of tough challenges such as Neisha’s substance abuse, Jill’s loss of
custody and Shandra’s HIV status. Challenges made boundaries shift without severing
bonds. These bonds were pendulums that swayed between distance and vicinity
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without shifting from the suspension point. The daughters described mothers who
watched them at some distance when they were well and became a stronger presence in
moments of crisis. For Shandra, whose illness was recently diagnosed, the balance was
still in the making: the distance from her dear ones increased, but she says her family is
worried about her.
However tight the bond, women selected what to share with their families.
Neisha, Jill and Shandra were clearly independent heads of their own households.
Boundaries were motivated by fear of judgment or need for privacy --as for Shandra’s
refusal to talk about sex with her mother. This need for privacy may explain why, Jill
says, mothers and daughters “can’t live together” once daughters their own children.
RF: What kind of relationship do you have with your mother?
Neisha: Oh, beautiful. Beautiful. Wonderful. The best Mom I could ever dream
of having.... She’s was wonderful.... She had told us when we were coming up: “I
hope none of y’all never get involved with drugs and if y’all do, I’ll disown you”.
And you know. When I started doing drugs, I was so afraid for her to find out. I
was soooo afraid. Then when I started losin’ weight and stuff I was afraid to go
around her or afraid for her to come to my house cause I knew she was gunna
think I was smokin’ crack and I wasn’t. I was snortin’ heroin.... One day I just - I
don’t know how she found out ... she wouldn’t let me loan any more money.
And if I say the children needed something to eat or somethin’, she would bring
me somethin’ to eat... But, ummm, she umm, when she found out I was usin’,
that’s when I had went into the rehab. She was very supportive. She came to
sessions with me and my counselor. (Personal Interview with Neisha, July, 2004)
Jill: It’s cool. She been there for me ever since they [the children] were taken, she
always has. But now, when I need her she’s been there. She’s been helping me a
lot, she’s been buying me stuff, taking me out, trying to boost my spirits a little
bit. My grandmom has too, come over. … But when they first were taken I
wasn’t talking to my grandmom because her and my dad have a habit of putting
me down. They have been doing that since I was growing up. Like my dad had a
habit of doing that. I was reluctant on telling them but my grandmom’s been cool
through it all and my mom helped me out. We been close, we just can’t live
together. Like we’re best friends now. When we were living together we were at
each others neck. I’m pretty glad they way things are so. (Personal Interview
with Jill, June, 2004)
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Shandra: Me and my mom we get along, we sit down and talk about everything,
I mean everything. I be like: “I don’t want to hear that” something dealing with
sex, I don’t want to hear that, that’s too much information. “But [I say]
Ma…(laughter) you just got to show him how to do it, just work it, it’s cool”.
(Personal Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Shandra is 28 years old and here children are 10, 7, 6 and 5 years old. Shandra
recently discovered she has HIV. Shandra attended an HIV support group. Her distance
from her family increased somewhat although she said she knew they cared about her.
Shandra: My mom an’ dad and sister know [I have HIV]. They don’t like it; they
worry a lot. We don’t talk as much as we used to talk…since I tol’ them. Mom
say I be away from everybody, I don’t. I jus’ getting’ stuff done, trying to make
things happen. But we don’t sit down and talk like we normally do. My Dad ask
me if I’m all right. (Observation with Shandra at HIV support group, March,
2005)
Unfortunately, not all women had relationships with their mothers similar to the
ones listed above. Some women did not have good relationships with their families and
others barely knew their biological parents at all.

Women who were in foster or kinship care as children
Thirty-one percent of the women interviewed one-on-one were either in kinship care
of foster care themselves as children and currently had drifted apart from their
biological mothers. Of them, 75% no longer had contact with their primary childhood
caregivers. Overall, 46.2% suffered mother loss because of death, divorce or other
separation. Mothers often experienced two losses of dear ones, their mothers and their
caregivers. Daleesha never met her biological mother.
Daleesha: My mom. No, I don’t know her. I don’t know my real mom.
RF: What happened to her?
Daleesha: I have no idea; I couldn’t tell you. I don’t know. I’ve been raised by
my older sister ... So I don’t know my mom, my real mom or my real dad. I’ve
only talked to my real dad when I was much, much, much younger (muffled)
and I talked to him on the phone. I’ve seen a picture of him, but I’ve been told
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that I look like him, but I’m the youngest one out the group … so I’ve been told I
have more sisters and brothers, but … I just been raised by one. (Personal
Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004)
Daleesha: My sister is 50 something…
RF: So she’s 28 years older than you.
Daleesha: ‘Bout a good couple years.
RF: What’s your relationship with her?
Daleesha: We have a very unusual relationship. We have none, I don’t know
what you would call it; we have none. We got none. (Personal Interview with
Daleesha, August, 2004)
Below, Daleesha speaks of the effects of the loss of a “mother figure” in her life.
Notice how her comments about a mother “figure” turn into a conversation about her
sister who for some time played the mother role for her.
Daleesha: Like since I don’t know my mom, I’ve always missed and I’m not
afraid to tell nobody, I miss that mother figure, as old as I am. I still miss that
motherly figure cause I never had it, so when I see other people with their moms
and stuff, I be jealous sometimes. But then, I have to look at it as I’m a mom now,
so I can’t, you know, take my problems and take it out on my kids or anything
like that. So what I do is kinda take my problems and I kinda turn it into
something positive. Like for instance, if I get mad, I’ll go pick my son up or start
playing with him or something. …I do miss talking to my sister even though she
never listened to nothing I had to say, she don’t. …My sister, you don’t get two
words out before she get you and I hate that, I hate that with a passion … It gets
frustrating and I just walk out the room or I just don’t say nothing, act like I’m
listening and she like “are you listening to me? … You wasn’t listening. (Personal
Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004)
To Daleesha, a mother is a “figure”, not a person. A “figure” which she attempts
to replace with her sister, unsuccessfully. Later on in the interview Daleesha will reveal
other reasons why she has no relationship with her sister. Daleesha tries to compensate
her mother loss by investing more time in being a better mother herself. Her main
coping strategy seems to be motherhood. She is a very conscious of her role as a mother
because of the impact that her mother’s absence had on her.
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Latoya also speaks of the effects her parents loss had on the type of mother she
chooses to be.
Latoya: My mother’s been dead since I was 5 years old, my father stabbed her in
her heart and killed her in front of us, so I never had a mother. I had a mother,
but basically I’ve been the type just fending for myself. That’s one of the reasons
why I made sure my kids never wanted for anything, nothing…they mighta
wanted for a lot of things but they didn’t need for anything. (Personal Interview
with Latoya, July, 2004)
Latoya’s loss was connected to a violent experience. Not only she lost her
mother, but her mother died by her father’s hand and she was present. To her, her loss
made her more aware of her children’s needs.
Like Daleesha, Latoya had currently no contact with her caregiver, her
grandmother, with whom she did not get along and who died.
RF: You mentioned that your mother passed away but that you did have a mom,
who was that person, the person that raised you or…?
Latoya: I was just with my grandmother but she was mean so I just… she was
mean.
RF: Why mean?
Latoya: She was mean, she was just mean, cruel in fact. “Mean” is being nice,
she was cruel, I just basically, after she died I stayed with my auntie for a little
while and I was in foster care for a little while and I got pregnant. Had [my first
child while I was] in foster care, still like in group homes, whatever you call it
because I was older. And I had gotten pregnant again and they were telling me:
“Won’t no group home take you with no two kids”, so they made me get an
abortion that I really didn’t want but I got it anyway. (Personal Interview with
Latoya, July 2004)
As concise as Latoya chooses to be --she says little of her grandmother or her
auntie-- we still gain insight on her troubled, mobil childhood. After recovering from her
trauma of seeing her mother killed, Latoya lives first with a grandmother who shows no
compassion towards her, then with an aunt and then in a foster home. Latoya is an
example of someone who “grew out” of the system, she was in foster care, with her
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newly born child, until she was old enough to leave. Similarly to Daleesha, Latoya
quickly shifts her account from her childhood to her motherhood.
Like Latoya, Nichelle was in foster care. However, Nichelle was in a foster home,
not a group home. She thinks she was lucky to have good foster care parents.
Nichelle: ‘Cus I see the news I read the papers ‘bout all these kids in foster care
getting raped and abused and starved. I thank God that my foster parents never
did that. I’ve been in two foster homes in my life. I remember Mr. and Mrs. A.
and I was like one year old when I went there. …The man and woman that
raised me, to me, that’s my mom and dad. ….That’s how I truly felt when Ms.
[foster care mother] passed. That saying that they have, when you lose your mom
you lose your best friend, I really never knew what that meant. (Personal
Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
Though Nichelle is grateful for the healthy foster home she lived in, she still
resents the way her biological mother’s choices affected her.
Nichelle: I saw my natural mother was … like 17 years ago …. I was happy to
see her. We hugged and kissed and talked for a minute. Five minutes later we
started arguing and I was like I hate you. I always hated you. I never held back
how I felt about my real mother. I said I’m [going to] tell you I love you ‘cus you
are my mother ‘cus without you I would not be here but I’m [going to] tell you I
hate you. “Why you hate me?” Because of what you did and what you put me
through. Now I see myself putting my children through the same thing you put
me through and it’s all because of you that I’m doing it to mine. “How can what I
did to you make you do to your kids what I did to you?” I don’t know, but it’s
happening. But it’s one thing that I never did to my kids that she did to me, I
never went to go see my kids and promise them “Well I’m coming to get you
tomorrow. I’m coming to get you next week and you’re gonna live with me and
we gon’ be a family again.” … My mom did that to me. I used to ask my mom
“Well mom when you coming to get us?” “I’m coming to get y’all tomorrow.”
Tomorrow never got here. “I’m coming to get y’all next week;” next week never
got here. “Definitely by Christmas;” definitely by Christmas never got here. You
know I never even got a real birthday card from my real mother? She used to
come visit us sometimes. Yeah I do really resent my mom. I really had deep
seated hatred for my natural mother because of what she did to me and not just
to me but my brother and my sister too… I had two baby sisters; she brought
them up herself. She raised them too but why couldn’t she raise me, my sister
and my brother? I fault her for that but what I did to my kids I blame myself. I
really don’t blame her but she started it, that’s how I truly feel. If she didn’t give
me up, I wouldn’t give my kids up. If she didn’t give us up I probably wouldn’t
even have no kids today. But then, again, after seeing what my two sisters that
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she did bring up went through in they life, I’m glad she didn’t. I thank God
everyday that he placed me, my sister and my brother in a safe foster home.
(Personal Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
Although Nichelle is not the only mother to have been in foster care herself, she
is the most aware of the loss cycle effecting her family pattern. Even though her foster
mother was caring, she still resents not having a relationship with her biological mother.
Nichelle: My natural mother D., she’s a Muslim. She lives in Pennsylvania.
Matter fact she don’t even know I’m in this program. She don’t know nothing
about me, she just know I’m fine. I’ll have to get her phone number so I can call
her and let her know. …She was down here bout 2 weeks ago, my brother told
me and I’m like “Well, dag, she ain’t even try to get in contact with me”. But her
and I are like salt and pepper, like syrup and vinegar; we get along for a minute
but if we stay in a room too long together… Five minutes I’ll say. Since I’m
older, I’ll give us about a hour together before we start arguing or disagreeing…I
do have a natural mother, we’re just alike. I came to terms with that after I had
my son. I realized it before then but I just came to terms with it and it’s really
messed up. I’d rather be like Ms. A [foster care mother] then be like D. [my
biological mother] but unfortunately Ms. A. [foster care mother] is not my
natural mother so of course I’m not gonna be like her. It’s a hurting feeling. It
took D. [my natural mother] a while to get a grip on her life and it’s taking me a
long time to get a grip on mine. I don’t have total control of my life now. I think
it’s a shame. Everyday I think about that and I cry on the inside. … When I left, I
left home when I was 17 to find out who I was and where I came from and what I
found I did not like and I didn’t want to be a part of it. (Personal Interview with
Nichelle, July, 2004)
Unlike Nichelle, Latoya and Daleesha, Shaquana was not in foster care.
However, her father and step-mother raised her and her father resented it. Shaquana
had a troubled relationship in her household where communication was limited.
Shaquana was irritated when asked about her mother.
Shaquana: Where my Mom at? Last time I heard, I just saw my Mom some time
last year, for the first time in a long time…Let me put it down to this, it was like
“Damn where the hell you been at? And why the hell you cussin me out? I
haven’t seen you in how long? And you could have actually came up [here] to see
me … and you ‘cussin me out at that, never again, see you lata”. (Personal
Interview with Shaquana, July, 2004)
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Daleesha, Latoya and Nichelle all transition from talking about their mothers to
talking about other losses in their lives. Losing their mothers created further
complications in their family lives. As they became mothers themselves, they tried to be
even more aware of their role with their children. They often transitioned from talking
about being children to talking about being mothers. Some saw family patterns
regretfully repeat across generations. What they experienced as children and their
relationship with their children are tightly linked.

Women who were molested
Almost one third of the women (30.77%) in this study reported having been
molested as children, half by family members. No questions in the interview aimed in
this direction. This information was volunteered as it related to other topics. Other
women could also have been molested but did not disclose it in the interview.
One fourth of the women molested said they told their parents and/or caregivers
and were not believed; they lost contact with their caregivers as a result of the abuse.
This makes the women victims of two betrayals: that of their molesters, who lived in
their newly found “homes,” and that of their caregivers, who had the duty to at best
protect them, or at least help them. No better fate awaited Keisha when she told her
story to her caregiver, the State. Women told heartbreaking stories of a long chain of
childhood losses, loss of parents, of caregivers, of trust, and of innocence: losses that
they could only respond to with anger, as a safe reaction to a deeper, profound hurt.
Daleesha: I was raised by my older sister, she raised me…. her husband…
RF: I guess kinship care?
Daleesha: Yeah, you can say that, but um, her husband…. That’s why I say I can
relate to most of these kids in here [the shelter] that went through whateva they
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went through. Most of them probably went through abuse. I can relate to it,
cause I went through it myself. They probably went through molestation. I’ve
been through that, I’ve gotten molested 12 yrs old. That’s why, I guess why, I
take it so seriously when you know it is a little girl [being molested] because I
have a little girl and it hurts me more because it’s happened to me and it’s really
hard for little kids to understand what’s happening. And it’s like, its not fair that
a little kid has to go… that.. and then the parent just act like it’s nothing going
on. And that why me and my sister don’t talk ‘til this day cause she ain’t believe
me. You know she took his side over my side and its like, but then you gon’ take
your husband over blood and its like… So as I got older and I understood what
was going on, it was just like, I wouldn’t say a hatred, I just disliked her [my
sister] more. (Personal Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004)
Daleesha’s personal experience as a molested child made her more sensitive to
events that occurred in her shelter. Generally a mellow-tempered young woman, she
was moved to a feeling of hatred due to what she perceives as her sister’s betrayal.
These feelings of self-preservation severed Daleesha give up the most important family
tie she had: that of her primary caregiver, her sister. Just a few weeks before the
interview, when at the shelter a little boy had inappropriately touched a little girl.
Daleesha clearly identified with the little girl for her personal experience.
Nichelle, like Daleesha, cut ties with her family member over the issue of being
molested. Unlike Daleesha, it was Nichelle’s biological mother who betrayed her.
Nichelle was raised by a foster mother until she left to “find herself”, “her roots”. She
met her biological mother a few years later who she lived with for a brief week when she
was in her early twenties. That experienced ended the night she was molested.
Nichelle: It’s our family. My mom still own the house but I don’t know these
people [that live there now]. But they my family though. They [are] family. I
lived in that house for one week. My mom kicked me out the house ‘cus she
thought I wanted her man… and I’m her daughter! [There was] this much
[making a one-inch gesture with her fingers] ice on the ground, a foot and a half
of snow on top of that ice, she put me out ‘cus she thought I wanted her man. I
[had gone] back to school and I had 2 part time jobs. I had money in the bank
plus I was paying her rent to stay there and I had to sleep on the couch and
[would] buy my own food. I come home my food gone. Gotta buy more food.
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But she put me out cus she thought I wanted her man, how crazy is that? ‘Cus
one night I’m dog tired I gets in the bed, my sister on the left, [her man] on the
right. They sleeping on the floor, her and [her man]. My baby sister’s father on
the floor to my far left, she [my mother] gets up to go to the bathroom, I’m in the
middle, I’m snoring… he got his hand under the covers feeling on me, she [my
mother] comes outta the bathroom and sees him with his hand under the covers
feeling on me. She hears me snoring but she gon wake me up and tell me to get
the fuck out, [she says] “You knew he was feeling on you”. [I say] “Huh, he was
what?” Oh, no problem. I left after we fought. She tried to throw bleach on me,
my own mother. (Personal Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
Like Daleesha, Nichelle is also betrayed by a woman she looks up to, her mother.
Nichelle describes her mother’s betrayal as threefold: her mother did not trust her,
acknowledge or efforts or keep her safe on a cold winter night. Her tone of voice reveals
disdain, disbelief and anger. Nichelle’s supposedly-idyllic reunification with her
biological mother turns into trauma and disappointment.
Like Nichelle, Shaquana was also held accountable for her own molestation:
Shaquana: But people… I swear to God, it’s like you know, with all the issues in
life, family… Family is the most.., and then when you go to sit down and talk
about certain things they clam the fuck up. Like when I finally told them I was
molested by my brother at the age of 16. No I couldn’t come out and tell y’all
when I was younger, while it was happening. ‘Cus y’all would have looked at
me and told me the same thing y’all fucking told me when I was 16. [My stepmother said:] “He [you brother] didn’t do that, but your dad did such and such”.
[I said] “That ain’t got [nothing to do with me]. [I said] “That’s what you should
have took care of at the time you and my dad was together”, you know what I’m
saying. ‘Cus she [my Stepmom] gon’ spit at me, my Stepmom [said]: “Well, your
dad molested my daughter”. [I say] ok but that’s between you and my dad and
you knew when we left and you ran back. … I’m ready to close this book. I can’t
talk to my Dad. She won’t fucking talk, every time I try to bring the subject up
like a mature woman. They ain’t ready for it and that’s a shame. They older than
me and they no where on my level. (Personal Interview with Shaquana, July,
2004)
Shaquana is disappointed at how her family deals with situations. Her step
mother used her father’s molestation of Shaquana’s step sister against Shaquana. For
Shaquana, frustration was intensified by the lack of attention for her and the shift unto
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her step-sister’s molestation. The old feelings of shame and pain, are enhanced because
of the lacl of communication.
Keisha --who is only 18 years old at the time of the interview-- mentions being
molested in reference to the issues of her life programs had not addressed:
RF: What issues in your life have not been addressed by different programs and
services?
Keisha: About my grandfather trying to molest me and how my dad doing me
the hell wrong and… that’s another reason I hate DHS ‘cus I told them and they
never did nothing about that. And they was quick to take my daughter away
from me and that just made me…
RF: Did you ever try to find a support group, people that have been through stuff
like that?
Keisha: No. (Personal Interview with Keisha, July, 2004)
Keisha does not tell a story of molestation. She almost yells the information. One
can here the anger in her voice, but sees no overt vulnerability. Keisha tells without
reliving the experience. She speaks of another betrayal: that of the system. She told her
DHS worker about her grandfather “trying” to molest her and received no help.

Women with a history of substance abuse
Many of the women in this study stated they either had family members who
were substance abusers and/or were so themselves. Among the women interviewed,
46% spoke of family members being substance abusers, 31% of which abused drugs and
the rest (15%) abused alcohol.
All the women who stated having used drugs had family members who did so,
but this affected each of them in different ways. Tanisha’s mother was a substance
abuser and this shattered her “daughter-mother” bond. As most children who suffer
severe losses Tanisha holds herself responsible: “I took some type of hatred”. Nichelle’s
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biological parents “forced in her mouth” a crack pipe by. At 17, she left a happy,
healthy foster care family to find her “roots”. She discovered that both of her biological
parents had an active cocaine addiction and regularly sold drugs in their home. For
them, using drugs was a prerequisite “in this family”. For Neisha instead, her aunt’s
earlier addiction helped her overcome her own by participating in some “sessions” in
rehab being a reference point.
All the mothers interviewed who were abusers in the past overcame their
addiction. This is likely to have occurred because being free from substance abuse for at
least six months was a requirement to be enrolled in WtUF. While Nichelle had decided
to “come clean” on her own, Neisha and Tanisha went to rehab.
Tanisha is single and 33 years old. She had two boys of 14 and 16 years of age and a girl
of 11 all in kinship care.
Tanisha: Well, my mom was also on drugs when she was carrying me and when
I grew to knew that she was doing drugs I took some type of hatred so we don’t
really have a daughter- mother bond. (Personal Interview with Tanisha, July,
2004)
Nichelle: When I first met my real father I was 21 and I thought that was kinda
strange cus I met my real mother when I was 12. And he wasn’t no good; he was
on the pipe.
RF: On the pipe?
Nichelle: Smoking drugs. Smoking cocaine. He ran a hit house. His personal
people that he knew came in the house with they drugs in the dining room and
that’s where they smoked. When I first found out where my dad lived and my
mom took me over there …and that’s when I first found out my mom was doing
drugs. My mom put a pipe in my hand. “What’s that? [I said] I don’t mess
around, I smoke cigarettes”. “Well you gotta try this,” my dad said. “If you’re
gonna be in this family this what you gon do”. “I don’t think so, [I said] I got too
much going for me. I got a good job with benefits, getting ready to graduate
again”. Worse thing I ever did put that thing in my mouth. It was really forced in
my mouth cus I didn’t want to do it, I broke about two pipes before that one got
in my mouth actually. They actually held my nose closed so I couldn’t breathe
out my nose. That shit was crazy. I don’t know what happened after that, I did it
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myself then. I got over that. I just thank god that I still don’t do it. (Personal
Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
Neisha:
My aunt came to a couple of my sessions and my aunt was an exaddict, too. She smoked the crack. But now, she 10 years clean. She use to come
and I had to get a sponsor, but they said your family can’t sponsor you.[…]
RF:

What do you mean, a sponsor?

Neisha:
You know, just somebody you call, like if you feel like usin’, you
call them and they talk you out of it. (Personal Interview with Neisha, July, 2004)
Substance abuse had an impact on family interactions, trickling from
grandmother to mother to children. Whether during or after the addiction, mother’s
substance abuse affected their children. Neisha chose to leave rehab due to the conflict
between her daughter and other children.
RF:

Why did you leave rehab?

Neisha:
I told you, cause that’s when my daughter got into that thing with
some kids. I didn’t want them to be messin’ with her the next day going to
school. (Personal Interview with Neisha, July, 2004)
Nichelle and Latoya’s daughters instead, are worried about their mothers past
addiction years after she stopped using illegal substances and test her “to see what she
would say”:
Nichelle: What’s makes me really feel is good is my children are proud of me cus
[my daughter] asked me about 3 months ago she said: “Mommy, can I ask you a
question?… You don’t still do drugs do you?” ….I said “No, I don’t do drugs
anymore … I haven’t done drugs in over 11 years”. “Oh mom I’m so happy, she
said: “For real, cus somebody told me you was still doing drugs”. “Who told you
that?” “No, I just said that to see what you would say” [laughter]. (Personal
Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
When I accompanied Latoya on her weekly visit with her children, her daughters
showed a similar concern:
As we ride back to the house we had driven from earlier [after we picked up the
daughters from DHS], I say nothing. The three girls sitting in the back seat, the two
teenagers and a preadolescent are so full of life that I dare not say a word. The
excitement is contagious as every thought is something they share with their
mother. Every sentence starts with: “Mom you know that…” and “Mom look
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at..” for the 15 minute-ride back to the house. About 10 minutes into the ride, the
middle child Shawana, speaks up:
-

[Shawana] Mom, there was somethin’ I wanted to ask you about.

-

[Latoya] Yes, baby.

[Shawana] You know when you were doin’ those drugs and stuff? You
ain’t anymore right?
There’s a little minute of surprise-suspension here. Although I have already
interviewed Latoya privately and spoken to her on different occasions, although
I have been to court with her and know almost all her children, she never spoke
to me about drugs. I feel she knows this, for I seem to have noticed a moment of
suspense before she answers her daughter. I decided to respect her silence and
never brought it up again.
[Latoya] I ain’t touched that stuff fo’ years, baby, an I ain’t gonna. You
don’t worry yourself, cause all I need to do is keep doin what I’m doin’ an
everthin’ is gonna be all right.
-

[Shawana] Ok mom. (Observation of Latoya with her children, August, 2004)
Shawana’s concern for when her mom was “doin’ those drugs and stuff”, is met

by her mother with reassurance. Her mother not only answers that she has not
“touched” drugs “for “years” but also that her daughter does not have to “worry
herself”. Latoya understands that her daughter’s concern is related to the loss of
custody. Latoya reassures her by telling her that she “needs to keep doin what she’s
doin’”, that is staying in job training and continuing to make progress.

Emotional loss spirals/loss cycles
The relationship the women in this study had with their mothers was a key to
unresolved issues of their lives such as abandonment, molestation and substance abuse.
Although some women spoke of having a healthy relationship with their mothers,
almost a half had lost a precious link to their biological mothers either because of death,
divorce, foster care or substance abuse. Only in one case was the father present during
the mother’s absence. Almost one third of the women stated that they were molested as
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children; some were molested by the companions of their new caregivers and had to
leave as a result. Others were affected by their mother’s addictions.
Many scholars have analyzed the developmental and emotional effects of mother
loss (Bowlby, 1980; Parkes, 1998; Raphael, 1983, Viorst, 1986). One’s autonomy, sense of
exploration and self-sufficiency as an adult are strongly linked to the mother’s stable
presence in the first years of life. Even in temporary separations from their mother,
children react first with protest, then pain, and finally detachment. It is normal then,
that a child be harsh on the mother at her return and show signs of coldness and
distance proportionate to the length of the separation (Bowlby, 1980). The anger that
Nichelle and Shaquana expressed towards their biological mothers after their years-long
separation, meant overcoming the initial detachment and releasing emotions created by
the abandonment. Latoya on the other hand was still detached even after having seen
her mother killed: “I’ve been just fending for myself”.
The fact that some women were in foster care themselves and had their children
placed in foster care as adults, indicates the presence for some, of a cyclical pattern.
Abandonment and neglect, as other aspects of family life have the capacity to be
repeated across generations, because of the effect of mother-loss on one’s autonomy and
sense of self-worth. The child who lives through a traumatic loss uses detachment as a
major coping strategy. Once an adult, that same detachment which was useful as a child,
effects the adults’ relationship with their own children. Abandonment issues are
common amongst adoptees; he sees a “connection between early life abandonees who
may or may not later become abandoners” (Pollock, 1989, 137). In his study, Pollock also
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noticed in some cases a cycle of neglect when women neglected as children failed to
nourish their daughters appropriately.
This cycle, which the author will introduce as loss cycle here, is to a great extent
unconscious. It is the unconscious repetition of a family pattern. Nichelle was the only
mother who showed some awareness of the cycle, but was frustrated at her inability to
explain why such cycle existed and escape it. She does not blame her mother solely for
abandoning her, she blames her for starting the cycle: “I’m putting my children through
the same thing you put me through and it’s all because of you that I’m doing it to mine”.
When her mother asks: “How can what I did to you make you do to your kids what I
did to you?” Nichelle hopelessly responds: “I don’t know, but it’s happening” (Personal
Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004). In Psychology, it is well known that people repeat
their childhood patterns into their adult lives and such patterns resist one’s initial beliefs
that they will raise their children differently from how they were raised (Weinhold,
1988). Psychologists have spoken about the cycle of abuse (Bloom, 1993), and sometimes
neglect, but not the cycle of foster care.
Although common and enduring, family patterns are not inescapable. With
conscious effort one can deconstruct old tendencies: “breaking the cycle” is possible.
Weinhold, in How to break addictive family patterns offers some solutions to interrupting
family cycles, for a variety of different unhealthy behaviors. Family therapy has been
devoted to this for years (Nichols, 2001). Parenthood then, can be not only a
responsibility but also a tremendous opportunity to resolve past issues which come to
the forefront. Parenthood is a developmental phase (Weinhold, 1988; Benedeck, 1959).
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When such opportunity is not seized and the loss is unresolved, every other may
intensify the grief and create a Loss spiral. In fact, it is more likely for someone who lost a
parent as a child to react to future losses with a depressive disorder; one thinks that any
attempt to improve the situation will fail and that s/he is unworthy and unlovable
(Bowlby, 1980). People may experience “chronic sorrow” and spiral into deep, chainreaction emotional responses whenever a new loss (however small) triggers the memory
of the first one (Ross, 2002). Some women experienced these “trigger-induced
responses” when they associated the loss of their mothers to their own motherhood.
Daleesha’s trigger was the thought of another child being molested in her shelter.
The loss of custody then, is likely to also be a trigger and “activate” old wounds
when “spiraling goes into the past and into the future” (Ross, 2002, 173). The loss of the
child is probably a double-trauma for many of the mothers: because of previous
unresolved losses mothers are emotionally not equipped to deal with loss whatsoever.

The Two Paths to the Loss of Custody
Loss of custody occurred in different ways and could be voluntary or
involuntary. So-called voluntary placement included mothers who: 1) allowed family
members to raise their children with or without intervention of DHS; 2) signed a
Voluntary Placement Agreement (VPA) willingly; and 3) signed a VPA under pressure
from DHS. Involuntary loss of custody occurred when DHS advanced a petition or
restraining order which allowed them to take custody of the child.
In this study, women who gave up their children “voluntarily” (46.15%) seemed
to have a path somewhat different from the women who had children taken from them
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(53.85%). In TABLE 5.1 the reasons why mothers lost custody are listed based their
personal accounts. Data are not available for all women in the focus groups, but most
situations were similar to these. The last column lists the legal principle that may have
been used to justify the intervention of the courts based on the Pennsylvania Statute’s
definition of dependency. Dependency is an overarching category which includes
neglect and abuse. The legal principle for each mother is based on speculation since
actual records were not available. The cell was left blank when the personal account did
not provide enough information.
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TABLE 5.1: Reasons for loss of custody (based on personal account)
Name
Aaliyah

Moesha
Nichelle

Jill
Latoya

Type of care
According to mothers’ account
Kinship Foster Placed
Stayed for Voluntary other reasons
care4
Care for
housing
housing
√
√
Pursued military
career after breakup
with fiancé
√
√
√
left husband, had no
housing
√
√
√
Husband died
Mother distressed,
left child with foster
mother. Then child
was abused by her
uncle
√
√
Neglect- not feeding,
taking care of child
√
√
Truancy

Tanisha

√

Niesha

√

Shandra
Keisha

√

√
√

√

Tamira

√

Daleesha

√

Shawana

√

√
√

Shaquana

Total

√

√5

8
6
61.54% 46.15%

√

√
√
√

√
3
23.08%

√
8
61.54%

Legal principle

Father has custody
Dependency for “physical
and sexual abuse”

Dependency for neglect
lack of physical “subsistence”
Dependency for neglect
“truant” child
Drugs – entered
Dependency for neglect
rehab
“custodian’s use of contolled
substnce places child at risk”
Drugs- left rehab
Dependency for neglect
before end of
“custodian’s use of contolled
recovery
substance places child at risk”
Physical abuse –
Dependency
slapped son
Physical abuse
Young, unemployed, Dependency for neglect
in foster care herself “without proper care and
control”
Housing, mother
distressed with child
Neglect – left child
Dependency for neglect
with “God Aunt”
“without proper care”
Neglect – accused of Dependency for neglect
being harmful to the “health, safety or welfare of
child (previous child the child at risk”
died)
Housing

6
46.15%

More precisely, all mothers in this catergory, except Shawana and Moesha, had their children in kinship
foster care. Although their children were staying with relatives (kinship care), each had a DHS worker. This
means that the State has custody of their children and relatives recieve payments as foster parents.
Shawana’s children were in informal kinship care in that her mother was not recieving payments and she did
not have a DHS worker; Shawana then still had legal custody. Moesha was a noncustodial parent.
5 Neisha’s case is unique and somewhat voluntary. Neisha was required to attend rehab. She left the family
rehab when her child got into fights with other children and preferred to have her child in kinship care.
Since she did not follow the court’s requirement, she could not keep her child. She later regained custody.
4
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After DHS starts an investigation and substantiates a neglect report, the courts
must declare the child “dependent” i.e. in “lack of proper care or control”6 (See section
Court in this chapter for more info) and once the child is declared dependent, the court
decides what whether the child will be removed or in-home services will be offered.
Mothers who involuntarily had their children taken away were reported, often
by family members, and taken by surprise. Mothers who expected DHS to take their
children lived emotional responses similar to others who did not. Reactions could be as
severe as depression and suicide attempts. Regardless of how or why children entered
care, they often remained there for reasons related to their mother’s inadequate housing.

Reasons for voluntary loss of custody
Mothers who gave up custody due to challenges with personal life
Some mothers gave up custody of their children as a response to a distressful
period in their lives, such as the loss of a partner. The women below gave custody
temporarily to a family member they trusted, but reunification did not occur as quickly as
they expected. Nichelle, for instance, asked her foster mother to take custody of her first
child after her partner died.
Nichelle: I left them. I was young and really dumb but if I could go back in time
I wouldn’t have did that. I would do it a lot different and I’d probably have all 3
of my kids now. I’d probably only have my oldest daughter; I wouldn’t even had
my son and [my third child] I’d just have [my first daughter] and it’d just be me
and her.... My [foster] mom and my dad brought up my oldest daughter cus
that’s where I left her at. I actually didn’t leave her, I asked my [foster] mom
could she take temporary custody of [my daughter] cus there was somethings in
my life that wasn’t right and I wanted to explore some more and she was like:
“Nichelle, when are you coming back?” I said: “6 months to a year”... I was 17,
no 19, I was going on 21 so I was really young plus my husband has just died.

6

The Juvenile Act: 42 Pa CSA § 6301
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He got shot to death. We got married on May 22nd and my daughter was born on
May 31st and he died June 18th. (Personal Interview with Nichelle, July, 2004)
Nichelle regrets giving up custody after the loss of her husband. The loss of
custody started a chain of events that she regrets. Aaliyah was also coping with her
recently acquired single mother status when she decided to give her children to family
members.
Aaliyah: I was engaged to the little one’s father for three years we had moved
and lived in Georgia and then, about a year or two later, I came back. Me and the
children moved back from Georgia. But then I decided [to go into the army]. I
need to make some type of living for my kids, so I sent the little one with his
father for a while and sent the other one [child] back to Philadelphia with my
aunt. (Personal Interview with Aaliyah, May, 2003)
Aaliyah and the father of her children had moved to Georgia, while she was
engaged. She does not speak of a breakup, but says “me and my children moves back
from Georgia” which hints that her fiancé stayed behind. Struggling to make a living as
a single mother, Aaliyah decides to join the army and temporarily sends one child back
to his father while the other child lives with her aunt.
Moesha instead, left her husband and children when she became weary of his
relationship with her sister.
Moesha: You know, because he have …. four children with my sister and I have
five by him, I was married to him and in a relationship, during our marriage my
sister got hooked up and they have four children together and that’s why I’m in
this predicament that I am now, you know, I left him in 2000 and you know, left
my home and gave up the home and that’s why I’m in this predicament I’m in
right now. I’m trying to get out of it and it’s hard. (Personal Interview with
Moesha, May, 2003)
Moesha, chose to leave her husband when he had relationship with her sister.
As a result of her leaving, it is difficult for her to regain custody.
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Mothers who gave up custody for housing
Other women gave up custody for a lack of adequate housing. Housing was a
challenge. Women were often living with their parents (Shaquana), in a shelter (Carol),
or lived in their own home but wanted to change neighborhood (Shawana). Some
mothers turned to DHS for help while others chose to ask family members to take care
of their children.
Shawana: Because I figured it was best. I didn’t want them in the environment
that I was in. It was becoming a point where you know they were, they were
getting friends that wanted to steal from ‘em, try to take from ‘em. Then little
girls having sex you know with other boys. It was just a mess and I didn’t, ....
They stay with my mother and my father. The element that I live in right now is
not a very good one … ‘Cause I’m a first time homeowner in Olney… They had
to travel so far to school that uh, it was just ridiculous…. It was just a mess and
so the area with that not only but also with them hanging out in the street
because they had nowhere to play they don’t have a playground in the area … so
I made my house the hangout house …you know just pretty much having them
at home because if they were with me I knew that they were safe. So …it became
boring, you know how children are, and they want the other things to do. …. my
goal is to try to work on getting my children. However, at this time my house has
no real equity … so … if I sell it, I’m not going to get any money for it. So I might
as well just go back to being homeless and I’m not going to do that. (Personal
Interview with Shawana, July, 2004)
Shaquana: The Department of Human Services, I placed my kids voluntarily and
it was like the drug addicts and the alcoholics they’ll get they kids back faster
than I would. And I actually out here I have to fight to get my kids back. And I
only went there for housing. I didn’t go [there for] abuse. I didn’t go there for
nothing else, I just went there for housing and to get my daughter help. Other
than that it was like well I actually really have to fight ten times harder, I could
have did that taking care of my daughter. (Personal Interview with Shaquana,
July, 2004)]
Carol spoke about her experience with housing at the WTUF graduation ceremony:
Carol: “It is an honor to be here”. She explains how she had been homeless and
without her children when she first ended up at WtUF. “I was in an out of
shelters and I ended up signing my children over to DHS because I couldn’t
stand doing the shelter thing anymore. Once I signed my children, I got a job and
an’ I found a house, but the problem was, the landlord didn’t waanna fix up like
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DHS want the house to be, then I found out he wasn’t paying his mortgage.”
(Observation of WtUF graduation, July, 2004)
The lack of availability of suitable housing is a key element in inner city poverty
and child welfare. Frustration with inner city housing is well known to many whether
they own their own home or not. In the best of circumstances, parents who own their
homes are concerned that increasing crime rates, shootings, and lax sexual practices will
affect their children and would like to leave the inner city but are held back by selling
their property at a low rate. Mothers who do not own their own homes attempt to live in
shelters or with family members, and become overwhelmed either way.
Reuniting with children is difficult for parents that do not live in suitable
housing. Turning to DHS for help means receiving few, if any housing resources. DHS
has housing programs for mental health patients and ex-substance abusers.
Paradoxically, the “fight” to regain custody can be more difficult for parents who were
never involved in substance abuse like Shaquana. Furthermore, if one has a home but
children are in care, inner city homes do not always live up to the standards required for
DHS approval. Housing conditions effect somewhat less mothers who give their
children to relatives, with no intervention from DHS (and no foster care payments).
These mothers, like Shawana, can regain custody at any time.

Reasons for involuntary loss of custody
Involuntary loss of custody occured somewhat differently. At first, someone
(either family members or institutions) contacted DHS accusing the parent of
maltreatment. DHS then started an investigation by visiting the family and sometimes
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chose to interview people in the area. Depending on whether the neglect7 or abuse8
report was substantiated, the child was either taken from the home immediately or DHS
filed a petition to remove the child later.

Family accusations of neglect
In many cases, a member of the family reported the mother to DHS by calling the
child maltreatement hotline. Family conflicts and control had often much to do with
who decided to contact DHS: a mother’s sister, the child’s father or paternal
grandmother. When the child’s father or his family were involved and the parents were
no longer together, a report to child protective services seemed the easiest way for a
family member to get custody or have visitation arrangements. In both Shandra’s and
Daleesha’s cases, the children were used as instruments in a parents’ power play. Often,
family control is exercised by making repeated reports to DHS. Even if the person who
reports lies (as in Yvette’s case), the mother is under such scrutiny that she is likely to be
deemed “unfit” for reasons other than those reported. The mother may have been
accused of having abused substances, however lightly, having inadequate housing,
abusing her child by slapping him/her, or providing inadequate care because a younger
child died. Sometimes, the child was taken away the same day (Yvette). Other times, a
second report was substantiated even when the first was dismissed (Shandra). The
relatives who made the report were the same to become the foster families, even when
they lied about the parent’s inadequacy. When a report was not substantiated, it still

Neglect “is the failure to provide adequate food, clothing and shelter for a child”- “failure to thrive is
defined as decelerated or arrested physical growth or a downward change in growth associated with poor
developmental and emotional functioning” re J.A. S., 820 A.2d 774, 777 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2003)
8 Abuse “ any recent act or failure to act by a perpetrator which causes non-accidental serious physical
injury to a child under 18 years of age”. (23 Pa. C. S. §6303 (b) (1) (i))
7
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affected the home. In fact, the presence of services in the home (such as Shandra’s child’s
speech therapist) made mothers more vulnerable to public scrutiny. Social workers are
mandated to make reports in case of suspicion. Even services in one’s home then, can
increase families’ vulnerability.
Yvette: Yes, they [DHS] came and took her [my daughter] that day. …they came
to my house and my sister was there. She [my sister] lied and said I was falling
down drunk and when they did the urine the next day they didn’t find any
alcohol but they found a low level of marijuana. My sister was there so she went
with my sister. It was no telling what they would have done with my baby girl.
They kept her there [with my sister]. the only reason they did that is because I
don’t have custody of her but I had to do the anger management and parenting. I
just graduated with good attendance, I did all that with [a] folder full of
certificates. (Second Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Shandra: My baby father, K. he made the first report ‘cus we stayed with him for
about a month or so. Me and him used to get into arguments, fighting, all that
‘cus he wouldn’t want me to go no where, he want me to sit in the house with
him while he work... Then it was the lady that used to come out for [my son]. She
was like a speech counselor ‘cus he had problems with his voice, with his tonsils.
He couldn’t speak…,.[my other child] called her out a name and I told [him] to
apologize and he wouldn’t. Then she kept saying something smart then he
called her the B word again. I’m like … ok I popped [smacked] him to tell him to
say sorry and she like: “Oh no it’s ok. It’s ok. Don’t do that”. I’m like: “No it’s not
[ok]. My son is not gonna disrespect a elder..” and I always taught my kids to
have respect for anybody, for everybody. [And she says] “No, No it’s cool, it’s
alright”…She know somebody at the children’s advocate, … she made a report
to her saying I abuse my kids and I only told him to tell her sorry. ….If I didn’t
do nothing to him then it would have been a problem. It was her and my baby
daddy cousin and it was other people but they won’t say who it is. (Personal
Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Daleesha: My daughter’s grandmother thought I couldn’t raise my daughter
because my son passed away [from SIDS] … so they took her away from me.
…She [my daughter] went to go stay with her [the baby’s grandmother]. She [my
daughter, is] so attached to her [her grandmother] it’s hard to get her detached. I
wouldn’t do that to her, they got this bond and it wouldn’t be fair, so I just let her
be, let her be with her grandmom. But now we’re going through this thing like
permanent custody. It’s PLC, Permanent Legal Custody, whereas though
because she’s been in care for two years they have the right to terminate me and
dads rights, which means I wouldn’t be able to see her at all. I wouldn’t have no
contact, nothing. Because I been doing everything I’m supposed to do like I’m
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going to school, I’m not just sitting up in a shelter not doing anything with
myself, I’m not just sitting on welfare collecting welfare not doing anything.
(Personal Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004)
Unlike the three women listed above, Aaliyah’s and Latoya’s family were not the
first to report them to DHS. Their families complicated their lives. Aaliyah’s aunt failed
to give up custody of the child when Aaliyah was ready to take him back. Latoya’s
child’s paternal grandmother was about to take custody of her granddaughter when the
payment was late and she decided to not do so. Latoya married her husband to avoid
the child welfare system at 17 (only to be trapped in it 20 years later).
Aaliyah: I was about to go in the Army and … my aunt was taking care of my
son so, I changed my mind. I didn’t want to go to the Army so I came back to
Philadelphia and my sister said, “get established here”. Then, … when I was
trying to get my son there were issues with my aunt. You know, she didn’t want
to give me my son for whatever reason, so that brought in the DHS with my son
under this DHS situation because of the accusation that my aunt did to me
because she did not want to give me my son back. [My aunt] made accusations
against me cause when they [DHS] came to look they was like: “But what is she
talking about, you have a nice place, I see food in your refrigerator” she [my aunt]
had to bring lies on me…Then I found out through my son, why it was different
things that she was doin’ that she wasn’t supposed to that she didn’t want me to
know about. (Personal Interview with Aaliyah, May, 2003)
Later on in the interview, Aaliyah mentioned that her aunt physically abused her child.
Latoya: Somehow, I wind up moving with my husband’s mother, she was just
greedy, money hungry. Anyway, something happened between us I can’t quite
remember, she was supposed to keep [my child] for me and she let, back then it
was called DPW, come and take my baby because they didn’t send her any
money. They were taking too long to send her the money and that’s basically
why I got married at 17, so I could get my daughter back. I got married on
December 10th, December 11th I had my child back. So stress and life makes you
do a lot of things … at the age of 17 I was a mother, a wife and taking care of the
house--apartment rather. (Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)

Public accusations of neglect
Although it is common for family members to report mothers to DHS, public
institutions accused other mothers. When this occurred, children were often taken
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without the parents’ knowledge from school or the home of a relative. Decisions to
remove a child seemed also quicker when institutions were involved and it was difficult
for mothers to oppose the removal. Mothers were accused of neglect or “bad
mothering”, or for making decisions about their children that in a middle-class family
would be considered normal such as choosing that a child not see a therapist, leaving a
child for a day at a relative’s house, or sending a child to school without breakfast. For
these mothers instead, their social status make their choices more visible to judgmental,
punitive institutions as observed by Roberts (2002). Their visibility kept accusations of
bad parenting suspended above their heads like Damocles swords; their meager
resources made fighting those accusations difficult. A mother who is a minor in foster
care (Keisha) does not have complete autonomy over decisions about her child’s mental
health. She may be accused of inadequacy if her child rearing choices do not coincide
with her social worker’s views. A woman who moves into a new apartment (Tamira)
may be deemed unfit because she leaves her child with a “god-aunt” who is investigated
by DHS that very day. She cannot be contacted because she does not have a cell phone.
A mother who sends her child to school without breakfast (Jill) is accused if her child
shows up in class late and hungry. Jill’s situation would have been avoided had she had
enough food to give her children on their way to school every day. Food stamps did not
provide her with enough food to last through the end of the month.
Keisha: [While she herself was in placement] It got to a point where my daughter
was having temper tantrums and I could not handle her and they wanted her to
go to therapy and I told them my daughter is two years old and she is going to
act like a child and I am not letting my daughter see a therapist. So I was being a
bad mother because I did not let my daughter see a therapist. They put it on my
case and then I was working and going to a school and then it got to the point
where I was not spending enough time with my daughter. Then I said, “Come
on man, I'm workin,g I'm going to school”. Then they wanted to put me in a
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placement where it’s just me so I can focus on my self. That's when they took my
daughter away from me because they wanted to put me in a placement where I
focus on myself. (Second Meeting with February enrollees, 2004)
Tamira: It started as I went to move in a house with my kids, so I allowed
somebody I knew for 7 years to get all 4 [children]. Usually, I give 2 but this time,
[I didn’t, it] was a very big mistake. I let her take all 4 of my kids so I could pack
the things in my house to move. She came with her car and picked them up
…[to] take them to her house, I did not know the condition of her house. It was
somebody I trusted, …. I called her my God Aunt. When she lived in Southwest,
I checked her house it was clean, I didn’t know she relocated in South
Philadelphia and somebody called DHS on her and of course because they my
kids they have to relocate me. DHS worker call me she asked me for my name,
my birth certificate, my birth date, she asked for my addres. She gets mad
because I ask her where are my children so I can come get them. She hangs the
phone on me. I hear my children went to the hospital to get checked. Of course
they were fine, and that’s the last time I seen them and then for like a whole
month I aint see them and then they were put in foster care. It was crazy.
(Personal Interview with Tamira, July, 2004)
Jill: Yeah, I can do it [tell the story] without crying now. (laughter) The house that
I’m living in now I had took it over because my great uncle had passed away a
year before I moved in.… We go in there, soon as we got in there it needed work.
It started falling apart little by little but when we got in there everything got
worse. I was working then at nights…it was hard for me working at nights and
get up early in the morning to get them together…I would make him [my son]
wash up in the morning before he go to school and a couple times the school had
called me to come and get him because he didn’t do what he was supposed to do
and stuff like that…First of all my son, I would send him to school around 8
o’clock to get breakfast because I would get food stamps in the beginning of the
month. They would eat everything, by the second week there’s not no breakfast
food there. They can eat. That’s why they so tall. They can eat… My son would
never go and they would get in the class and be like “I’m hungry” and stuff like
that. This one particular time he performed, “I’m hungry”. The teacher said I’m
send you downstairs to get something to eat. So being manipulative as he is, he
figured out, he’s so smart he figured out: “I can do what I want to do. If I can go
to class now and do that and they’ll feed me and I don’t got to worry about it”.
So the teacher called me on numerous occasions, I told her I send them out [to
school] every morning [at] 8 o’clock so they can eat. I don’t know what he be
doing that he does not eat but the girls eat. Next thing I know DHS coming to the
door got this little letter, we got reports of them not eating, them coming to
school dirty and stuff like that. The dirty part was their shirts would be stained
or whatever I didn’t have enough money to afford to buy them more shirts so I
would wash them but the stains would never come out. The shirts would look
like that but they were clean. They were saying they were dirty and they weren’t
being fed…So when she did come, every time she came I would never hear the
door because we didn’t have a doorbell and I would be upstairs. She would
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never knock hard enough for me to hear. She would knock enough just to say
she knocked and nobody was home and she left a letter. … She had a cell phone,
she could have called when she was at the door to say I’m downstairs at the
door. She didn’t make any effort. The day they were taken I sent them off to
school and I was getting ready for work and I wasn’t paying attention to the
time. I was just getting myself together, so I looked at the watch and it happened
to say 3:45. It’s 3:45 and the kids ain’t here. I run down the steps like where they
at? I go to the door and open the door and there’s this letter sitting there and it’s
a restraining order… I had a court date Friday and the social worker finally
comes out Thursday right before I go to court. So I sit downstairs on purpose
waiting for her to come and I swear I barely heard her knock. She was like
(knocking very softly on the table) Oh my god she was knocking like that the whole
time. Nobody [would] be able to hear that. (Personal Interview with Jill, June,
2004)

Process: children taken from school
Like Jill, many mothers found out that the children were taken by DHS after the
fact, with a restraining order a restraining order left under their door and after the
children did not come home from school. Many never got a chance to tell their children
goodbye. DHS just “snatched” them whether the mother was accused of using drugs,
not feeding the children, not sending them to school, or sending them in stained
clothing.
Betty: I had a meeting with them--my DHS worker. They messed up on my case.
They went by “he say, she say” and they got all their notes that said I was a drug
addict. Come to find out my cousin was doing all the talking and she got her
mother in it and her mother said she was me. They never asked for no ID. They
went to the school and snatched my children out of school. They never talked to
me at all I ain’t see my child for about 3 ½ months. I kept calling so finally the
supervisor wanted to hear what I had to say then the supervisor was laughing
and giggling like, “maybe you need to see a psychiatrist” But “where are my kids
at?” “Oh we aren’t going to tell you”. (Second Meeting with April enrollees,
2004)
DHS also turned against Latoya when the school reported her child’s truancy.
Latoya: I had already had the truancy and went and dealt with it. A whole
month had went past before they came and they just took my kids, just took em.
When they took my kids, my children were in school, in class. (Personal
Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
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The stealth nature of the assault from DHS made the loss very painful for many
mothers.

Reasons for staying years in placement: housing
The women’s narratives revealed that their children rarely remained in state
custody for the same reasons they were taken. Placed in foster care for a variety of
reasons, more frequently under the umbrella of neglect (23% for housing) than abuse, it
was lack of adequate housing (61.5%) that kept most children in the system for years.
Housing affected the reunification plan even when all other accusations were false. A
mother accused of abandonment (Tamira), of not feeding or cleaning her children (Jill),
of not being able to provide for their mental health (Keisha), will not get her child back
unless her home is “adequate” by DHS’s standards. Owning a home is not enough for
Jill who recently purchased one that had a sentimental value from her family. The house
needed work and the type of heater she chose was not appropriate for her DHS worker.
Jill chose to not have a “kerosene heater” for her children’s safety.
Jill: She [DHS worker] comes and she inspects the house and she said basically I
could have had the kids back but considering the fact … the heater broke, I
didn’t have any money to afford it so I had to use kerosene heaters. I hate those
things, I really do. They are so dangerous, considering that fact, that’s why they
didn’t come back. Everything else was up to par. I was feeding them, they were
clean but it was just the fact I didn’t have adequate heat in the house. That’s why
they didn’t come back. Basically I need a new house, all that and I still won’t get
them back. “No, you can’t get them back, I said well, great”. (Personal Interview
with Jill, June, 2004)
Keisha: Now I have to get my housing to get my daughter back, but the main
thing I am focusing on good [is] getting my GED and my housing and getting a
good career so I can get my daughter back. (Second Meeting with February
enrollees, 2004)
Tamira: Well, at first I was coping with it but I told you the last court I started
getting frustrated cause they kept promising if you do all the goals you’ll get
your kids back. I did all the goals. No kids, so I started getting frustrated … To
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me is started getting less frustrating when the judge see my evaluation and she
actually said I don’t see anything wrong with this person so the judge kinda seen
that what the child advocate was trying to make me to be wasn’t really true …
Right now [I need] to come back to WtUF and finish the work workshop and sign
up for housing, fill that paper out with that lady and get that done, get my 2 kids
back and get the other 2 back too …this will never happen again, that I will never
have to go through this again. (Personal Interview with Tamira, July, 2004)

Loss spirals: complicated lives
In rare cases--only Shaquana in this study-- did a parent contacts DHS to
voluntarily place a child. More often, a parent may ask a relative to take care of the child
while they are in hardship. The majority of mothers who were reported by family
members, neighbors or institutions, were asked sign a VPA, or got an involuntary
removal court order, called “restraining order” in Philadelphia County.
Loss spirals and loss cycles no doubt describe the lives of many women. The
spiral moves not from past to future and from one loss to another. After some women
lost their mothers earlier in their lives, they also lost their children after other losses,
either their companions (whether husbands or not) or their homes. They lack resources
to respond to such challenges effectively because of their poverty; they are caught in
moments of vulnerability because of that same poverty. Loss of their children resulted
often from an act of family revenge or intrusion, and was not always the response to an
emergency situation related to child safety. Low-income, single mothers are most
vulnerable to such actions which family members and institutions often take lightly. The
standard of adequate parenting, in fact, does not always correspond to the material
goods that low-income single mothers can offer. Poor housing, or poor availability of
housing in the city of Philadelphia in fact, kept most mothers in this study, some falsely
accused, from regaining custody. Once institutions, as DHS, intervened, the standards of
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parenting shift. The standards for losing custody are not the same standard women are
held to for regaining custody. Once custody is lost, a mother is accountable for all her
child’s needs, not only the ones she was accused of not fulfilling. If reported for alcohol,
a mother is accountable also for marijuana usage. If reported for lacking to feed her
children, a mother is also accountable for the home in which she lives. These all seem
reasonable, considering the best interest of the child. However, poverty and institutional
standards easily trap low-income mothers not necessarily for their parenting, but for
their poverty.

Loss of custody: phases of mourning
Women’s reactions to their loss of custody reflect the three phases of mourning
listed by Bowlby (1980), Raphael (1983) and the Institute of Medicine (1984) in their
studies on reactions to loss: 1) shock and numbness; 2) intense psychic pain; 3)
completion of mourning. Temporary loss triggered reactions similar to permanent loss.

Phase I: shock and numbness
The immediate reaction to the unexpected loss of custody was one of numbness
and shock when women did not fully realize what was happening.
Shandra: I used to just find stuff to do just to keep my mind off of them. Reality
really didn’t set in that they were really gone, gone away from me, now it’s like 2
years and it still haven’t set in. (Personal Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Jill and also had an initial shock when she while she read the restraining order:
Jill: I go to the door and open the door and there’s this letter sitting there and it’s
a restraining order. …. I was shocked when I was reading it. (Personal Interview
with Jill, June, 2004)
Latoya also felt this was not really happening to her:
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Latoya: I felt like shit, I was devastated, I couldn’t believe this was happening
and every time you turn around it’s always a different story. I don’t even know
what these people are talking about half the time. (Personal Interview with
Latoya, July, 2004)
Latoya was so “devastated” she “couldn’t believe this was happening”. In her
moment of shock and disbelief, social workers were making arrangements and assessing
requirements, which to her were always “a different story”. She remembers feeling
alienated when she didn’t know what was going on “half of the time”.

Phase II: intense psychic pain
Bowlby (1980) and others note that the first phase can last from few moments to
days or longer. For the mothers below, the first phase lasted very little, as they describe
that reality set in quickly and they realized their children were not coming back. The
next phase is one of intense pain expressed through anger, isolation and depression.
Irregular eating, sleeping habits and suicide attempts are common in this phase.
Once she overcame the initial shock, Jill was angry about the form left under her door.
Jill: With my situation I never got a chance to see them like the last time …
because they were taken from school. … I came downstairs and it was a piece of
paper sitting there saying that I had a restraining order and I couldn’t see my
kids for a whole 2 days. I was hysterical. It was a mess because I was ready to
tear the principal’s head apart she was like: “We can’t call [you], we got to call
them” but the school called them like, “they are here”. When I get there [to the
school] everybody just sitting around whispering and talking about me. I ended
up losing my job and they fired me. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Keisha also remembers the rage that overtook her when she realized her
daughter was being sent away:
Keisha: I was in this placement called St. Vincent’s mother baby and at the time,
…you know the therapist talking to me and she all telling me: “How you feel
that you’re leaving and you’re separating your daughter?” “What the f**k is you
talking about?” I’m like “What?” … The therapist knew before I even knew …
I’m like what are you talking about? …. it was because, I don’t know, I just
snapped like: “How y’all gon take my daughter away from me? And y’all telling
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me y’all want me to focus on myself so yall separate me and my daughter”. So
my daughter went with my aunt and I went to another placement without my
daughter and I haven’t had her ever since then, damn near 3 years my daughter
[is] bout to be 5. (Personal Interview with Keisha, July, 2004)

Eating and sleeping irregularly
Many women barely ate or slept the first weeks after losing their children. For
some, eating and sleeping habits never went back to normal (the day I interviewed her
Daleesha had her first meal at seven p.m. at the shelter; this was not unusual, she told
me, and some days she did not eat at all). At times, not cooking was the symptom of a
struggle with one’s identity as a mother. Laura for instance, thinks that if she is not
doing tasks for her children she might as well not do them at all, even when the task was
essential as eating, it was if she herself did not exist. Sleeping was difficult because
mothers were worried about how children were being “treated”; some took sleeping
pills. The pain of loss created restlessness:;leaving home was annoying because people
would ask about the children; being home was uncomfortable for being “too quiet”.
Many simply became depressed. Mothers used strategies such as keeping busy, or
staying home.
Laura: When this first happened to me I wouldn’t come outside or eat and I was
feeling real bad and I was sitting on the step with no kids and everybody asking
me where my kids at and I would go in the house and breakdown every day.
You don’t cook anymore because you have nobody to cook for.
Neisha:
Oh, I was hurt. I was crying, trying to call every place at night.
…It was nighttime when I got in and I know I couldn’t sleep that night and I just
kept tossin’ and turnin’. Dreamin’, you know, thinkin’ about my daughter and
they took her. Where she at, how she bein’ treated, you know. The next
morning I got up and called the lady and told me where she was at and we set a
date for me to go visit her and at that point, she’s at St. Vincent’s before they
move somewhere. So, I went and seen her and everything. She seemed happy,
but I know deep down inside she wasn’t. Like I wasn’t. (Personal Interview with
Neisha, July, 2004)
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Shandra: I was hysterical, I cried everyday but I still got out and looked for work
and stuff, it was like I was moping around, wouldn’t eat, couldn’t sleep, I had to
get sleeping pills just to go to sleep, it was like so many bags was under my eyes.
Did you sleep? No. You ok? (Personal Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Jill points out how her eating habits never truly improved.
RF: You mentioned when you were describing the way things happened you
were saying in the beginning one of the things you didn’t eat, didn’t sleep how
long did it take for you to get over that and what helped you get out of it?
Jill: I’m really not over the eating part because they have me on medicine now-Papsil-- for depression, which makes me more hungrier so I can eat. So basically,
the medicine is forcing me to get back. …over a month’s time I have lost about
20, 25 pounds....I lost it but when I would eat, my eating habits changed and
when I did decide to eat, I would eat once a day and it would be so small, it
wouldn’t be funny. Not even a half of sandwich, a half of a half of sandwich.
…When I would sleep I would go to sleep like 10 or 11o’clock I’d wake up 2,
3o’clock and be up till 5 and get right back up like 8oc’lock and be up for the rest
of the day. My sleeping habits are still like that, it done got worse … so now they
give me prescriptions for sleeping pills so I can sleep better. (Personal Interview
with Jill, June, 2004)
Not surprisingly, this mother notices how her depression affected her health.
Client: Last week I was out sick for a few days. I had the flu, I keep getting sick. I
think it has to do with my depression and I lost my weekend visits with my kids
and my anxiety level is rising and me feeling so down has affected me in a
physical sense. (Second Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
The women also described the challenge of loss in that they missed the children’s
presence. Much like for other losses, the women avoided situations that would remind
them because a sense of emptiness followed. One mother speaks of the challenge of just
walking around the city and seeing other families with their children.
Joan: Well I do. There are people that have their children and they be walking
around and I see that that is what I used to have. And when am I going to get
that back? I need that. (Third Meeting with December enrollees, 2003)
For this mother, until her children are returned to her, being home is torture.
Altha: When it gets really nice we will go to the playground but I want my kids
home now. It’s not the same. There is no noise. It’s too quiet. I can’t sit in the
house till my kids come home. I will never stay in the house like I used to
because its not the same. (Third Meeting with February enrollees, 2004)
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Reactions to loss were not less dramatic when children were voluntarily placed.
Shaquana recalls going right back into depression after the placement.
Shaquana: I voluntary…well it didn’t go well for me, I know that, I know it
didn’t go well for them cus after they left I went right back into depression for
about 4 more months, 5 more months, something like that and I just didn’t feel
no better then when I placed them, like I said it was like no family help anyway,
no point to go to my family like I need y’all help because they wasn’t doing no
better than I was. (Personal Interview with Shaquana, July, 2004)

Suicide attempt
In this as in previous research on bereavement, (Bowlby, 1980; Institute of
Medicine, 1984; Raphael, 1983) for some mothers the loss of custody was so shattering,
that in the phase of chronic pain, they tried to take their own lives. Attempting suicide
was a reaction to hopelessness: “ nothing to live on, to live for” or need to relieve the
pain. Some mothers chose other destructive behaviors such as increasing drug usage.
Helene: You want to say something but you don’t plus I tried to kill myself and I
was in the hospital for about a week….It was one of those days I just couldn’t
take it no more. It was like I love my kids but maybe they are better off without
me. You think about all kinds of things and crazy stuff. Everything is coming
down on you and that is how you see it. One thing after another. (Sixth Meeting
with March enrollees, 2004)
Tanisha: Well, I felt like I didn’t have nothing to live on, nothing to live for, I
wanted to commit suicide, I wound up in a mental hospital. It took a lot out of
me raising them to the point when they started being on they own and I wasn’t
taking care of them. It’s not that I couldn’t. It’s just I wasn’t. The drug had me not
doing it at all. It [losing custody] took a big toll on me it made me do drugs even
more, stay out there even longer. I gave up for a minute and then I just said no, I
gave it to God and God got me where I am now, put me where I’m at now rather.
So it hurted me a lot. It still do as time go by but I’m handling it cus I get to see
em, When I see em I know that they still love me and I love them. (Personal
Interview with Tanisha, July, 2004)
Shandra: [I was] Really depressed, I tried to kill myself, I tried to commit suicide,
I couldn’t take it no more. (Personal Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Only courage, the lack of “heart” to kill herself, kept Latoya alive. She however,
did not live well, she “just suffered” and found refuge in the numbing of alcohol and
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“smoke”. From here, we do not know whether she is speaking of cigarettes or drugs. It
was likely both.
RF: Was there… you said you felt devastated. What did you do?
Latoya: I drank, I smoke, I just wanted to die but I didn’t have the heart to kill
myself so I just suffered. (Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)

Phase III: overcoming frustration to complete mourning
The Institute of Medicine calls the last phase the “completion of mourning”
where pain is present, but somewhat reduced. In this phase, one is functional in
everyday life and weeping is limited. Bowlby (1980) calls this a phase of
“disorganization and reorganization” because one’s life feels disorganized because of
the loss but at the same time, one also reorganizes one’s life. Most mothers, when asked
if and when it became easier for them to cope with the loss stated that the situation did
improve over time. The factors that affected such improvement however, varied from
woman to woman. After the loss, frustration with the system increased disorganization
in their lives, and reorganization occurred when this frustration was overcome.
Frustration occurred for not being heard in court, not having the children returned after
goals were complete and feeling overwhelmed by the tasks at hand. Three factors
helped overcoming frustration here: having another child (Daleesha); being admitted to
a reunification program (Latoya); feeling understood by a judge in court (Tamira); or a
better visitation schedule (Shandra).
After having one child dead, another adopted and the third in foster care,
Daleesha, 24 years old, entered a family shelter little after having her fourth child.
RF: At what point, was there a point in which things got a little bit easier to cope
with?
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Daleesha: Yeah… When I got pregnant with him [pointing at the 6-month child
in her arms]. And I came here [to the shelter] and I saw my old counselor and
she talked to me and she made me feel better about being in the shelter, period.
She told me that things were gonna be alright and I aint want no more kids and I
was really, really hurt by the experience of givin them up. …Yeah, you get
frustrated, you have to think, you don’t got your kids. Honestly, I just thought it
was me. I ain’t got my kids. It was doing something wrong. …I would always
say, after this baby I don’t want no more kids. I’m getting my tubes tied. I don’t
care what age you are. That was just my ignorance to it and after I had him, it
was just like I couldn’t let him go cause its like after you have a baby you look
like, damn, I done carried you for nine months and now I gotta give you up,
Oou!! [Her child kicked her while he was in her arms] … it’s like [pointing to her
child trying to crawl on the bed], Look how he's trying to crawl. You miss all that
stuff, you miss all that beating [laughing, she refers to the kick her child just gave
her], everything I miss with my daughter, I get to experience with him and that’s
how I looked at it, after I had him that’s how I looked at it. Everything I missed
with her, cause I missed her crawling, I missed her walking, I missed her first
word. I missed all that, but I get to do it again with him, I get to do all that stuff,
repeated again with him…[When I lost custody] I was hurt, I was really hurt, I
was pissed off, I was mad, I was everything in one. I ain’t know what to do,
when I say when I came to the Temple program and I got everything in
perspective that’s basically what they helped me with because like I said it’s
hard. (Personal Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004)
Daleesha realizes that her youngest child has given her another chance to live
everything she missed with her other children. For Latoya, a conversation with her
child’s advocate made a difference.
Latoya: At Bethany [Child’s foster home]. Cus it’s like every week everybody
switched around and moved around and every time I went there it was always
something. I mean always. It was always something. It was like every week I was
getting bad news...When Ms. Evon gave me the number to this program and she
got me in, well she gave me the number and I got in. ...of course I be happy to go
see my kids. It’s like a bitter-sweet victory every time because when it’s time to
leave everything is chaotic. They crying. I can’t take them with me. On top of my
on pain, I’m feeling their pain, so I’m carrying everybody’s stuff around. It’s got
a little bit easier, maybe I don’t know if I’m saying I got used to it or what but its
just, I don’t know, it’s just that now I see some light at the end of the tunnel,
before just couldn’t see it, maybe I was just clouding my mind about a whole
bunch of fear, anger and I was just sad but now I just see the more I do the better
the situation gon get. (Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
Tamira notes how her frustration increased when she “did all the goals” she was
told were get her kids back, but did not get them back.
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Tamira: Well at first I was coping with it but I told you the last court [hearing] I
started getting frustrated cus they kept promising: “If you do all the goals you’ll
get your kids back”. I did all the goals, no kids. So, I started getting frustrated
“you’re lying to me, you’re playing games with me, you’re tricking me”… To me
it started getting less frustrating when the judge see my evaluation and she
actually said: “I don’t see anything wrong with this person”. So the judge kinda
seen that what the child advocate was trying to make me to be wasn’t really true.
So that was like... So that’s why I say no matter what stay calm, don’t get
frustrated, that’s what they want [in court], they want you to get frustrated and
then you get frustrated, then they say you’re crazy constantly. (Personal
Interview with Tamira, July, 2004)
Also for Shandra, more frequent visitations helped her overcome her frustration.
RF: Was there a moment when things started getting a little bit better? Like you
were saying you couldn’t eat, couldn’t sleep, how long did that go on for?
Shandra: That went on until I started having visits with them, when they was
talking bout the visits to go see them, that’s when I started eating again, started
sleeping again, I was happy again....
RF: So how many months didn’t you see them?
Shandra: From October 16th to August.... Yep, what’s that, they give you like a
restraining order till a certain amount of time and the restraining order, that they
had, I didn’t even know they had one on me until August when we went to court
and that’s when they was like she can start seeing the kids in September,
visitations and all that. You mean from that point on till now I get an chance to
see my kids?...
RF: Yeah, that must have been really rough.
Shandra: Yeah it was. In April of 2002 that’s when I started working at Popeye’s,
it was like ok I got my mind off that, I’m doing something and I still sit there and
used to get depressed… As long as I’m doing something, keep my mind
occupied, keep my mind off of them….I won’t be like I’m bout to cut myself, go
kill myself, something stupid, then I had to realize my kids are more important
than going to do something stupid to myself I had to live for them so. (Personal
Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)

Hiding the loss of custody
One of the main strategies for coping with loss was hiding it from as many
people as possible. They knew what expectations were held on women and felt, from the
very first day they lost their children, that they were better off not asking for help. The
shame was too high and societal compassion too low. During focus groups, women with
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common experiences spoke about the secrecy they kept. Often, this was the first time
mothers spoke about their experiences.
Sarah: Speaking for me, I haven’t really told my story to other people when we
come in here [in the focus group] this is the only chance we get to speak our minds
and open up. I don’t open up to my neighbors because I feel that it is none of
their business. “You know my daughter don’t live with me and she live with my
mom”. I feel comfortable doing it [here].
Beth: I don’t know, I didn’t want everybody [to know about] my situation. I feel
more comfortable being more open about it here because I think basically we are
all in the same predicament. One way or the other, I do feel more comfortable
here. (Fifth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
How secret the women were about having lost their children became even
clearer when I visited Shandra’s HIV support group. The group asked their facilitator to
ask me why I wanted to attend the meeting; they had to decide whether to allow me to
participate. To respect Shandra’s confidentiality, I spoke to her first.
[RF] Ok, so the issue is, I want to say something about the research that
you are comfortable with, what can we say….?
[Shandra] They don’t know nothing about my kids…. They just know I
have four kids, that’s it…
[RF] Would it be ok, I mean would you feel comfortable if I said
something about TANF?
-

[Shandra] No.

-

[RF] So what can I say?

[Shandra] I don’t know Rita, c’mon, I know you……you jus’ figure it
out…whatever you wanna say (Observation with Shandra at HIV support group,
March, 2005).
Shandra tried to be accommodating and trusting telling me to say “whatever I
wanted to say”. However, I was quite restricted. Her immediate reaction of “They don’t
know nothing about my kids” spoke a thousand words. I was surprised to see that even
a group as supportive as an HIV group did not know Shandra’s story. Actually, they did
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not know much at all. Shandra and I resolved for me to say I was doing my research on
lives of African American women., The group knew this much about her.
This research broke the pattern of silence for many women. This impact was not
intentional; the research itself affected the lives of many mothers because they could
unlock their feelings and share their experiences about their loss with other women.

Losing a child: complicated lives, complicated grief
The women in this study clearly show phases of grief in reaction to their
provisional loss of custody similar to those listed in studies that analyzed definitive loss,
as in death, divorce or relinquishing children for adoption [See Confronting loss section in
Ch. 1]. This study showed three phases of mourning. A more in depth analysis could
show evidence of more phases which here were not addressed here for simplicity.
The women recall their initial sense of shock which led to numbness--a lack of
realization they were actually losing custody and were being accused of bad parenting.
This phase lasted sometimes a few minutes and other times much longer, depending on
the mother. Once the realization set in, intense pain, anger and emptiness occurred
which resulted in eating and sleeping disorders. Some women recall feeling
overwhelmed and attempted suicide. Others turned their anger inward and became
depressed. Women’s reaction to the loss of custody was still harsh when the loss was
voluntary. Women felt as if the loss were definite, needing to face extreme changes to
reorganize their lives and thought. Most often, mothers chose to hide their loss to avoid
stigma. Realization of the transitional nature of the loss occurred only in the last phase of
mourning; overcoming frustration towards institutions and seeing the “light at the end
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of the tunnel”, as Latoya put it was essential in this phase. That light helped mothers
shift their energy to regain custody rather than withdrawing within themselves.
Coping strategies varied among women: some women created distractions by
being busy, others let go and cried, and for others visitations played an important role.
Two women spoke about having another child to create another opportunity to
experience what was missed. This phenomena is called substitution and was listed by
Bowlby and Raphael as a parental reaction to a child’s death. Substitution can lead to
further complications; it would be preferable for parents to wait one year to have
another child. Obsessive attachment to the newborn could be the risk (Bowlby, 1980;
Raphael, 1983). Interactions with mothers in this study did not provide enough data to
support this point. This should be taken into account, however, because throughout the
research it was common to meet mothers who were pregnant little after the loss of
custody. The researcher met six mothers who had newborn babies at WtUF.
According to the literature about mourning and many of the symptoms and
complications listed by the mothers (lack of support, secrecy, previous losses) it is very
likely that the complicated lives of many mothers were leading them to a complicated
grief of their children. Some mothers spoke of a painful grief which did not diminish
over time but continued for months or years, pointing to chronic mourning. Future
studies may want to focus on how frequently this occurs for transitional custody
mothers and how it affects their abilities to meet the criteria for regaining custody of
their children. The researcher in fact, is not qualified to make clinical judgments. Most
mothers had experiences known to increase the chances of chronic mourning: suffering
mother loss, losing a loved one unexpectedly, lacking a supportive network of family
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and friends and being secretive. Although some mothers have supportive families,
many hid their loss from many. Emotions such as shame and guilt9 also can complicate
mourning. Social workers never asked women about their emotions about the loss of
custody, rather, mothers were immediately held accountable for their loss and requested
to take action to regain custody. The women live a “disenfranchised grief” which is not
public, because it is often misunderstood (Doka, 2002). Mothers are blamed for their
loss, not pitied or helped. Their mourning process is more difficult to overcome because
they can rarely rely on support and communication. Philadelphia county’s use of the
term “restraining order” to describe involuntary loss of custody increased the shame:
mothers thought they were forcefully being kept away from their children because they
were threatening to them. A DHS interviewed official, showed sensibility about
mourning and grief therapy, but only in relation to the children’s experience.
RF: Based on what does one family get family therapy, after the placement
versus another family? I think you said ideally all families would get therapy….
DHS: It depends upon the need, the case managers could determine that, … Yes,
I personally believe when a child is removed from the home they have lost
something, they’ve lost their family, they need grief counseling. Now whether
that grief counseling takes place as a formalized process, that I am a grief
counselor and I’m doing the grief counseling or it takes place to have the
children to talk it through, they certainly need to and certainly in terms of the
reunification process if a child has been in care for a year or more they have
attached to that foster family, so they’re gonna need some preparation to return.
….because kids, no matter what they parents do to them love their parents, or we
think they love, I’m thinking love their parents. (Personal Interview with DHS
Supervisor, 2005)

Community healing and ritual
Western scholars recognize that “complicated” mourning and bereavement
(Bowlby, 1980; Institute of medicine, 1984; Raphael, 1983) occur in western societies
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because of a lack of formalized communal ritual. The brief funerals common to our
society often do not allow one to truly expel grief. In other cultures longer grieving
rituals give a specific role to mourning at a certain times after the loss. This is clear to
Africans that come to the west. Malidoma Patrice Somé (993, 1998) of the Dagara people
of Burkina Faso points out that the social decay of western societies is in part
attributable to lack of space for rituals (Somé, 1993). Grief rituals then, can contribute to
allowing grief to be expressed and “completed” just like rite of passage rituals formalize
the completion of childhood. Although in the West therapists are the ones that write
about mourning, they often do not believe that therapy is the best solution for grievers.
Bereaved persons who do not go to therapy catch up with the healing process of those
who do within a year of their loss (Bowlby, 1980; Institute of medicine, 1984). The
indispensable component for the completion of mourning is the expression of grief and
not the mere presence of a therapist. In this respect western and African scholarship
converges.
Somé’s experienced the contrast between the comfort of his Dagara community
and the inhibitions of westerners to release emotions when he conducted workshops in
the West: “Many people in the Western world walk around like time bombs, loaded
with contradictory emotions… Perhaps first among these emotions is grief”(Somé, 1998,
219). Somé conducted grieving community rituals to facilitate grief “as a cleansing
process that purifies the psyche just as the path purifies the body” (Somé, 1998, 24).
Such rituals are water rituals because water offers “reconciling energy”. This helps
increase awareness occurs in the community’s presence so the individual feels

9

Guilt effects mothers who sign “voluntary” agreements in an atmosphere of deception and threat (See
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acknowledged, validated, and supported. In Dagara funerals, mourners and community
members accompany the family so they may mourn and find balance (Somé, 1993).
Community ties in the west are increasingly weak, so support groups may be a
feasible way for mothers who lost custody to share and overcome their grief. Mothers in
this study interacted with other mothers with openness, trust, love and caring--three of
the seven characteristics Somé says make a community (the others, observed in his
village, are: unity in spirit, respect for elders, respect for nature, cult of ancestors). This seed of
community could be enhanced and nurtured by creating a support group to assist
mothers from separation to reunification. Mothers who reunite with their children could
continue to participate as role models for mothers attempting to regain custody and play
a role similar to the ‘council of elders’ in African traditional societies. Preparation for the
rituals would be established by a sharing of each other’s stories; rituals could focus on
separation, grief and reunification. Since all the mothers in this study are African
American, support groups with cultural motifs can also facilitate cultural grounding.
Mothers in this study had a great need to heal from many traumatic experiences, not
only from the loss of their children, but also from seeing their parents suffer violent
deaths and being molested as children. Rituals stimulate healing. “The sacred shedding
of tears [is needed] to heal the wounds of human losses” (Somé, 1998, 24) allows the
expression of otherwise repressed feelings. This is important for mothers that lose
custody because of the secrecy that surrounds their experience.
Legally, mothers should not have children taken abruptly unless the child is in
“imminent danger”. This study showed an abuse of this standard and of so-called

page 156).
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voluntary placements which may increase the trauma of custody loss. When possible,
parents and children should be allowed to prepare gradually for the separation and
reunification in a community setting instead of having their lives interrupted abruptly.

Women vs. the System
As pointed out earlier, women lost custody “voluntarily” or involuntarily for
different life situations. Emotionally, mothers mourned the loss of their children and
“completed” their mourning cycle only when they overcame their frustration with the
system. The mothers had to confront a hostile system during their “disenfranchised
grief”, a grief unacknowledged by system and society alike. The path of reunification
did not change in relation to way children entered care.
As long as the women had a DHS worker (only one woman in this study,
Shawana, did not), their lives changed and their responsibilities multiplied. Women had
to schedule their lives according to appointments with DHS workers (which could range
from once a week to once every three months), visitations with their children (generally
every other week per child) and court dates (from 2 to 5 times a year). In the quote on
page 125, Shaquana mentioned how she placed her children voluntarily but still had to
“fight to get her children back”. Similarly, a DHS supervisor admitted that the
reunification process was similar for all parents:
RF: How is the path different … for the parent that signs a voluntary agreement
and the parent who doesn’t?
DHS official: Sometimes parents are offered the opportunity to sign a voluntary
agreement in lieu of us getting a court order.... I don’t think there’s very much
difference once a child goes into care, we are committed to working with that
family. Initially the goal is reunification….the idea is to make sure that
everybody is on the same page at the same time and what the responsibilities of
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each player are so that the reunification process can take place smoothly.
(Personal Interview with DHS Supervisor, 2005)
This official admits that there was not “very much difference” in the path of
reunification; to her equal treatment meant a “smooth” reunification. The women who
lost custody had a different take. Having spoken with over 80 mothers in two years
(more than included in this study), I have never heard any of them describe their
reunification process as “smooth”. The women struggled to stay calm and focused
amongst parenting classes, job training and the many workers they needed to meet with
each week: TANF workers, DHS workers, WtUF workers (employment advisors, job
developers), therapists, etc.
Daleesha had eight people she met with periodically: her therapist, her fast
worker from the shelter, her employment advisor and job developer from WtUF, one
child’s SCOH worker and supervisor, her other child’s worker and her DHS worker.
This intense schedule does not include the visitations with her daughter.
[Daleesha] No, I it’s just like almost every day I got to see someone, you
don’t understand….they get so confusing sometimes cause I say: “Who are you”?
half of the time I don’t even know who they are.
[RF] Ok, ok, I hear ya.. How many do you have? Do you still have as
many as …[I remember her saying at a focus group that she had 8].
[Daleesha] Ok, I have his [pointing at her baby] SCOH worker which is a
new worker I just got, ‘cause his old SCOH worker just left, then I have the social
worker you just saw me with, which is my daughter’s worker, then I have her
supervisor which is her old worker but is still involved because she is her
supervisor, it gets confusing…..Then I have teachers, then I have workers from
school. (Observation with Daleesha and her social worker, July, 2004)
It is not surprising that requirements conflicted and made women feel frustrated
and alienated. Here, the relationship the women had with the system is split into the
women’s experience with 1) DHS (which is under the Department of Public Welfare –
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DPW- umbrella but is a separate organization in many respects); 2) the Welfare system
i.e DPW; 3) WtUF (funded by DOL and implemented by CSPCD); and 4) court.

DHS and child welfare
The deception and threat of “Voluntary” placement
Many of the mothers who signed VPAs to “voluntarily” give custody to DHS did
so in an atmosphere of threat and deception. Startled about being accused of neglecting
their children, they thought signing the VPA was an easier way out than getting a
restraining order and not a serious, legal admission of guilt. Mothers said that social
workers sometimes encouraged mothers by saying, falsely, that the child would be in
care only for a brief time or that brothers and sisters would be placed together. At times,
mothers signed on the threat of receiving a restraining order enforced by the police.
Many mothers claimed they were not offered any other options or resources. Most
mothers harshly regretted signing the VPA. Legally, mothers have 30 days to revoke a
VPA. From their accounts however, they did not seem aware of this possibility. The
mothers below describe the deception that led them to sign their children into DHS’s
custody.
Aisha: There are so many shelters that help families get housing and before DHS
would take your children. They should suggest those things to you and give you
options instead of just snatching your children and placing them where they feel
they are safe at. (Fifth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Latoya: Well, I didn’t react well. I was upset and I didn’t want them to go and
enter that stuff but ____had told me that it would only be for a week and we
would be right back together. That week happened April 4th 2001 and I haven’t
got my kids back till this day. What’s this July 7th 2004? So that was a long week.
..Un huh. She promised me they wasn’t gon be split up. The day they got there
and I was sitting there and everything. They was split up from the door. They
been from home to home to home. This what I don’t understand, we all happy
together in one room, but it’s all right for me to stay in one room in a shelter with
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5 kids but its not alright for me to rent a room in a house? I put my hand to God.
What’s the difference? It’s a lot of differences. You don’t know what these people
are, men staying up on the floor with us, everything. Food. Bugs in it,
everything. I’m telling you it’s a crazy story but I got documentation, so.
(Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
Gwen: In order for them to take… my experience I was in a program when they
took my children, I was stressed out and they were making up lies. The DHS
lady told me: “Well you know you can put them in foster care. It will be all right,
because you are already in a program and you need to focus on you”: in order to
convince me that it would be a good decision that I am making when really I was
making the biggest mistake of my life by putting them in there and I didn’t
understand.
The threat of a restraining order convinced the mothers below to sign a VPA.
Jennine: She [the DHS worker] said she was only going to get a restraining order
and have the cops come kick down the door. She said I could have changed my
mind.
Rebecca: When I was reading the paper I had to sign and saw all the lies on the
paper. When they had to take it to court it had ‘restraining order’ and I was like
“I don’t believe this, a restraining order on my kids?” and I was already in
treatment. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Parent advocates knew about the deception of so-called voluntary placements.
Roberts (2002) also emphasizes this. A lawyer thought they did not understand the VPA.
RF: How many of your clients were aware that they could revoke a VPA
agreement in 30 days?
Lawyer: It is written in the forms and so I think they know that those words were
said to them, and they know that but I don’t know they know what that means.
So, you may say to them, “you know you can revoke this in thirty days?” and
they’ll say “Yeah, she told me that”, “Well what does it mean to revoke a VPA?”,
“I don’t know”. So it’s like in a cursory way they are hearing information
but…what would they need to do in order to revoke it, I am not sure they would
know. ….I think a lot of my clients, their limitation is either their reading ability
or just can’t read very well at all. (Personal Interview with Lawyer 3, 2005)
One lawyer stated how her clients thought a VPA would favor them in court,
while in fact, it is more difficult to defend a parent who signs a VPA, which is an
admission of guilt. In addition, signing a VPA often means waiting much longer to get
legal representation, a hearing and a visitation schedule.
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Lawyer: In some cases a voluntary placement is totally appropriate, but in
general my approach is that the restraining order is the better route for the
parent. Although it sounds more scary, and it is involuntary, it brings the parent
to court quicker, in three days as opposed to 30 days which is what happens
when a VPA is signed. They get an attorney sooner, which means that someone
is advocating just for them and that’s also important... In general, I think the
problem with the VPA is that parents are often told that it will be easier if they
sign the agreement or that they’ll be treated better, and in reality it is the
opposite. What it really constitutes is an admission to what DHS says the parent
is doing… 10% of the VPAs, that maybe have a good reason for them, while the
rest of them, in my opinion are usually, to some extent, if not coerced at least
encouraged by the DHS worker. That is the problem with these so-called
voluntary agreements… the context of the conversation is: “Well, if you don’t
sign this agreement I will go to get a restraining order, so maybe you wanna
think about signing this agreement”. It’s rare that DHS is going to talk to a parent
about signing the VPA without the threat of a restraining order glooming in the
background. That I guess is the problem I have with it being considered fully
voluntary…
RF: How often do you think it happens that DHS misleads clients?
Lawyer: I think it’s more often than no., It’s a very cynical view but I do feel it is
the majority of cases. I think that, to be fair, I think it’s a difficult job, a difficult
job to supervise; so much depends on split-second decisions of the workers out
in the field. And, it’s a big agency. It’s difficult of just channel and control the
flow of information… I’ve worked with DHS workers who are fabulous and do
their job really well, and I have worked with DHS workers who were really
awful and really don’t understand their jobs and then everything in between. I
think that those individuals can have so much control over the outcome of the
case and that becomes problematic if you have different information coming
depending on which worker is involved. (Personal Interview with Lawyer 3,
2005)
To a DHS attorney, the VPA was not at all problematic.
RF: What do you think about the fact that an attorney is not present at the
signing of the VPA?
Attorney for DHS: I don’t think anything about it. It is voluntary. It’s between
the parents and the DHS worker. The parents also have a choice to revoke within
a 30 day period, unless DHS gets a court order saying otherwise. (Personal
Interview with Lawyer 1, 2005)

Dealing with DHS is frustrating
Mothers described having to get used to having DHS in their lives. Having a
DHS worker meant intrusion into one’s privacy and pressure to fulfill requirements.
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Resources were limited before and after placement. To make matters worse, DHS
workers had a high turnover, so that the number of people mothers had to deal was
overwhelming. Each worker led a new assessment, and the paperwork “piled up”. To
Daleesha, DHS is a person who complicates her life tremendously.
Daleesha: I said it’s hard enough you being in a shelter and live a shelter life and
its extra hard when you got DHS in your life and you constantly have somebody
down your back. You have to do this, or you have to do this better or you have to
do this. That’s a constant annoying thing and it’s like I can’t do nothing with my
damn kids without this person because DHS is like a person. It’s a company but
its like a person. It’s constantly breathing down your damn back, so it's like,
“Damn! Give me a breather!” (Personal Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004)
Daleesha knows that her life was “hard enough” before dealing with DHS. The
word constant reoccurs in this sentence, as the expression “have to do”. The repetition of
words simulates the repetition of requirements and expectations of DHS and the
condescending tone that is used when Daleesha is told she “has to” do something. To
Latoya, DHS is not one person, but many, too many people.
Latoya: Far as from my understanding, if all of this stuff was going on, then they
was supposed to try to get you some kind of help before they take the kids. I
don’t even know where half of this stuff comes from. It’s just all sorts of stuff. So,
and then it’s like this month you talking to this person, this DHS worker or
whoever, then next time you go to court you got somebody else. The social
workers is always revolving and changing, so one person might have this
opinion, you know everybody have a different opinion and a different way of
writing down stuff. So if they never get the chance to know you, how can they
put anything down on paper about you if they don’t even know you? If they
don’t spend enough time to even get to know you? So it’s always a different
story, you know what I’m saying? Each different story is always compounded
and added up against you. (Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
Latoya thinks that if the institution worked well, she should have received “some kind
of help” before her kids were placed in care.
Like Daleesha, Jessica is also frustrated for the gap between what requirements
and available resources; DHS is passive, “sits back”, while her life changed forever.
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Jessica: As far as DHS I feel like they sit back and they take your children and
then when it comes time for you to get them back they don’t have anything. I
asked my DHS worker what do I need to do to get them back? I was told the only
thing I needed to do to get them back was housing and they didn’t have any. The
only way I could have gotten housing was if I was HIV positive, mentally
unstable or been on drugs and that is the only way they would have had
resources to get me housing. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
The DHS official whom I interviewed confirmed that DHS did prioritize housing
for clients who had mental disabilities, were HIV positive or had a past history of
substance abuse but did not currently use substances10. PHA Section 8 vouchers were
distributed to clients from these groups. Many mothers such as Shaquana (see quote on
page 125) knew this and thought it an unfair practice. The women in this study saw
DHS’s requirements as a frustrating intrusion into their lives that set reunification
standards impossible to reach.

The power of false and missing information
Once a part of DHS’s wheel, women learned that the organization’s power
consisted in the information held “against” them and how it was obtained. The nature of
the information was often unknown to the mothers themselves until they appeared in
court. As part of the research, I often tried to obtain such files from DHS workers. I
sought the support of my supervisor --a MSW with 40 years of experience in
Philadelphia, of program coordinators --who had 5-year long relationships with DHS,
and of a DHS supervisor -who worked there for over 15 years. The wide sphere of
influence of the people I consulted made no difference. After months of phone calls,
every answer was the same: no; DHS workers files were sealed and could not be
consulted. I also received this answer when I asked for a chart with the reasons why

10

The exact frametime was not available.
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some mothers lost custody. The mothers rarely knew what information was held in their
file; when they found out, such information was often false. The imbalance between
reality and accusations made the relationship between mothers and DHS workers tense.
Angela: They are going to give you a transcript but not what they actually put
down there. I had a meeting with them, my DHS worker. They messed up on my
case. They went by “he say, she say”, and they got all their notes that said I was a
drug addict. Come to find out my cousin was doing all the talking and she got
her mother in it and her mother said she was me. They never asked for no ID.
They went to the school and snatched my children out of school. They never
talked to me at all I ain’t see my child for about 3 ½ months. I kept calling so
finally the supervisor wanted to hear what I had to say. Then the supervisor was
laughing and giggling like: “Maybe you need to see a psychiatrist” but “Where
are my kids at? Oh we aren’t going to tell you”. (Second Meeting with April
enrollees, 2004)
According to both DHS lawyers and parent advocates, a mother should have a
hearing within at most 30 days. Although the parent cannot be told the location of the
child, she should be contacted by the child’s agency to schedule visitations. To not see
her child for “3 ½ months” this mother had either suspended visitations or her DHS
worker delayed the arrangement of her court hearing. She was not contacted by the
child placement agency either.
Shandra also felt that the accusations against her were false and hidden.
Shandra: they [DHS] accuse me of stuff that I don’t know nothing about. My kids
was supposed to be taken for housing, turn around it was for housing then it was
for abuse and neglect. I never neglected my kids, never abused them. And then
they was saying my mom was on drugs, everybody was on drugs… Me and my
social worker, the DHS worker, the children’s services worker we stay arguing.
(Personal Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Shandra knew her children were taken for “housing” not for “abuse and
neglect”. The abuse accusation is what is unknown to her. Shandra is not aware that
neglect incorporates inadequate housing as part of the parent’s “failure to provide
adequate food, clothing and shelter for a child” (Field, 2004, 23) for these would lead to a
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child’s “failure to thrive” (In the Interest of T.M. 689 A.2d 954 – Pa. Super. Ct. 1997).
According to DHS “everybody was on drugs” in her family, while her mother only took
insulin for diabetes Shandra says in a different section of the interview. Latoya also
thought her files contained false information; DHS claimed her son was neglected before
he was even born.
Latoya: Like they were saying on the petition my son has been on foster care
since he was 4 months and on the petition it said that June 3, 1999 that my son
was running the street all hours of the night, hungry, no food in the house. Well
my son wasn’t born until 2000, so how could he be running the street June 3,
1999? They got his birth certificate he was born November 28, 2000. This is where
the lies come in at. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Women thought the falsity of DHS’s information originated from how
information was obtained; personal rivalries in one’s neighborhood played against any
mother being investigated.
Client: I want to say where do they get their information from? I read in a report
that was sent to an agency for my children to get therapy and it said that mother
prostituted in front of her children. Where do they get their information from?
Client: They go around and talk to people that know you and they don’t say
nothing and people that just don’t like you will make up any type of thing just to
get back at you. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
This comment addresses the vulnerability of an anonymous system. People who
speak to DHS before and during the investigation through phone calls to the child abuse
hotline testimonies are never held accountable for the information distributed. In any
other arena, providing false information would make one liable for slander.
Rarely, mothers had a good relationship with their DHS workers; this generally
happened when the DHS worker acknowledged the mother’s progress and made
resources available to facilitate reunification. Shirley is an example.
Shirley: It is fine. My DHS [worker] knows my situation and knows they really
didn’t have a reason for taking my children--it was hearsay. I have done
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everything I need to do and all my goals are completed. I have my certificate for
parenting and we are fine, she is with me 100%. The only one I can’t stand is the
child advocate.
Leader: Why, what is going on with that?
Client: Because she is a liar and I don’t like her. My children got taken, this
woman did not even know me. When I first got weekends with my son because
he got taken straight from the hospital…Then she lied and said things she don’t
even know. I don’t like her. (Second Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
The majority of the women interviewed thought DHS was unjust and distorted
the information given them. At the second focus group conducted in April, after a long
discussion about challenges with DHS, I asked the participants to vote.
Leader: For a second, so I can get a little bit of everyone’s opinion on this, lets do
a vote. Right now who has a good relationship with their DHS worker? [5 people
out of 13 raised their hands while one mother wiggled her hand sideways] 5
people have a good relationship and 1 is so-so, out of 13. (Second Meeting with
April enrollees, 2004)
Of the people present at the meeting, one (8%) said their relationship with their
DHS worker was “so-so” and five (38%) said their relationship was fine. The remaining
seven (54%) were those who led the earlier conversation by saying the relationship was
either conflictual or nonexistent. While complaints about DHS were common, most
mothers did not complain about SCOH workers and preferred services in the home to
DHS’ mode of intervention.

The weight and complexity of social stigma
Since most women in this study felt that the information DHS held on them was
false, distorted or partial, it is to no surprise that social stigma was believed to affect
DHS’s decisions. Women did not simply talk about race differences; rather, they felt that
a complex image preceded them. They felt stereotyped based on their social status: the
intersectionality of gender, race, class, age and number of children affected them. Many
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think women with many children want to be on welfare, are lazy and use the children as
an excuse. The women thought of themselves as hardworking and trying to being
independent, but struggled to do so. Latoya was among those who felt stereotyped.
Latoya: It’s just like we already stereotyped, like: “Black people all they do…”, I
gotta lot of kids but I never asked anybody to give me so much as a shoestring
for my children. You know what I’m saying, but because I have a lot of kids, “All
you want to do is lay around have kids and get on welfare”, this that and the
other. That’s not always the case, that’s not the case, that’s not true. Because I’m
already stereotyped anyway, I’m just another Black welfare mother, if that’s how
you want to put it. (Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
Latoya knows race, class and gender are intertwined. Many associate having
many kids (Latoya at 40 years old has 9 children) with being lazy. Daleesha also thinks
people assume her children are an excuse to receive welfare.
Daleesha: But now we’re going through this thing [with my daughter. Her
grandmother wants] permanent custody its PLC Permanent Legal Custody,
whereas though because she’s been in care for 2 years they have the right to
terminate me and dad’s rights, which means I wouldn’t be able to see her [my
daughter] at all. I wouldn’t have no contact, nothing. Because I been doing
everything I’m supposed to do like I’m going to school, I’m not just sitting up in
a shelter not doing anything with myself, I’m not just sitting on welfare,
collecting welfare, not doing anything. And that’s another thing. People judge
Black people off of what other Black people do. Like they’ll judge because you’re
young they say you’re on welfare and you’re just using the kids as an excuse,
you’re using them to get welfare. So its hard for us young Black people out here,
I have to say, because its hard because people give you a hard way to go and
then when you do go out there to get a job its like: “Well damn! You’re not
giving me no chance in the world to make this opportunity for myself”. And I
think that’s what DHS judge most Black people off of cus they like: “You a young
Black fool and you don’t know what the hell you doing and we’re just gon take
your kids and you acccept it,” and that be that. (Personal Interview with
Daleesha, August, 2004).
Daleesha is working hard to regain custody of her child. Daleesha contributes
another variable age, to the complexity of stigma. Like Daleesha, Tamira also thought
her age and number of children contributed to how she was treated as an Black woman.
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Tamira thought that if someone from WtUF had gone to court, his/her presence could
have countered common stereotypes.
RF: Do you think it would have been helpful if someone from WTUF had gone to
court with you?
Tamira: Yes.
RF: Why?
Tamira: Because then they would see what type of person I am. See all they see
is me as this Black woman, 24 with a bunch of kids, they don’t know me
personally so that’s what they going by. If they had somebody to go there and
say: “I know her, she’s a very good person, she’s nice, she tries her best”. Then,
maybe they’ll paint a different picture of me cus [now] they really think
something’s wrong with me, they really think I can’t take care of my kids, they
really think all these bad things about me. I was nice to them even though I was
hurt. They took my kids and they still labeled me. The first thing came out they
mouths: “Would you take a drug test?”. Basically cus I was Black they assumed I
was on drugs. To me, that hurt me. I didn’t think that the kids should be put in
the system. I think they should have put a SCOH worker in the home, I didn’t
think it was that much that the kids had to be taken away. It was 10 kids
involved in the case and only my kids got taken. (Personal Interview with
Tamira, July, 2004)
Tamira, (like Latoya) thought her children should have received a SCOH worker,
since there was no emergency for the children to be removed. Tamira’s children were
taken when she left them at the home of a “God-aunt” to pack and move into a new
home. Out of ten children at the woman’s house, only Tamira’s children got taken.
Tamira thought being Black had much to do with it.

Loss of custody
If race, gender and class contributed to how the mothers felt treated by social
workers and lawyers, having lost custody worsened their interactions with other people.
Many assumed they lost custody because they physically abused their children or chose
to not keep them, not that they suffered economic hardship. These assumptions affected
the participants’ interactions: with classmates, neighbors and children’s foster parents.
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Among the mothers enrolled in February in WtUF, Shawana, who did not have a
DHS worker because she gave her mother custody informally, admitted that she had
made assumptions on mothers who lost their children.
Shawana: When I first came I had a perception that if you didn’t have your kids
it was the worse thing in the world. I thought it came from being a bad parent or
just didn’t want their children. ... But talking to them, Wow these are really
people in here. Everybody is not nasty like you think they are because they don’t
have their children. It was a bad way to look at it because I come from a place
where it is unheard of not having your children, whether you have 20 of them it
was just unheard, but circumstances happen and things happen and… (First
Meeting with February enrollees, 2004)
Shawana’s honesty is insightful. When she met “really people” at WtUF she realized
transitional custody mothers were not like she thought. Though Shawana shows some
awareness, her relationship with the other mothers remained tense throughout the
program. Other mothers felt Shawana had an attitude of superiority towards them.
Client: They [people who have not lost custody] don’t know how it is.
Client: They think you beat them up or something. (Third Meeting with April
enrollees, 2004)
Tamira: One of the foster parents she seems, I don’t know. They don’t like me
because a lot of people, when your kids are in the system they don’t want to hear
your side of the story. They just look at you as a bad mom and “how could you
allow your kids to get in the system?” So they smile at you [but] deep inside they
don’t like you; behind your back they tell my advocate things. (Personal
Interview with Tamira, July, 2004)

Men are treated better than women
Women felt even more mistreated by DHS when they realized that red carpets
were being rolled out for their children’s fathers. They thought fathers received more
praise, attention and resources from DHS.
Client: It is like when I talk to them they are doing more for my baby’s father
than they are doing for me. They are pushing him to get a house and I am
waiting for DHS Section 8 for two whole years. Every time I call it’s closed. It’s
closed you have to wait. I am really fed up with it. (Second Meeting with April
enrollees, 2004)
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Client: What S. was saying about the baby father thing, that is so true. When I
first went to court they treated my baby father like he was King Jesus or
something. They treated me like I was nothing. They had me in the conference
room, they had him in the conference room and what is he doing here? “Oh, he’s
the father. He has a right. When do you want the baby? We checked the house.
It’s okay.” How did they check his house and it was the first time we went to
court and they hadn’t even checked my house? They put that “He is Ok” and
they get so excited like: “what is his address? What is his social security
number?” They be so happy when I first went to my court hearing the child
advocate and her partner was kissing and happy that they won the case and I
didn’t get my kids back. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Client: Everything is thrown on us. If a Black man don’t do nothing it is thrown
on us. They can leave their child and do whatever they want and they are cool.
DHS is not going to come and lock them up and take their child. They just get
child support. Us, your child gets taken away and we have to go to court for
child support too. That’s why I say us if the man leaves us we still have to work
to take care of that child; it is still our responsibility. (Fifth Meeting with March
enrollees, 2004)
Women thought that DHS, like society in general, expected more of women than
of men. As a result, men were praised, supported and met with enthusiasm even when
their efforts were minimal. The mothers thought they were held responsible for their
children no matter what: if a man left his child, he should pay child support, while the
woman has full custody. Rather, if a woman’s child was taken away, women were still
held fully responsible. A woman has to “take care of the child” either way. Many (such
as the DHS official interviewed and Roberts, 2002) argued that DHS in the past has held
mothers uniquely accountable for children and has excluded fathers. Custody was too
often taken from a mother with few attempts to reach the father. Many fathers have
argued that this practice affected negatively both fathers willing to take full custody of
their children and children who were too easily placed with strangers. On one hand, this
practice put most of the child’s burden on the mother, while the father was held less
accountable. On the other hand, in an attempt to compensate for the exclusion of many
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fathers, those who do participate are overly praised for less effort than is expected of
women.

DHS workers are perceived to do jobs poorly
Women resented their DHS workers most because they thought many did not do
their job. DHS either took too long to do certain tasks or gave no referrals to avoid extra
paperwork. In both cases, women had to find resources for themselves and were not
taken seriously by DHS when they did. The mothers paid for this lack of efficiency.
Mothers often had to find alternative ways to access information such as word-of-mouth
or contact with a supervisor. Many women found out about WtUF on their own.
Client: The judge ordered the evaluation. This is September 19. They finally did
the evaluation March 22. How the heck do you allow a DHS worker not to do
that for 6 or 7 months? That is her job and then if they don’t do their job, guess
who pays for it? You do. The judge will say ok since she didn’t do it you don’t
have to do [anything] and I am about to have my baby and I still have to do this
evaluation. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Client: The one thing about it is you can’t find out about certain programs that
offer stuff through Welfare or DHS because they don't tell you. If you already
know about it and go to them and ask questions then they are going to act dumb.
“I don't know what you are talking about” “Well I heard that there's programs
that do this and this and this” and then they be like “I'm going to see if I can send
you a referral.” By the time they do the referral thing it's already too late cus you
already in something. (First Meeting with December enrollees, 2003)
Client: Some workers really don’t do their job because the things they are
supposed to be following up on you don’t get that. You find out through other
people and other means than what your worker is supposed to be doing for you.
Instead of your worker telling you what they are supposed to be doing for you
and then you have to go over their head to get things done. (Fourth Meeting with
December enrollees, 2003)
These women tell a story that contradicts popular conceptions of people who
receive public assistance of being lazy and receiving multiple resources. Often, women
could not access resources which were indispensable to reunification while the length of
time the children were in care lengthened. Often, they found their own resources and
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hoped DHS workers would formalize the process by acknowledging that they had made
some progress. Sometimes, even getting referrals was difficult.

DHS against reunification
Tense relationships with DHS workers also occurred because mothers thought
DHS opposed, rather than facilitated, reunification. Neisha, who had reunited with her
children at the time of her interview, thought, like Shandra and Francesca, that her first
worker hindered the reunification process. Fighting to get one’s child back then, meant
going against those, including DHS, who seemed to want to keep children. Some
mothers like Francesca, thought economic interest was driving the workers, not family
interest. The child welfare system reminded them of enslavement, children were being
“sold off”. The mothers were determined to not allow DHS to take the children for good.
Neisha: Don’t think she really wanted me to get my house. First of all, I don’t
think she wanted me to get my kids back. You know.
RF:

Uh-huh.

Neisha:
She played like she was all for reunification. But I don’t think she
was. Cause, this [new] worker ain’t been on that long and, look, I got my
children back. I mean, even though it was the court’s decision, I mean the
judge’s decision…(Personal Interview with Neisha, July, 2004)
Shandra: They say reunification but they trying to keep them where they is for
good. I ain’t gon’ let them do it, they try to take my rights I ain’t gon let them do
it. (Personal Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Francesca: The more our kids stay with DHS the more money in their pockets so
it is just like selling them off and taking them. (Fifth Meeting with March
enrollees, 2004)

Irritating contradictions
Some mothers’ feeling of being unfairly treated worsened their relationship with
DHS for the contradictions embedded in the system. Two contradictions stood out:
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foster families do not undergo the same scrutiny biological families are subjected to, and
many DHS workers had no children of their own.

Foster families do not have tight supervision
The mothers below thought foster families received limited, if any, supervision.
Foster families focused on monetary gain and used payments for themselves. Other
times, biological parents questioned the selection criteria for foster parents because the
latter seemed to be held to lower standards than biological parents. For Cheryl, her
child’s foster parents were inadequate for their past of substance abuse; Tamira was
concerned about the language barrier between her child and his Latino foster mother.
After children were placed in multiple, inadequate foster homes mothers questioned
whether they gained more problems in the system than in their family.
Client: My kids were with my cousin. She is getting a check, [from] three
different districts for the kids. She wasn’t taking care of the kids; they were
sleeping on the floor from what I heard. Where were the vouchers and stuff at for
them to get beds? She went and bought a brand new car, she told them people
she couldn’t take the child to school because she didn’t have no wheels. [They
said] “We set up a trust fund for your child”, I said: ”You shouldn’t have set up a
trust fund for my child because my child got. I have been giving her money
anyway.” … “We have it down here she wasn’t getting nothing, we have to put
the kids on welfare”…The entire time they didn’t know she wasn’t getting all
that money from three different branches. (Second Meeting with April enrollees,
2004)
Cheryl: How she get my kids? She had a police record, she been a drug addict,
they took her children from her, how did she get mine? The DHS worker was a
drug addict. We still have a case pending on that. (Second Meeting with April
enrollees, 2004)
Tamira’s children instead, were thought to be Hispanic because they were very
light skinned. As a result, they were placed in a Spanish-speaking foster home.
RF: Are both of the foster parents Spanish?
Tamira: Yes.
RF: Do they speak well English?
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Tamira: One speak medium good English, the other don’t speak English at all so
she need a translator, that the oldest one.
RF: What do you think about that?
Tamira: I feel like it’s a problem cus I heard the story about my son. She say my
son say I beat him with a belt. I felt that was a problem because even though
that’s not true, the child advocate may think it’s true even though the lady
doesn’t speak English. It may look bad on me, then its hard for me to get my
kids uprooted. (Personal Interview with Tamira, July, 2004)
Like Tamira, other mothers expressed concern for their children. Angela
concluded that her children were not better in the system because they do not receive
adequate care and were strangers in their own foster homes.
Angela: In my experience my kids being in DHS gave them more problems then
they had so-called claimed when they were home. They have been from school to
school to school to school; they have been from house to house to house; social
worker to social worker to social worker, DHS worker, DHS worker, you know.
But you don’t get the chance to know the kid because they all shifted around.
That’s just like if you threw me over there in Iraq I wouldn’t know what to do
when you thrust me in a new and strange, hostile environment. Because I don’t
care what nobody say-- a lot of those foster parents only keep those kids because
of the money. When you got other kids living there that’s of the family and that’s
their family that your living with they get teased and they get shown different
type of favoritism…and your child know they different because that’s not their
family, that’s not where they belong. That’s not where their heart is at so it is
hard on the kids. (Seventh Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
This DHS official also noticed the contradiction of taking a child from a home to
place him with foster parents that did not always provide a safer environment. A DHS
worker can reserve the right to do walk-in visits in a foster home. It seems that DHS
workers have too many clients to do this, from the zealous description of “shoulds” in
the DHS official’s statement below. In addition, the child welfare agency, not DHS, is the
major entity responsible for the adequacy of the child’s foster home.
DHS official: I hate the idea of removing a child because removing doesn’t
necessarily mean they are any safer, you know what I’m saying? I’d like to think
that, ideally it should mean that they are safer, but it doesn’t always cus you deal
with human beings. There are some ugly foster parents…
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RF: Do foster care parents get training or visits?…
DHS official: …There are criteria that agencies use to hire foster parents, but let’s
be real. There are some people that see being a foster parent as a source of
income and even though it’s not supposed to be. How do you weed out? So as a
DHS social worker, as a supervisor …I say to my workers when you are
introducing yourself… reserve the right to make a visit at any time. Now by state
law there are some mandated visiting versus if a child is in placement, we should
see where that child sleeps every 6 months. With SCOH children we should see
them, eyeball where they live every 3 months. Now we …. we should try to
surprise Miss Suzy, who is the foster parent … that’s not mandated. …we really
can never attest to a child’s safety, we can say the last time we saw that child that
child appeared to be safe… I go home praying every day especially on the
weekends when you hear about a child getting shot or a child missing or
whatever praying hopefully that’s not a child on our caseload. Hopefully it’s not
because I think that’s the scariest part of this job, to know that we are responsible
and to know that the press will take anything that happens and will be at DHS’s
doorstep saying you didn’t do this, you didn’t do this, you didn’t do this.
(Personal Interview with DHS Supervisor, 2005)
This DHS official conveys the fear and pressure on DHS as a result of the media’s
“scare power” in abuse cases. As will be addressed in the section on the legal system
below, DHS workers are not the only ones “scared” of someone on their caseload
receiving national media attention. DHS has responsibility for anything that happens to
a family on their caseloads. The quote below describes the overwhelming caseload of
each worker: 10 families, 10 people per family, about 100 people.
DHS official: We’re to manage cases, families, we’re case managers we’re to and
that means you can have the ratio, that’s 1 to 30 and that is families, because
there’s some of us who have cases, one family is at least 10 people, the idea is to,
and I think that changes from time to time, you're in charge, we are responsible
for everything that happens to that family technically and that fair and unfair
because we do contracts to agencies to provide services. (Personal Interview with
DHS Supervisor, 2005)
So, DHS leaves it up to child welfare agencies to check on their foster parents,
and they do so at their own discretion.

Many DHS workers have no children of their own
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Many women were irritated by the age of many DHS workers. Since the DHS
worker’s role is that of a family case manager with particular focus on the child’s wellbeing, it was unbearable for mothers to have DHS workers without families of their
own. To participants, parenting experience meant more than book knowledge.
Client: She is off the case now, we got some girl that is 21 and I had to tell her,
“Don’t ask me no questions”. She is a little girl to me. “I am your new DHS
worker”. What? (laughter) You gonna come at me. Now the supervisor called
me. “[How] you are going to send me this kid?” Now the supervisor talk to me.
(Second Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
This DHS official interviewed in this study confirmed that they were hiring
younger workers.
DHS official: I think we are hiring people that are much, much younger, I know
we’re hiring people that are younger. That’s good thing on one hand, on the
other hand…. it takes a lot of energy to do this job. (Personal Interview with DHS
Supervisor, 2005)
While the official sees youth as a strength, because younger workers have more
energy, she also never completes her sentence. Parenthood is not a priority to this
official. The women in the study thought otherwise.
Susan: You have some that are willing to help you and some that are going
against you. Some DHS workers don’t understand people that have children and
have had them taken away because half of them don’t have children. (Third
Meeting with February enrollees, 2004)
Latoya: Plus, they ain’t no textbook on how to raise a kid for real for real. An
they ain’t got chil’ren at themselves.
-

[RF] Yeah. They were young…

-

[Latoya] Yeah, young, no children, went to school yeah but no mother got a
book under they bed saying how to raise a child. They don’t know, how you
gonna tell me how to raise children, you ain’t got none? (Observation of
Latoya with her children, August, 2004)
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The wonderful world of Welfare-to-Work
The majority of WtUF participants were receiving public assistance. As such,
respondents often had participated in other job readiness programs and interacted with
workers in the Department of Public Welfare for cash assistance or food stamps.

Treatment in the welfare office: dealing with contempt and moneymakers
Welfare workers were amongst the many workers with whom mothers dealt. If
DHS made them feel frustrated and overwhelmed, welfare workers were not
comforting. The mothers describe impersonal, condescending, interactions in which they
were treated with contempt. Such interactions were determined by economic interest
and not sincere concern. Shandra describes how her welfare worker treats her:
Shandra: He’s white ... He’ll talk down to me like I’m the scum off the street or
something like that. Then they all get together and the same thing goes on. I just
be sitting there like, “I’m ready to hit you. Just kick you.” but I be controlling
myself, I sit there and pray. “Please just take this anger away just take it away.” I
wish it was different. (Personal Interview with Shandra, June, 2004)
Shandra effectively communicates the internal dialogue that takes place when
she feels “talked down to”. Although she is angry, she knows any reaction will have a
negative impact. Instead, she holds back and prays that Allah (Shandra is Muslim) will
take away the anger. Shandra’s worker is white. Unfortunately, many women will
describe no better interactions with Black workers. (See Workers and condescending class
dynamics below)
Jill describes her impersonal experience, where condescendence is the result of
the worker’s lack of compassion and resources.
Jill: Well I don’t… I could said crappy because its just like you walk into a
welfare office and instead of looking at your situation they just look at you as
you’re lazy, you don’t want to do this, you don’t want to do that. You have some
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people that are like that but everyone is not like that. From the programs I go
into from welfare they look at my resume or what I write down and they really
be surprised like: “You really went to a Catholic high school? You did this, you
have this?” Act like it’s a shock or something, people ask me: “Why are you
here? You could be so much better”. I’m like: “Things happen. It’s life. Stuff
happens where you gon end up here”. “You could do better than this”. “I know
this but right now I can’t do but so much”. They just look at you like they give
you a stare and then when they do try to help you …. They don’t give you
anymore training but they give you a list of jobs and its just like: “Pick one. It can
be a start for right now, just pick a job”. But it’s like I don’t want to do this. They
just feed you into it, you have to have something now but they want to rush to
get you out there so they can get they quotas met. And it’s like a number
basically, just rushing you through and getting you by. So they try to help but
they don’t cus they don’t have the resources or any compassion to help you with
to do what you need. They act like they care but they really don’t. They just
getting a paycheck and a quota. (Personal Interview with Jill, June, 2004)
Jill is disappointed and frustrated that her qualifications are not a reason for
encouragement, or better access to resources. After all, to workers she is just a quota.
One can almost see Jill enter the welfare office at a slow pace, with a resume and a few
hopes and walk out depressed and disappointed. Although her qualifications are
unique, the resources are the same as those available to the less qualified.
Jill is not the only one to feel that her difficulties are someone else’s paycheck. In
the world of welfare reform, grants are offered based on job placement. An
administrator knows this because she or he wrote the grant. Women like Jill do not have
to write a grant to know quotas have to be met. They read it in the faces of those with
whom they interact.
Client: The one [program] they had put me in for Welfare, everybody was there
just for the money. They opened up a grant. The program I went to on Broad
[street] it was really selling us because they got a grant and because of my
situation. It was like livestock. Let’s come up with a theme on how we can get
some money. We got poor Black people on Welfare, mothers and stuff like that.
(First Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
This woman not only knows “everybody was there for the money”, but she also
feels sold as livestock. Again, “selling” is an implicit reference to enslavement. The sale
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is impersonal and inhumane. She imagines people at a table thinking: “Lets come up
with a theme on how we can make some money”. Although most people think of
women who receive welfare as the people who receive money, the women know that
the distribution of welfare is itself a business, and they do not see themselves as the ones
who reap the real profits. Rather, they are the pawns whose misery allows someone
else’s king to win in someone else’s chess game. This conflict of perspectives between
who receives assistance and who distributes it is clear from three comments below.
Alice: Some of them think the money is coming out of their pockets, like we
really want to be on Welfare. We rather work than be on Welfare.
Shaneeka: They don’t see it like that. They see it like the money coming out their
pocket.
Alice: Like they giving us the money. (First Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Aletha: If you look at it another way like if I wasn’t here you wouldn’t have a job
and you would be just like everyone else getting a little piece of check too.
(Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
The women believe workers act as if they, personally were payng welfare
allotments. Yet, who is making money off of whom and whose income costs more?

Workers and condescending class dynamics
Earlier, it was noted that the mothers felt stigmatized in relation to their low
social status. These feelings orchestrated the nature of their interactions with DHS (See
page 158). The women’s experience with DPW workers was no more comforting: class
differences affected the interactions at the expense of the women on public assistance.
Most workers were condescending, unhelpful and judgmental. Below is an excerpt from
the second focus group meeting in April; other students shared experiences similar
these. The women describe walking into a DPW office and feeling immediately that she
was in a judgmental, impersonal and uncomfortable space. However, the women stayed
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the course in the face of hostility out of necessity. Women knew that even employees
who had been on welfare themselves often passed judgments. They wished previous
welfare recipients could have been a better resource to “help”. Unfortunately, worker’s
previous welfare status was a reason to demonize the people on public assistance rather
than assist them. Women thought more training was needed for workers to improve
communication and attitude.
Client 1: It was a waste of time just dealing with them. I knew I didn’t have no
other way to get things for my kids. It was helping me and my children so I felt
like it was just messed up dealing with people in the Welfare office. Especially
when you got to go and be in line. They be rude to you and especially Elmwood
where I go at. They are some nasty people in there…
Client 2: They feel like they are better than you and whatever situation you were
in to get here, well “I got this and I got that” and “How come you can’t get this?
You are just lazy”. That is not even the situation. It depends on what happens to
you. When I go there it is just like, I go to Elmwood too and as soon as you walk
in there they look at you with this funny look like, “There go another case”…
Client 3: I think a lack of training for some of the people that work in the Welfare
office … and I think they should better their training on how to talk to people
and deal with the public. I try to remember that and I generally tell them, “If it
wasn’t for me being here you would be out of a job”.
Client 2: They lack communication. You have to have skills for communicating
with other people. If you didn’t want the job, why did you apply? You knew
these things were going to come with it. A lot them that do work for Welfare
used to be on Welfare and then they act like they don’t understand. How are you
going to treat me like that when you have experienced what I have experienced?
Client 4: I was just getting ready to say the same thing. I think a particular job
you should have particular experience for and you should know it from the gut
to be a better person to work at that job. A better person on Welfare and they got
a job in the Welfare office they can better help you not by looking down their
nose at you but they can better help you because they was in that situation
before, and they been on Welfare and they know what it is like and instead of
hurrying you along to try to better yourself. They know where the root of the
problem is and how to better fix it or better help you.
Client: Train them to stop passing judgment, you don’t know what the situation
may be. (Second Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
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As mentioned earlier, most women thought stigma affected their interactions
with the system in general (See page 158). Most women felt hostility from Black social
workers to be equal or more intense that that from whites. Rarely, some, like Neisha,
had positive interactions with all workers.
RF: Have you felt any different with the Black people and the white people you
have dealt with in the system?
Daleesha: You know what I’ve never had a white social worker, I’ve never had a
white social worker… I’ve always had the Black ignorant ones, except for one.
[Later in the conversation Daleesha did admit to having had one white worker]
(Personal Interview with Daleesha, August, 2004).
Latoya: No, nope, not one bit, ….Because it seems like…I’m be straight up with
you. It seem like ok when the white ones was trying to help me. I was just so
nasty, they was scared of me and that’s the God’s honest truth. The Black ones
did all the lying so now it just seem like, so basically that’s how it was. Cus they
the ones, that’s how it was. Black person came and took my kids, Black person
said I did this, said I didn’t do that, this that and the other, so basically I don’t
really like none of them in the system at all, but it seem like the Black ones were
worse than the white ones (Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004).
Neisha: No. They all the same. I don’t think there’s no difference in people--just
the color of their skin. We just all God’s children. And I get along with - even if
it was a green or purple person-- I would get along with ‘em. You know, we just
got different colors. That’s all. We all God’s children. (Personal Interview with
Neisha, July, 2004)

An attempt to bring together child welfare and welfare: WtUF
WtUF aimed at helping mothers who lost custody of their children overcome
employment barriers (such as childcare, housing and transportation) with the intention
of facilitating reunification. In doing so, WtUF attempted to bridge the welfare and child
welfare systems. WtUF administrators networked with different service providers so
that a range of social services were available. Here are some thoughts on this attempt.
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A friendly environment
For most mothers, WtUF was not their first encounter with the welfare and the
child welfare system. Most mothers were jaded by a variety of unpleasant interactions
with ever-changing workers they did not trust. Many mothers had interacted both with
DHS and the welfare office for years before they came to WtUF. Because of this, for
many women, the friendly, family-type interactions at WtUF were a breath of fresh air.
The staff at WtUF was helpful and had relatively small caseloads. Participants at WtUF
had an employment advisor (EA) as their reference point throughout the whole
program. They could ask their EA for advice, direction, encouragement, referrals or help
with an Agency. Most women felt that the WtUF staff listened to them and this was
revolutionary. Some thought other programs should be modeled on WtUF, and that an
atmosphere such as that at WtUF could help prevent loss of custody.
Client: I think this is a good program we work together as classmates and the
staff here is good. They pay us attention and they give us good feedback those
work programs don't do that (Second Meeting with February enrollees, 2004).
Latoya: It was good for me because the first time since my kids have been taken I
was devastated. I was just lost-- it was like nobody was really helping me, just
piling more and more things on me. Nobody was giving me the help they
claimed they was gon give me when they took my children and it seems like
when I came here to the program, basically that’s what I got. Some help, some
direction, some hope, some peace of mind, a whole lot of things. (Personal
Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
Client: They take the time to listen; they don’t jump at you when you say
something.
Client: They give you feedback and suggestions. They get the clients out the way
Client: This program it seems like they listen instead of just putting you out
there.
Client: It’s like everybody plays their role. They need more programs like this.
Client: Maybe if this program was here a long time ago, maybe we wouldn’t
even be sitting here. (Third Meeting with February enrollees, 2004)
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Holism
Not only WtUF was refreshing from a human perspective, but also because
people were supporting a mother’s path to getting her children back. WtUF offered
many resources. After the first year of implementation, WtUF administrators started
networking with the major social service providers in the city because organizations
were more responsive to organizations than people advocating for themselves. The
Infrastructure Committee was the product of many years of networking and allowed the
WtUF participants to access diverse services from to domestic violence assistance to job
search. Achieving employment at WtUF did not mean picking from a list of prepared
entry-level-dead-end-jobs, as in many WtW programs. Rather, staff at WtUF was
concerned with the participants’ aspirations and did their best to allow each to follow
the direction of their choice. WtUF aimed to provide a holistic range of services to
achieve the ultimate goal of family reunification. The final effect was a “motivating”
experience.
Client: But I find that this program is more of a whole. It's like they didn't offer
sessions like this [at other WtW programs]. In short I think this program is more
structured and more stable. I don't know if y’all have been doing it longer but as
far as I can see this program is helping me. Even if I am not working yet, I am
able to get pretty much everything that I need. (Second Meeting with February
enrollees, 2004)
Leader: Needs like what?
Client: Housing, job training, transportation, childcare, all the above. (Second
Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Client: I can say here they offer a lot mainly its to reunite the parents with the
children with the housing piece and a lot of the other things they have going on
in here too. It is not just about employment. I am planning on getting my GED,
getting a better job than the jobs I have been having. I wasn't really getting paid
but like $7 a hour. I have four daughters that I have to take care of and that little
bit of money is not going to support us. If I don't get housing for my daughters
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then I won't ever have them back again. (Fourth Meeting with March enrollees,
2004)
Client: Instead of them handing you a piece of paper and saying this place is
hiring, go here they only paying like $7 a hour, its just something for right now.
But they really just want you to find something that you really want to get into
because if they give you something you don’t want to do there’s no point in
doing it cus you won’t be there long. They make you look for something you
want to do and make you go out and get it basically working on motivating
yourself to do what you need to do top get your kids back. (Personal Interview
with Jill, June, 2004)
WtUF’s holistic approach concerned the range of social services that could be
offered, but not the participants as full human beings. The services were its strength as
much as its limitation.

Frustration
Although most feedback on WtUF was positive, moments of disappointment and
frustration were not nonexistent. Contrary to diffused images of lazy, abusive “welfare
queens” who do not have ambitions and do not want to work, the women at WtUF were
very eager to learn, and were pressed for results. The researcher was familiar with the
pressing anxiety that participants often had at the end of the training. Frequently,
mothers expected quicker results on multiple fronts. They expected to have housing
vouchers in hand, to be ready to attend their GED test, or have vaster computer
knowledge. Often, as for the mothers below, it was not the case. They blamed their
disappointment on a lack of clarity at best or deception at worst. In the case of
computers, many believed too little content was taught. The participants in fact,
requested that computer classes were extended one week (and they were).
Client: No, we needed more weeks because I thought it was for the GED and
then they told me it was a working program.
Leader: Who was under the impression that this was a GED program?
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Client: I thought they helped you with the GED but I knew it was a work
program to help you get your GED. (Third Meeting with December enrollees,
2003)
Client: Getting all of our assignments done, doing what we have to do. I am mad
because it [computer classes] should have been three weeks instead of two
weeks, then they say it’s from 9-2 and then we don’t even say till 2 o’clock.
(Fourth Meeting with February enrollees, 2004)
Client: Only thing I didn’t like was when my son social worker supervisor
referred me to this program. I had a job at the time and [my EA] called my job
and I figured it was him. He was like: “Do she work here and what do she need
us for if she has a job?” After you complete the 7 weeks you automatically get
your certificates, [housing] vouchers.
Client: That be the gimmick so we can complete the program so we would be
thinking we would be getting our housing as soon as it is over. (Fourth Meeting
with March enrollees, 2004)

Court
Somewhere between welfare-to-work requirements, therapists, DHS workers
and everything else in their lives, the mothers regularly went to court. When the child
was taken from the home with a “restraining order,” the parent was assigned a lawyer
and got a hearing within 72 hours (detention hearing). An adjudicatory hearing followed
within 10 days. Instead, it should take 30 days for a mother who signed a Voluntary
Placement Agreement (VPA) to be assigned a lawyer and get an adjudicatory hearing
(the maximum number of days DHS may have the child in custody). Since the
scheduling in the latter case depended on DHS workers, it may have taken longer.
At the adjudicatory hearing, many people are present. All parties have a right to
legal representation in Pennsylvania11: lawyers represent each parent, each child, and
DHS. The number of workers present may vary: the DHS worker is always present.
SCOH workers and child service agency workers are present if they were assigned to the

11

42 Pa.C.S. §6337.
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child. This hearing does not establish whether the accusations made to the parent who
was reported were true or false. The purpose of this first hearing is to establish whether
the child is “dependent” i.e, is “without proper parental care or control, subsistence,
education as required by law or other care or control necessary for his physical, mental,
or emotional health, or morals”12. Then, the court must assess whether “reasonable
efforts” should be made to keep the child in the home (dispositional hearing)13. A review
of “reasonable efforts” is made at least once every 6 months (permanency review hearings)
to review: 1) whether the child is safe; 2) the permanency plan (whether reunification or
other plan); and 3) the date by which permanency should be achieved14. Permanency
hearings are not as crowded as adjudicatory hearings. After three permanency hearings
(the child is in placement for 15 out of the last 22 months) the city can start the
procedure for terminating parental rights (termination of parental rights hearing) or set a
permanency planning hearing. In all these cases the standard of evidence is “clear and
convincing evidence”15. This standard is higher than the “preponderance” evidence of a
civil suit but lower than the “beyond reasonable doubt” of a criminal case. In this study,
the researcher observed three hearings: Latoya’s termination of parental rights hearing,
Tamira’s permanency planning

(reunification) hearing and Nichelle’s permanency

review hearing. Mothers were asked about their experiences in court overall.

“ A determination that there is a lack of proper parental care or control may be based upon evidence of
cconduct by the parent, guardian or other custodial that places the health, safety or welfare of the child at
risk, including evidence of the parent’s, guardian’s or other custodial’s use of alcohol or a controlled
substance that places the health, safety or welfare of the child at risk. “The Juvenile Act: 42 Pa CSA § 6301.
13According to the Pennsylvania Juvenile Act “Reasonable efforts”are nececessary unles “aggrated
circumstances” exist. Circumstances are aggravated if the parent cannot be found and for three months after
the child has been in custody; if the parent has not contacted the child for six months, if the parent was
convicted of certain felonies where the victims were children; and if parental rights were involuntarily
terminated. Federal Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 and Adopted by Pennsylvania Juvenile Act 42
Pa S. C. §6302.
14 42 Pa. C. S. § 6351 (e)
12
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Welcome to family court: a hostile affair
Although each parent is assigned a lawyer, who should bridge the social gap
between the parent and the unfamiliar courtroom setting, most mothers thought the
courtroom was a hostile (not just unfamiliar) environment. Their lawyer did not provide
them with a sense of safety. Most of the mothers interviewed and all the mothers
observed in court had court-appointed lawyers. In one case, the parent had to advocate
for herself. She felt inadequate in this role because she thought that in court, her
opponents were playing against her in a game where rules kept changing beyond her
understanding.
The night before her court date, I called Tamira to let her know I was going to
meet her at Family court the following morning.
When she answered the phone she was startled, crying and very concerned. As
our conversation proceeded Tamira sounded more and more desperate.
RF: Hi Tamira! It’s Rita here, how are you?
Tamira: Oh Rita, it’s sooo bad, I don’t know why it ALL gotta go so bad. I called
my lawyer today fo’ tomorrow, and he tells me he’s not comin’. Says it’s a Jewish
holiday or somethin’. Ya know, like he didn’t know that it was some Jewish
holiday when they first set the date? See, this stuff always happens to me, it’s
like after all I been through, DHS FINALLY says I kin get two of my children
back and the lawyer say he ain’t comin’. How I’m gonna get my children if he
ain’t comin’?
RF: So, Tamira, what did he tell you to do?
Tamira: He says I gotta defend mahself, that he talked with DHS and they say it’s
all right, it’s fine. But you know, they always change things once ya get to court,
it’s always different there. So I say, Ise [I am] worried, I don’t know what gonna
happen tomorrow, and me? Talk with DHS without no lawyer? Come on now!
The day I was suppos’ to get my children back, the day mah children were
comin’ home. Why now? Why me? When.. all this stuff gonna be over? (First
Meeting with December enrollees, 2003)
Tamira’s lawyer did come to court the following day and made an agreement
with her workers for the reunification of two children and visitations with the other two.
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Tamira still represented herself in court, however, because her lawyer left before the
actual hearing. I had the opportunity to witness the “changes” which she and others
believed played in their disfavor in court. Her lawyer had negotiated protect Tamira’s
interest and limit DHS’s intrusion in the household. The agreement made in his presence
was ignored once he left. None of the issues important to Tamira were present in the
final deliberation. Tamira wanted less frequent visits from DHS (twice instead of three
times a week) and continued unsupervised visits with the two children in care. Having
gotten none of this, she asked that her case be reviewed in two months. Instead it was
set six months later. Tamira’s experience exemplifies the stress of the court experience.
Other mothers were asked about their experiences in court in a less distressful
setting; colorful metaphors conveyed the hostility of the court environment such as
“war”, “conspiracy” and “colonial times” where being “burned” was a feasible
punishment. Again, the mothers often felt scared, overwhelmed and unjustly judged by
people who knew each other better than those whose lives they were judging.
[Leader: How is the experience in court?]
Client 1: For me it was scary. It was like you are walking into a place where
nobody knows who you are but they are sitting there judging you on something
that one person made accusations about.
Client 2: I thought of myself as being in the Colonial times with the big tall judge
and everybody is like: “Get her and burn her!”
Client 3: I say overwhelming.
Leader: Why?
Client 3: The pressure is coming at both sides and not knowing what to expect.
Leader: What do you mean by both sides?
Client 3: When you are at court you are at war because you are fighting against
your child advocate and whoever else might be involved on that side and I feel at
times their could be a conspiracy because I don’t know what type of relationship
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these people I am at war with have [with each other]. (Second Meeting with
April enrollees, 2004)
To Shaquana, who voluntarily placed her daughter because she was homeless
and depressed, the courtroom experience was inhumane. In fact, the morning she went
to court, she was hungry. The people around her did not even offer a “pretzel” and the
judge concluded she “looked depressed” when she really was just hungry.
Shaquana: Most mothers just don’t want they kids. They place they kids just to
get the hell away from them. I placed my kids cus I needed help and they feel as
though I’m not doing nothing, but first of all I did a lot of things. I told them
when I first went in I was depressed. So by y’all not giving me help with the
depression and letting it prolong I had to actually sit in front of the judge and
hungry just for him to see it was something wrong with me, only because I was
hungry that day and I’m telling my worker: “Robin I’m hungry can you please
get me a pretzel?” “I don’t got no change”. I said ”Can somebody please get me
something to eat, I ain’t got no money!”
RF: This is the day you went to court?
Shaquana: Yeah, the last time we went to court when we went in front of the
judge he was like: “She really looks depressed, what are y’all doing about that?”
So I ain’t say nothing I let them sit there and be stupid. ‘Cus I was just hungry,
I’m depressed but I wasn’t depressed that day. (Personal Interview with
Shaquana, July, 2004)
Lawyers know that in Family court, the same professionals are present
repeatedly. Their interactions follow social rules of informality more that formal legal
standards (Sinden, 1999). One judge with experience in both criminal and family court
believed that family court did not function as a court at all but as a meeting where
professionals decided what they thought of a certain mother.
Lawyer: When I became a Family court judge I realized it wasn’t a court at all,
but a place where people got together and in a very paternalistic way decided
what they thought was best for people who they seemed to me to regard as
decidedly inferior and in need of their help. Felt entitled to do what they thought
was best, sort of regardless of law. This was most stark in delinquencies cases
that I remember, and delinquency cases are tried almost exactly as criminal cases
are tried. You know, the prosecutor brought in this case and put on her evidence
and it wasn’t that there were elements she hadn’t proved in her case “beyond
reasonable doubt”, it was that there were elements of her case that she had not
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proved at all, and so, I dismissed it. And everyone in the courtroom was
horrified. Why? Because they were convinced that this kid needed to be placed
and if what it took was a delinquency finding then: “You just give us a
delinquency finding”. So this was to me evidence of a lack of control but also a
lack of respect for the litigant’s right…. This kid who may have been 13-14 could
see that nobody had proved a case against him. Of this is kind of a background
that you have, often poorly trained personnel and part that were poorly trained
one of the implications was that they didn’t manifest a complex understandings
of the seriousness of what they were doing and the complexity of what they were
doing. (Personal Interview with Lawyer 2, 2005)
Another judge who was overall more conservative, still agreed that family court
meetings look more like conferences than court hearings.
Judge: In dependency hearings there is an ongoing process that occurs amongst
parties outside of court, so it does not help to have people unnecessarily
adversarial. Although I am comfortable with formal hearings (from my
experience in criminal court), a dependency hearing, starts out lined up at the bar
of the court and is a case management conference, rather than a hearing16.

Presence, voice, and legal representation
The court experience was not only unfamiliar and hostile, but also alienating.
The women in this study said that judges, social workers and lawyers acted as if they
[the women] were “invisible”, and “talked over” them when they tried to say
something. Some felt their achievements were never accounted for. In two out of three
of the observations, hearings proceeded as if the mother were not there. The court
setting was unfamiliar for the use of “giant words” the officials used that the mothers
did not understand.
Client: You can say what you want to say but they still are going to say you are
not complying. They will talk around you like you are not even sitting there,
using those big giant words. They are getting ready to say I am not complying
because I am in this program and they wanted me to go somewhere else. They
wanted me to go in the mornings but I told them I have to come here. They sent
me a letter in the mail saying I am not complying and I didn’t call them people. I
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called them people for a whole week straight and nobody ever called me back.
(Sixth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Client: I feel the same way. You can do all this for them and they stab you in the
back.
Leader: Can you give me an example?
Client: It is like nothing you have done is good enough for them.
Client: Nothing is accounted for. Even the judge told me: “You’re doing a good
job. Keep it up”.
Client: Now me and the DHS worker is okay. When I first met her she was
saying… “How do you know all this stuff? I have never seen you before. How
you know what I’m doing? You don’t even know me. The judge said you can’t.”
When you try to say something, they try to get louder. They act like you are
invisible. This kids gon’ stay where they at. Now they want me to go to
parenting class. How I am going to do parenting class when I am already in all
these programs?
Client: I say damn parenting classes, what is wrong with me?
Client: I don’t have time, when am I going to spend time with the babysitter? I
got to spend time with my son. (Sixth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Women resented not being allowed to speak for themselves. Only Tamira, who
defended herself, spoke in court. When I shared this with Latoya in a personal
conversation in September 2005, Latoya said she would have liked to have defended
herself because she would be heard. Below is an excerpt from Latoya’s hearing when,
the judge, lawyer and social workers talk about her but never to her.
-

[DHS worker] The mother has been complying, GED classes, is also
participating in an employment program. She has a certificate here to
prove her compliance.

-

[Judge] What about the other children?

-

[Lawyer] There are two workers here to testify to their healthy status.

-

[Judge] How is Anna?

-

[Social worker] I am from Jerusalem Foster Home, I see her every night.

-

[Judge] Last time you saw her were her needs met?

[Social worker] Yes, they were your honor. I would also like to comment
on something else. Ms. Jefferson is doing well, she is improving. Anna wants to
reunify with mother, just waiting for mother to get housing.
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-

[Judge] What is the status of that, what has she done?

[Lawyer] The mother has been referred by several agencies, she is waiting
for something to come through. Also her housing has been put through PHA.
-

[Judge] What about Courtney?

-

[Social worker] He is in our foster home, he is fine.

-

[Judge] Is he safe and were his needs met?

[Social Worker] Yes your honor, they were. His previous foster mother
passed away. Now he is in a new home; he was doing well. Grades are good in
school; he also has good attendance. (Observation with Daleesha and her social
worker, July, 2004)
Not having a chance to talk in court in and of itself would not be negative if the
mothers were well-represented by their lawyers. Instead, the women thought their
lawyers either did not represent them at all or did so poorly. Court-appointed lawyers
were too incompetent or uninterested to bring balance into such an hostile environment.
Only one woman thought her lawyer truly advocated for her, but this was a
private lawyer she hired to replace her court-appointed lawyer. Many women were
dissatisfied with their court-appointed lawyers, who put them at a disadvantage. Courtappointed lawyers don’t always specialize in dependency hearings and are sometimes
unaware of how to conduct the case. They often are overburdened and meet with their
clients only a few minutes before the hearing, if at all.
Leader: Did you feel represented in your experience?
Client 1: Not really. The first time I went there was the first time I had met my
lawyer and my lawyer just met me and I was trying to tell him things and he is
trying to tell me things through him and I had to talk for myself a couple of times
because he didn’t know nothing.
Leader: You didn’t meet him before? [she shakes her head] This was your lawyer?
Could you say that out loud?
Client 1: I only met him that day.
Client 2: That is unfair to people with court appointed lawyers.
Client 3: They don’t give you time to read everything. (Second Meeting with
April enrollees, 2004)
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Tamira: Well, when it comes to my kids the problems that has not been
addressed in courts and in front of these people. They say I need counseling cus
I don’t understand the reason why my kids are is in the system. That’s my
opinion. the lady tells me I have issues because I don’t understand why my kids
got tooken (sic) , that’s my opinion how I feel that my kids should’ve been taken.
Don’t tell me I have issues, that’s just how I feel. A lot of other people feel the
same way. They feel they had the right to take my kids cus they’re DHS, of
course in child advocate court they’re gonna say whatever, they’re gonna feel
they have the right to take peoples’ kids. I say my issues that has not been
addressed or whatever is the fact that the way they treat me. Nobody’s not doing
anything about it, it’s like when I go to court my lawyer he don’t say nothing. I
don’t think my lawyer cares. He’s a court appointed lawyer and I kinda
understand why he doesn’t care: because he’s getting paid and he’s working for the judge,
so he’s not defending me. I have to tell him stuff and if I don’t know everything, all
my rights. (Personal Interview with Tamira, July, 2004, Emphasis added)
Client 4: I felt represented at times and at times I had to speak up for myself
because at times I felt my attorney wasn’t doing a good job for me. I didn’t
always agree to what was said.
Leader: Where you given a space to talk and speak up?
Client 4: No, I had to request for a private meeting with the judge and also
writing letters to the judge and expressing my feelings about the situation.
Leader: How difficult was it to get a personal hearing?
Clien4: I had to wait until he responded back to me so that was a while. Even
with the judge I feel he was one sided. (Second Meeting with April enrollees,
2004)
By sharing their experiences during focus groups, mothers had the opportunity
to give each other advice and learn about the options available. Two mothers suggested
that mothers who wanted to “be heard” request a hearing, or pay for a private lawyer.
Client: I just want everybody to know if you don’t like what is going on in the
court system and you feel as though you are not being heard, you can write a
letter to the judge and ask to have a conference with you and the judge to be
heard,. You can do that. They aren’t going to tell you that but it has been done
with me. I have said look, too many people is trying to talk for me and I need to
be heard and I want to be heard just with the judge and it can be done. If you
don’t say nothing or mention it, nobody is going to mention it for you. (Second
Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Client: The lawyer had never heard of my case and he said: “I have to talk to
somebody else because I never had this type of case”. I said: “Why is he going to
another lawyer asking him how he is going to present his self?”. He kept telling
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the judge: “Can we take a break for a minute?” and he was outside asking
somebody. (laughter) “Judge can I have a moment with you?” and we would go
for a break. We are going to have to set another date for this because he will not
be mine any more and I had to go down and pay for one, my lawyer came in and
cut DHS out. My lawyer got them to clear everything up and the next hearing
they are going to bring a lawyer with them. After talking with my lawyer they
are going to have to get somebody that knows how to deal with him. (Second
Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
When I attended court with Nichelle, we waited in the court waiting room for
almost an hour before she saw her lawyer a few minutes. She had never met him before
nor was he looking for her. She was also nervous that her DHS worker who really
“knew her” was not present, and tried calling her several times. When asked, Nichelle
was reluctant to express an opinion because she knew he would not represent her long.
RF: Nichelle tells me she hasn’t met her lawyer yet; she received a letter from
him but has not met him yet. I help her search for him, after a few tries we find
him, she talks to him for a couple of minutes and then sits down again.
(Observation of Nichelle in court, July, 2004)
After the hearing, As we walk out, I stand next to Nichelle and her lawyer as
they comment on the case. The lawyer points out that Nichelle’s daughter is 16
now, and that there is almost no chance of getting her back. They might as well
wait one more year, as she will grow out of the system by then. Nichelle tells him
she knows, but that her daughter “really wants to come home”. Nichelle has
been telling her to be patient. The lawyer also tells Nichelle to be very mindful of
always letting social workers know ahead of time if she cannot make it for an
appointment and to be rigorous with her site visits since not being rigorous is not
a good thing to have on her record. Also, he seems very concerned to tell her that
she must learn what to say, but also what not to say. It was good she did not
mention the drug issue, there is no point bringing up other challenges if the
judge doesn’t. Once they’re done, he leaves.
I asked Nichelle what she thinks of him, she says:
He’s all right. I’ve had worse. He’s ok, but it’s only the first time I see him.
They change all the time. And they always have their own thing going on. See,
now he was runnin to another case over there (pointing at him on the opposite
side of the room). (Observation of Nichelle in court, July, 2004)
The mothers were not the only ones to think they lacked adequate
representation. Lawyers, whichever party they represented, also thought parents were
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often ill-represented in court because court-appointed lawyers were the least paid, were
part of an alienating system and did not take time to build their investigations into the
mothers’ cases.
DHS Lawyer: Many lawyers are court-appointed. They just want to get through.
I have seen lawyers prejudiced against their own clients. If they [women] were
paying they could be treated differently.
RF: Do you think the parents receive adequate representation?
DHS Lawyer: Sometimes yes, sometimes no, quite frankly.
RF: How would it be different if they were paying?
DHS Lawyer: Lawyers would do a lot more work on their cases, in preparation.
Right now most lawyers only represent at court hearings, they don’t go to Family
Service Plan meetings or go to the check the home. They don’t visit families. In
other areas of law you get paid for everything. Here they just get paid for
representation in court. Representation is lacking. (Personal Interview with
Lawyer 1, 2005)
Parent Lawyer: We can’t think about the child welfare system without keeping in
mind that it is for poor people and nobody that is not poor, with some bizarre
exceptions, has to be in an environment that is alienating in the same way.
Because for instance if you had a torts case, if you saw a sign on the subway and
took some medicine that you thought has caused you something…The lawyer
may only regard you as a way to get some money but in order to win the case the
lawyer needs to bring you to some level of understanding, right? Even if he
doesn’t care about you much at all, the lawyer needs you to be able to manage
the court system and you know if you’re a person that can hire lawyers in a
matrimonial case, it’s going to be awful probably, but you are not going to feel
undefended and …you’re gonna get translations from the jargon…so, it’s only in
a place like family court you can operate as if a client’s understandings and
feelings didn’t matter. It’s not a legal process at all. (Personal Interview with
Lawyer 2, 2005)
Parent Lawyer: I think there is a terrible gap in the quality of representation.
There are some of the court-appointed attorneys that are phenomenal, maybe a
dozen in the courthouse that are really, really good even though they are private
attorneys and then the rest are sort of a spectrum from less quality to down to in
the dumps. Some of them are just plain awful. I recently just picked up a case
when the client came to us and wanted representation because she is not happy
with the lawyer she has.. The lawyer told her that he has a policy of not speaking
to his clients in between court dates. Well, these cases only move because of what
happens in between court dates. So what happens in court is only as important
as whether or not it gets implemented or is ordered.…So basically, saying “I
won’t talk to you between court dates” is basically like saying “I will not fully
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represent you,” as far as I am concerned. I think that is all too common. The
lawyers just wait for DHS to provide a report in court and then just act reactively
to whatever information is provided without doing their own investigation
without having been involved. that’s a big issue. (Personal Interview with
Lawyer 3, 2005)

DHS in court
Many women stated that they only heard from their DHS workers when their
court date was near. DHS was not helpful and “rushed” work at the last minute. Rather
than assist mothers to reunite with their children, DHS monitored the progress mothers
made on their own. One mother resented DHS’s playing “buddy, buddy” in court
because the DHS worker was faking closeness; to the mother this was “confusing”. DHS
was perceived as playing “two sides” because they tried to gain one’s trust but just to
use information against the mothers once in court. One’s “name is mud” by the end of
the hearing because DHS has a “machete” behind their back ready to attack.
Client: I have been with this DHS worker for 3 years and the only time she talks
to me is when it is court time and I don’t think that is right. (Second Meeting
with December enrollees, 2003)
Client: They are total idiots. I have this Chinese lady and the only time she calls
is when we are about to go to court. The DHS worker does the same thing but
the week before court she will call and see if I did this and that.
Leader: Why do you think they only call you then?
Client: Because that’s when they rush and do their work. They hurry up and
write what they need to write down (Third Meeting with February enrollees,
2004).
Client: The only time I hear from her [DHS worker] is my daughter ran off from
the place or she is not doing what she is supposed to do, and at court. Other
than that I don’t hear from her. I had two workers and the other got fired then I
got her and she hooked me up to get in here but she don’t help me or my child.
Why are they in our lives? They don’t do nothing for me. She try to play like we
are buddy buddy on court date. Then she sitting over there with them instead of
me, so I am thinking she is playing two sides trying to confuse me. She told me,
did I ever think about running [away] with my child. I think they hire anybody.
They aren’t doing a background [check on their staff]. (Second Meeting with
December enrollees, 2003)
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Client: I hear them say that you don’t get justice, even in court if you get justice
you have a panel there and a panel here and you got people talking on one side
and people talking on the other and when that folder come around your name is
mud. (Seventh Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Client: Like she was saying it is just so many of them, you have so many people
and the person never get a chance to know you. Each time you get this new
person they are writing this down and everything is so different, some different
report they are writing down, when they haven’t even took five minutes to talk
to you. Then the paperwork stacks up and it gets crazy. I have had so many DHS
workers and I have dealt with some that will smile in your face and when you
get in court they got a big machete sticking it right in your back and you like:
“Where did all this come from?” It is crazy. (Second Meeting with April
enrollees, 2004)
The woman above remembers being incredulous; she was not expecting to be
attacked in court. Because of fear of how information would be used, mothers did not
trust workers.

Inconsistency: more requirements every time
Court hearings were generally where mothers found out about the always “new”
requirements they were asked to fulfill in order to regain custody. To the mothers,
requirements seemed to be never-ending and meant more to hinder and postpone
reunification than to safeguard the interest of children. Mothers were also concerned
that the length of time in placement was not beneficial for their children who were
manifesting problematic behaviors.
Client: When I go to court with my case they felt some type of way because they
have nothing on me. So its like if they don’t have nothing on you they will try
their best and make you go through stuff. “Oh you need housing to get your kids
back.” OK I got housing can I get my kids back? “No, now we want you to take a
drug test and be evaluated.” It’s like the harder you fight for your kids, the
harder they fight for you not to get them. My question is how they treat the
women that don’t fight for their kids? (Second Meeting with April enrollees,
2004)
Client: My child advocate every court date disagree for me to get my kids and I
have finished all my goals, everything they asked me to do and they still won’t
let me get my kids. My kids are suffering; they have been beaten. My youngest
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daughter is having seizures; she ain’t never had seizures. (Second Meeting with
April enrollees, 2004)
Tamira was worried about the effect that the return of two children would have
on the two that would be staying in foster care. Even worse, at an earlier date, two of
Tamira’s children were supposed to return home, but didn’t. Tamira learned from the
experience how important it was to get a transcript of the court order. At her following
hearing, I saw Tamira ask for a transcript.
Tamira: Yeah, they won’t give me all four of them back, I mean at once and the
way they’re talking at they meeting they saying after 60 days give me the two
youngest. I don’t think that’s right. I don’t understand, they’re making those
younger ones have issues they’re gonna feel like: “Mom doesn’t want us”, two
months is a long time to see your brothers and sisters is living with mommy and
you’re not. That’s not right. The judge ordered for the kids to come before the
next court date … one time the judge did order it one time she was on my side
and she ordered for the kids to come before next court date and for SCOH to be
in the home. I don’t know what the child advocate did, but she made it not
happen.
RF: How long ago was this?
Tamira: This was like six months ago.
RF: In court the court said they were gonna come back?
Tamira: Before next court date without nobody agreeing.
RF: And the child advocate in court convinced her out of it or out of court?
Tamira: After the order was done she try to make it seem like it wasn’t ordered
and it was so every time it was brought up she say “oh, I don’t remember that
being ordered.” That’s every time she use, “it’s not court ordered” or “I don’t
have the court order paper.” She’s the child advocate she supposed to have the
court order. She knows it’s court ordered, so she play a lot of games. (Personal
Interview with Tamira, July, 2004)
The familiarity with the red-taped-system, which constantly had excuses to not
return children, and turned a wider eye to parents’ lack and limitations that to their
efforts and achievements, made women reluctant to attend psychotherapy whether they
needed it or not. Mothers were less concerned with their need for therapy than for how
therapy looked on their records and could be used to keep them from regaining custody.
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Client: My girlfriend told me that she needed to go to a therapist to evaluate her.
Somebody else told me that it works against you because if you are of sound
mind why would you have to go to see a psychiatrist? They will tell you that
DHS will pull the file and use it against you when you go to court. All you know
is that you are going to these sessions. (Second Meeting with April enrollees,
2004)
Keisha: No, y’all not giving me no medicine so when I do go to court y’all got me
looking like I’m really crazy and you got me taking medication. And the judge
really say you gotta take this and right now I really don’t need your daughter to
be in your care for another two years. (Personal Interview with Keisha, July,
2004)

Length of custody battle
From all that has been depicted so far, it is clear that going to court was one of
the most frustrating aspects of losing custody. What made matters worse was the fact
that the battle for custody was a long, tedious one. Although the courts have the right to
start the procedure to terminate parental rights when the child is placed 15 out of the
previous 22 months, reunification battles last much, much longer. The mothers below all
had their children in placement for three years. One mother noticed how it took one year
just to keep the parents from “going backwards”, that is, from worsening their condition
as a result of the loss of custody.
Client: It takes 3 to 4 years for somebody to get their child back. It takes a year
that the parents are not going to go backwards. (Fourth Meeting with December
enrollees, 2003)
Keisha: And y’all telling me y’all want me to focus on myself so y’all separate me
and my daughter? So my daughter went with my aunt and I went to another
placement without my daughter and I haven’t had her ever since then, damn
near 3 years my daughter bout to be 5. (Personal Interview with Keisha, July,
2004)
Latoya: Well, I didn’t react well. I was upset and I didn’t want them to go and
enter that stuff but P. E. had told me that it would only be for a week and we
would be right back together. That week happened April 4th 2001 and I haven’t
got my kids back till this day. What’s this July 7th 2004? So that was a long week.
(Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
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Mothers’ personal experience: how to gain agency among disempowering Agencies
Women who lost custody of their children, confronted the child welfare, welfare
and legal systems. Each one challenged their attempts to regain custody in different
ways. Child welfare set multiple goals that were often a burden to achieve; welfare tried
to employ women in minimum-wage jobs which had no connections to their aspirations
for a career; the legal system provided a hostile environment and inadequate
representation. One aspect cut across systems: the stereotype of single African American
women on welfare. Women felt they had to fight the preconceptions that preceded them;
this was difficult because many inferred lack of morality from their social status. Social
workers and lawyers who could overcome their assumptions if they knew their clients
better, changed too frequently to recognize them as individuals beyond generalized
stereotypes. Assumptions were the complex result of race, gender, class, age and
number of children; the complexity made stereotypes persist amongst workers of
different race and gender. Requirements for regaining custody were overwhelming and
caused frustration and hopelessness. Only personal agency, made of consistency
allowed a mother to stay her path and regain custody.

Contradictory systems and systemic oppression
This study joins the results of Dorothy Roberts (2002) and others in showing that
the system which consists in the intertwined child welfare, welfare and legal systems,
continue to oppress poor Black families in the United States. It does so at three different
levels: in the selection of who enters them; in the treatment of the families that enter the
system; in the standards set to exit the system.
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Selection of cases: the poverty of unfit mothers
Poverty and race are both highly visible: oppression is strongly perpetuated
when they overlap. Roberts pointed out how the link between the child welfare system
and poverty are explained by the cause, detection and definition of neglect. Cases of
neglect are much more frequent than abuse. Black families are more often poor and
more often labeled unfit, poverty and race are two sides of the same coin.
Poor mothers are under tremendous stress to provide for children; stress can
cause neglect. As Daleesha mentioned on page 159, “it’s hard for us young Black people
out here”. Images of “welfare queens” which have become common in the media are
nothing more than myths because single mothers cannot, and do not survive on welfare
checks comfortably. Rather, they often work “under the table” and change houses
continuously to keep their families together (Edin & Lein, 1997, Hays 2003). They
struggle to obtain even the minimum-wage jobs that do make them self-sufficient. The
challenge a family’s needs with few resources can account for most neglect cases.
Where stress is not the determining factor, poor families are still the most visible
to child protective services. Neglect in poor families is easily detected. Poor families
have to turn to state services where middle-class families would turn to private
providers (for mental, physical health as much as substance abuse). When resources are
accessed, poor mothers can become more vulnerable to public workers who are
mandated to report any suspicion of neglect and abuse as in Shandra’s case, who was
reported for abuse when she slapped her child in front her second child’s speech
therapist. Clinics and hospitals are more likely to report parents than private medical
providers who have continuous relationships with their patients. Stereotypes can play a
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role on who a school decides to report. A poor family member may also report a mother
under the promising idea of receiving a check to take care of her child.
Finally, the definition of neglect makes poor families more vulnerable. Once an
investigation is opened, it is relatively easy for neglect to be “indicated” (confirmed) for
a poor family. Even when the accusations made by the anonymous reporter are false, a
neglect report can originate from something as common as such as inadequate housing.
In this study 61.5% of mothers had children who remained in care because of housing
even when either all other accusations were false or other goals were achieved.

Systemic and structural racism: the system’s hidden shadow
In this study the system was analyzed as the ensemble of the child welfare, the
welfare and the legal systems. As different as each may be, they also have a
commonality. Each system has a white middle-class counterpart which does not has
stigma attached to it. The partitioning of services along racial and class lines has always
been a way to reinforce structural racism in each system. Welfare includes TANF and
other state supports for families who are not self-sufficient, SSI is its counterpart.
Dependency court addresses the legal rights of children in relation to their families;
family law in custody cases (cases of divorce) is its counterpart. Child welfare concerns
children whose parents have challenges providing for their emotional/material well
being. Richer parents can draw from a range of private services to accommodate a
child’s emotional well being. Middle-class or upper class parents with mental, physical
health or substance abuse issues can also provide for their child by hiring a part-time or
full time provider like a nurse or nanny. Although the parents are not personally
providing for the child’s well-being, they will rarely be accused of neglect.
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It is commonly believed then, that the systems that serve the poor (child welfare,
welfare, dependency court) serve the lazy and morally lax, while the others (Private
resources, SSI, family law) serve hard-working citizens with rights. This partitioning
started with what Linda Gordon (1994) called the failure to transform pity into justice.
Services for to poor were considered a charity and not a right. This paternalistic tone
persists in today’s institutions; in the public imagery, the division between who has the
right to assistance and who is abusing assistance is racial.
Without its counterpart, each system is the poor twin of an unspoken family. The
white middle-class counterparts are invisible in the minds of whites and unproblematic,
because they serve mainly whites. This is the institutional reciprocal of white privilege,
invisible to whites because they benefit from this societal structure (Rothenberg, 2002).
Conversely, in the public imagery abuse and neglect are associated with poor Blacks and
treated with contempt although they exist in all strata of the population. As a result,
child maltreatment is often undetected in richer, white communities. The separation of
institutions that serve the poor is intentional. Services were separated to exclude Blacks
from more accessible, desirable social services (SSI and ADC). Once African Americans
received services, they were relegated to the least desirable ones (Child welfare and
ADFC, then TANF). Poor Blacks were also excluded from protection of family rights
(family law): government intrusion into Black families was allowed to assess their
adequacy and condemn their values (Dependency court).
Often, when talking about “the system”, I am asked “Which system?”. The
systems, may be considered one, because they draw upon a similar strategy for
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enforcing racial oppression: a bifurcation of services and as a result, treatment. Racial
and class oppression coexist. A judge said to a student who brought up societal issues:
Judge: All the societal issues, if they had money, they wouldn’t be there, you as a
parent would get it taken care of. If you had money, you would get yourself and
your child some help on your own and never come into the system. DHS may
find out, you would cooperate with DHS and probably never come to court.
Every once in a while someone comes in that is not poor, like because an injury
was unexplained from the hospital … but 98% people cannot afford to do it any
other way. 17
Racism and prejudice are evident not only in the selection of the families that
enter the system, but also in how families are treated within the system. In 1964, the
Wilder class-action attempted to hold the New York foster care system accountable the
way Brown vs. Board of Education did with education (Bernstein, 2001). This attempt
failed not simply because “good people” opposed the change as people like whitestack
(2001) like to think, but because, as other institutions, the child welfare system is
designed to not change radically. The essence of systemic racism is its pervasiveness and
endurance. Legal routes in this case, as for the segregation of education and social spaces
of the sixties, proved limited, because the legal system can only tweak itself, not change
its underlying principles. The system endures by holding parents like Shirley Wilder,
accountable (Bernstein, 2001) even when the system was no better parent. The victims of
trauma and abuse at the hands of the system are held accountable for their own misery.

The gap between requirements and resources: how to get out!
The system is also oppressive if one analyzes what standards are set to allow
someone to exit the system. There is a tremendous gap between the standards set for
reunification and the availability of resources to poor mothers. The simple number of

17

Speaker at Temple Univeristy class: Parents, Children and the State, November 21, 2005.
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objectives listed on family service plans is often overwhelming. As stated by Roberts
(2002), there are parents who get multiple certificates for the same services and still do
not reunite with their children. In this study mothers were often overwhelmed with the
attempts to achieve their goals and the contradictory requirements. Mothers who had
children in placement could be expelled from a WtW program for missing a day to go to
court. As a DHS worker said, her supervisor pressured her to set more goals for her
client because he thought her goals to be too easy18. Completion of goals facilitates
reunification, but does not assure it, as many mothers stated. There is not always a direct
relationship between the reasons why a child was placed in care and the goals that a
parent must fulfill to regain custody.
Parenting is not a universal concept. Parenting is greatly flexible in different
groups and cultures. Questioning the parenting skills of all parents who enter the child
welfare system without taking into account cultural differences is again, a way to
universalize white middle class culture and hold individuals responsible for their lack of
resources. Below is a focus group that conveys mothers’ opinions on parenting classes:
Leader: Was there anything positive about the parenting classes?
Client: Yeah. When you got up out of there and got your certificate and leave.
Leader: What do you think they should have been doing?
Client: They should have been doing more parenting skills and teaching you
how to raise your child and had more people come in to speak about parenting
and they didn’t.
Leader: What do you think are the challenging things about parenting or the
things you would have wanted to work on?
Client: I would like to know more about teenagers because if you have a child
that’s like ten and coming up in his teens, and I have nothing but boys I don’t

Personal conversation which occurred during a workshop: Structural racism in the foster care and welfare
ssytems: lessons from unfit mothers. November 11, 2005, Fort Washington, PA.
18
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know how to relate to it. He telling me he got like six girlfriends. (Third Meeting
with February enrollees, 2004)
Mothers did not think they didn’t have anything to learn about parenting.
Rather, they thought the parenting classes offered were useless, except for them to fulfill
their requirements to regain custody. A revision of parenting classes is needed,
especially because they are so widely provided in Philadelphia. An analysis of cultural
differences is needed and a multiplicity of strategies for children of different ages and
for different families. The concept of “parenting” as personal responsibility is in itself
culturally limited. Instead, it would be useful if parenting classes could help build
community relationships, by asking mothers to identify another mother in their family
they think is a good caregiver and establish a peer relationship similar to the “sponsor”
role in D&A training. Also, it is paradoxical how people in role-modeling parenting
roles often do not have children themselves, such as parenting class facilitators and DHS
workers. If the state is to continue hiring such young workers, it is necessary they work
as guides rather than role models.
It was mentioned above how fulfilling goals is necessary but not sufficient for
regaining custody. A parent must have tremendous material, psychological and social
resources to regain custody. Because most parents are poor, these resources are often not
available. Take the success story below as an example of how difficult it is for a poor
woman to fight the system and win. Through NBC’s dateline show, national attention
was drawn to the case of a woman who lost custody and was accused of being an unfit
caregiver because of a speech impairment that supposedly made her incapable of caring
for her two nephews with behavioral problems. She was from North Carolina and spoke
the Gullah language. The child of a middle-class white family the woman had been a
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nanny for years earlier had learning disabilities and was now a student at a prominent
law school. The young man managed to pool resources so that the woman would be able
to regain custody; she was represented by a “dream team” of lawyers (NBC, Dateline,
Legal Bonds. May, 28, 2004). Here is what one of the lawyers on the case had to say about
the resources available in this case:
Lawyer: Well to me, this was a very simple case. The woman had done nothing
[wrong] ….It was clear to [me] that she was capable of raising children. She had
done it for this other child who was my student. But when I asked my clinic to
take the case, they said they couldn’t because they only took the cases they
thought their students could win and this was not a winnable case... We were
able to win it because I was able to get a psychiatric expert, a linguist, medical
examinations, to interview her for hours, to work with her on videotape on how
she interacted with caseworkers, to find out things, to get statements for family
members in three different states. Affidavits from all kinds of people who had
known her and the testimony of this family in which she had worked. And of
course they had social credibility: they were an upper-middle class white family
saying she saved their child. It took all of that to get the children back, which
means there is something so wrong with how the system works.
RF: It almost became a community, a Law-school community effort,
Lawyer: Oh it was. So, yeah in what role can you do this? It’s only by magic that
you can do this. That can’t be available in an average case. (Personal Interview
with Lawyer 2, 2005, Emphasis added)
Although this was a “simple case,” the clinic made the “intelligent, realistic
judgments” to not take the case because too many resources were needed to prove the
case in the woman’s favor. Poor parents receive poor representation, which is highly
unlikely to allow them to win against, a formal, and highly equipped system. The
lawyer referred to pooled resources as “magic”. “There is something so wrong in a
system where resources unavailable to most are needed to regain custody. Also, in this
unique case, the Black mother had the alliance of a young white male she had cared for
in the past who became a lawyer: the socially accepted “proof” of her adequacy as a
caretaker. This was a very unique social resource. More resources became available.
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Neighborhood and community service projects provide good representation but
are accessible only to a few. Community Legal Services in Philadelphia represents only
10% of parents in Philadelphia’s Family Court. Although they train other courtappointed lawyers in Family Court, CLS is still the only one to offer additional resources
such as experts and participation is FSP meetings.
All parties in this study agreed that mothers were often not represented
adequately in court. Lawyers from both sides of litigations, judges and the mothers said
so. Even the Pennsylvania Judicial Lawbook attempts to hold judges somewhat accountable
and offers suggestions to improve legal representation: “Judges, masters and hearing
officers can guard against assembly-line justice and shoddy representation by requiring
that competent attorneys for all children and for their families are the norm and not the
exception in the dependency courts” (Field, 2004, 10). A widespread awareness exists on
the inadequacy of representation, yet it persists.

A system which drains itself and bites its own tail: the effects of malfunctioning
A child welfare system where alleged abuse and neglect are overdetected in
Black families and underdetected (Roberts, 2002) in white ones does not truly protect
children. A welfare system that sanctions mothers’ who receive welfare payments
because they missed job training to attend court to reunite with their children does not
provide assistance. A legal system that still embodies gender (Law, 1993), race (Davis,
1989), and status quo bias (Davis, 1995) does not represent parents and children equally.
What is the result of the contradiction between what the system claims to do and
what it actually does? First, it is a system in which the number of children in placement
has rapidly increased over the years. Second, it is a system in which a child enters for
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every child that exits; thus the system itself is stable. Third, due to creating family
instability, children are in care longer and change homes frequently. Some mothers
fought three years to regain custody. In the documentary Aging Out, David was in 30
foster homes by age 19. Fourth, it is a system in which professionals fear public
accountability for misjudging an actual abuse case but do not fear misjudging a
nurturing family. More children are placed for fear of abuse than actual abuse. Fifth, it is
a system that, when forced to admit its inadequacy and strain, chooses to terminate
parental rights more easily, rather than provide more resources for reunification. Finally,
it is a system that enforces racial and class oppression.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
Throughout the years I worked for the WtUF program, I realized that job skills,
and social services were not all the women needed. The WtUF program was not a
culturally based program, even though most of the staff and some of the administrators
were African American. In order to add a culturally sensitive element to the services, I
organized a lecture and workshop series for clients enrolled in March and April by
asking the cordial help of many of my colleagues and friends. An African American
professional led each event.
The scope of this chapter is to assess the impact of the WtUF program and the
cultural workshops on the empowerment and success of respondents, measured
through control and Africentric belief constructs. Gathering information to assess impact
was intensive. Respondents defined empowerment and success at the first focus group;
these definitions were used to assess change according to their own standards. A
combination of control and Africentric scales, measured with pretests and posttests,
showed changes in empowerment. In addition, respondents filled-out surveys and
participated in focus groups once a week for seven weeks. Daily interactions with
respondents revealed that changes were occurring; the data analysis showed the
direction of such changes.
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Description of Workshops
A wholistic perspective on women’s lives framed workshop topics and activities;
a variety of different areas were covered. Speakers often referenced African American
historic and cultural specificities. Most speakers organized two events, one theoretical
and one practical. In June, participants received a dinner invitation so they could meet
with the speakers again. Speakers knew the audience’s general background and the
research project. They had information about the mothers’ experiences with the system
and were not judgmental about the mothers’ custody status. Speakers were also familiar
with the content of meetings and workshops that preceded their own. Participants
received a seven-week calendar of lectures, workshops and activities that included visits
to museums and community organizations. See Table 6.1 for themes and speakers.

Workshop goals
The objectives of the events were:
i.

To integrate African American cultural content into the WtUF training;

ii.

To provide some tools for respondents to engage aspects of their personal lives
neglected by the WtW model (i.e. culture, emotions, and relationships);

iii.

To build role model relationships between Black professionals and participants;

iv.

To increase the respondents’ empowerment.
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Research Questions
Four sets of data were collected during the experiment: 1) SCI pretests and
posttests, 2) ABM pretests and posttests; 3) Surveys; 4) Focus groups. See Table 6.2 for
specific research questions and data sources.
TABLE 6.1 Workshop themes and speakers
Themes
Name of
Speaker
Great Black women
Miriam Deme
Blacks and religion
You and the spoken word
Self-healing
The positive roles of
conflict
Male/Female
relationships
Rites of passage programs
The road to success:
discovering your inner
values

Daud Malik
Watts
Caroliese Reed
Yvonne
Devastey
Willie Brown
Rico X
Allyson Joyner

Qualifications
African American Studies Adjunct
Professor
African American Studies Adjunct
Professor
Professional storyteller, Librarian
Family counselor, Hypnotherapist, Reiki
instructor
PhD in African American Studies,
Business professor (woman)
African American studies Adjunct
Professor, Youth Counselor
Personal Development Educator

Research questions will be answered in the following order. First, the
respondents’ definitions of empowerment and success are presented (Question 5).
Second, the SCI and the Africentric scale data comparisons assess whether quantitative
changes occurred between groups after the program (Questions 1 and 2). Third, the
relationship between the SCI and Africentric scale is assessed (Question 3). Fourth, some
respondent feedback on workshop relevance (Question 4) and fifth, changes that
occurred according to qualitative data are presented (Question 6 and 7). Sixth, all results
are combined to assess whether personal empowerment increased.
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TABLE 6.2 Research questions and data sources
No.

Research questions

1

2

3
4

5

QUANTITATIVE
Are there differences between the control profiles of the
respondents who participated in the workshops and those who
did not? Are there differences between the control profiles
before and after the experience?
Are there are differences between Africentric belief scores of
respondents who participated in the workshops and those who
did not? Are there differences between Afrocentric belief scores
before and after the experience?
Is there a relationship between Africentric scale scores and SCI
control profile scores?
How important did respondents think the workshops were to
themselves and the African American community?
QUALITITATIVE
How do the respondents define success and empowerment?

6

What changes occurred or did not occur for respondents after
the workshops?

7

How were clients empowered and/or successful after their
experience at WtUF?

Data Source
SCI pre and
posttests
Africentric Scale
pre and
posttests
SCI and
Africentric scale
Survey

Focus group
meetings
Focus group
meetings and
surveys
All data

Definitions of success and empowerment
RESEARCH QUESTION 5: How do the respondents define success and
empowerment?
In the age of welfare reform, the welfare system assigns value to individuals
based on their personal “success”. Programs care that “clients” get jobs and sometimes
education. A low-paying job, should be the first step to self-sufficiency, the ultimate
goal. States fund Welfare-to-Work (WtW) programs so people who need money do not
get it direct from the State. Displeased by the measure of a human being’s success on
someone else’s monetary investment, the researcher chose to ask the mothers to provide
their own definitions of success and empowerment.
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Success
RF: How would you define success?
Joan: If I get a job, a house and get my children back. (First Meeting with March
enrollees, 2004)
Imani: A plan, a goal and achieving that goal. (First Meeting with March
enrollees, 2004)
Cecilee: Looking at where you started out 6 months earlier as opposed to 6
months later. Have you made any progress? Have you made any steps towards
obtaining your goals? Have you set any new goals? What have you achieved in
those 6 months? That’s how you measure you success. If you are on 15th street 6
months ago and you are still on 15th street then you haven’t made much
progress. (First Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Success is connected to the achievement of goals, like Solomon’s (See page 8) “valued
social roles” they include being in the workplace and parenting within one’s own home.
Success however also includes making progress towards such achievements even when
the process is not complete. Having a plan, and making purposeful steps in the right
direction are as essential to success as the final outcome. Such “steps” include: keeping a
healthy state of mind, through self-confidence and self-knowledge and using fully one’s
talents and helping others start on a similar path. Success is not simply a set of goals or
accomplishments, but the relationship one establishes with oneself and with others
while pursuing success.
Allyson: My idea of being successful is first, just having confidence in yourself,
knowing who you are, knowing what you want, making your dreams come true,
never looking back, always looking to the future. That is my idea of success and I
guess if you get successful at that. (First Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Danielle: I think of success as a blocking stone, you have to move it and figure
out how you want to move it and build it into what you want it to be. Success,
you have to make it into success and everybody has a particular talent. … I have
a talent that I could do a lot with my talent that I don’t do. Each one of us has
their abilities and something that they like to do. (First Meeting with March
enrollees, 2004)
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Josephine: Helping others, I know it is about yourself but somebody else
introduced me to the program. It is about passing the word and we can try to
help somebody else because someone helped us. (First Meeting with April
enrollees, 2004)

Empowerment
When asked to define empowerment at the beginning of the WtUF program,
empowerment overlapped with success and achieving goals. One then is only
empowered once certain goals are achieved. In this sense, empowerment is tightly
intertwined with becoming successful. Tony relates empowerment to belonging to a
stigmatized group, but instead of viewing herself as an agent of change, she thinks
others should accepted her.
RF: Complete this sentence. I would feel empowered if…
Laura: I would feel empowered if I completed the program and was in my
housing with a good career. (Sixth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Tony: I think I would feel empowered if other people accepted, with or without
understanding, my cultural way of life and how we function together. (Sixth
Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Measuring success and empowerment on one’s accomplishments may have
different effects on one’s life because the center is outside oneself. If success is linked to
personal power, one feels successful and empowered when one achieves goals, only to
feel powerless when one does not. Sense of control (Shapiro, 1998) measures whether one
feels one can change his or her life within life conditions. Success, empowerment and
control are connected; this study intertwines such constructs. Shapiro admits that a
person’s culture and history affects one’s sense of control. Because of this, the extent to
which respondents adhere to Africentric cultural values is also relevant.
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TABLE 6.3 Demographics of WtUF’s African American transitional custody mothers
Number of
Age
No of
Children in
Children of
Highest
participants
Mean
Children
foster care
kinship care
level
Pretest/Posttest
Median
Mean
completed
WtUF total19
261
29.8 Years
3
.5520
.181
10.7
29 Years
February
0/5
23.2 Years
3
1.2
1.4
10
Control Group
20 Years
March
13/5
33 Years
4
1
2.2
10.6
Experimental
36 Years
Group
April
12/9
31.4 Years
4.33
1.44
1.56
10.78
Experimental
32 Years
Group

19Rosenthal,

S.; Fierro, R. S. (2005). WtUF Evaluation final report. Internal report available from the Center for Social Policy and Community Development
(CSPCD), Temple University, Philadelphia, PA.
20 These variables had small means because of the higher number of missing cases (N missing=91).
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Group demographics
Table 6.3 lists the demographics of the three groups that participated in the
study. The control group was limited to five participants who were present in
February’s last focus group to limit the variability between groups (See page 67). For the
size of the sample, nonparametric statistical techniques were valid means to compare
groups. Intragroup differences were explored. Participants in the control group were
significantly younger than those in the experimental group. Therefore, significant results
between posttests were discarded when age was the intervening variable.

Shapiro Control Index results
Comparisons were conducted in two directions: 1) between posttests, to assess
the effects of the lectures and workshops specific to the experimental groups; and 2)
between pretests and posttests, to assess the impact of the WtUF program as a whole.
Comparisons were specific to African American women. Data from two respondents
who were not African American women was discarded before analysis.

Posttest comparisons
RESEARCH QUESTION 1: Are there are differences between the control
profiles of the respondents who shared in the workshops and those who
didn’t?
Significant differences occurred between the control group and the experimental
groups on item 69 of the Shapiro Control Inventory (SCI) See Appendix 1. Respondents
were asked whether “My thoughts” were: 1= “Not a concern”, 2= a concern and in need
for “active change”; or 3= a concern, and in need for greater “acceptance”. A KruskalWallis test was used to evaluate the differences in responses to this item among the three
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groups. A significant difference existed between all three groups (χ2=2, N= 15), p< .05.
Participants in the control group responded more frequently that their thoughts were
not a concern (Sum of ranks = 5.1), while both experimental groups (March group Sum
of ranks = 11.5; April group Sum of ranks = 8) stated their thoughts were a concern and
wanted to have either more “acceptance” or “active change”.
No significant differences were found in the SCI scales: positive sense of control,
negative sense of control and desire for control.

Comparisons between pretests and posttests
RESEARCH QUESTION 1: Are there differences between the control profiles
before and after the experience?
Significant differences emerged between pretests and posttests in four areas:
negative sense of control, desire for control, others as agents of control and expression of
anger. In addition, respondents did not think their sense of control increased on
employment because of the first seven weeks of training.
The negative sense of control scale describes a loss of control or passivity and
varies from 1 to 5. It is a combination of 5 items on the SCI instrument (items 7, 8, 9, 26
and 29) such as “I lose control of myself” and “I lack control of my environment”. A
high score such as five on this scale indicates that respondents stated they “Often”,
“Very often” or “Always” felt they lacked control or were losing control. The 14 African
American female respondents were rank ordered by the magnitude of change in
negative sense of control from the pretest to the posttest, and a Wilcoxon signed rank
test was used to illustrate differences between groups before and after the treatment.
The results show a significant decrease in negative sense of control following the WtUF
program, z=-2.04; p<.05, the rank increases totaled 13 and the rank decreases totaled 65.
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Desire for Control is a combination of 11 items that indicate a willingness to gain
control on oneself and others. This scale combines 11 items (3, 4, 6, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 32,
36, 37) such as “I have a strong desire to be in control” and “Achievement is important
to me”. For the April group, a shift in desire for control occurred from the pretest to the
posttest. The nine respondents were ranked ordered by the magnitude of change. The
results were measured with a Wilcoxon signed rank test. The results show a significant
increase in desire for control following the WtUF program, z= 2.14; p<.05, with the ranks
for increases totaling 40.5 and the ranks for decreases totaling 4.5. Respondents’ desire
for control increased after 7 weeks at WtUF. Both before and after this increase,
respondents’ desire for control is within the normal range.
Agency of control on the SCI is based on two items (19 and 20) and corresponds to
the locus is control. Items 21 and 22 describe how often one’s sense of control comes
from specific others (friends, government and religion). Items 21 and 22 asked how often
respondents thought, “My sense of control comes from family and friends” (item 21)
and “My sense of control comes from government and society” (item 22). The 14
respondents were ranked ordered by the magnitude of change in score for each item
from the pretest to the posttest and a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to assess the
data. The results show a significant decrease in scores (measured in frequency of
occurrences) following the WtUF program, [(Item 21: z=-2.4; p<.05, negative sum of
ranks ranks= 69 vs. positive sum of ranks = 9); (Item 22: z= -2.122; p<.05, negative sum
of ranks ranks= 56.5 vs. positive sum of ranks = 9.5)]. After WtUF, respondents felt their
control originated less from others: family, friends, government and society.
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Item 35 addresses one’s expression of anger. Score differences from pretest to
postests were rank ordered for this item: “I hold my anger in even when I want to
express it”. A Wilcoxon signed rank test highlighted that WtUF respondents stated that
they chose to hold in their anger less after the program (Item 35: z= -2.3; p<.05, negative
sum of ranks ranks= 40.5 and positive sum of ranks = 4.5).
Although a major objective of WtUF was to help clients achieve employment,
after seven weeks of job training respondents did not feel more in control of their
“employment situation”. On the pretest 53.8% of respondents felt they were out of
control in this area; this percentage rose to 61.5% on the posttest. 40% of the respondents
who felt in control on the posttest, also did so on the pretest: their sense of control was
not effected by the program’s job training (See table 6.4).

TABLE 6.4 Crosstabs between pretest and posttest on Employment situation
Employment situation (posttest)
Employment
situation
(pretest)

Out of control
% within
Employment
(pretest)
% of Total
In control
% within
Employment
(pretest)
% of Total
Total
% of Total

Total

Out of control
4

In control
3

7

57.1%

42.9%

100.0%

30.8%
4

23.1%
2

53.8%
6

66.7%

33.3%

100.0%

30.8%
8
61.5%

15.4%
5
38.5%

46.2%
13
100.0%
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Africentric Scale results
Comparisons were conducted between responses to each item in two directions:
1) between posttests, to assess the effects of the lectures and workshops on the
experimental groups; and 2) between pretests and posttests, to assess the impact of the
WtUF program as a whole. Comparisons were specific for African American female
participants.

Posttest comparisons
RESEARCH QUESTION 2: Are there are differences between Africentric
belief scores of the respondents who participated in the workshops and
those who didn’t?
A summary mean Africentric belief index was computed by calculating the
average score of all items on the Africentric Belief Scale (See Appendix 1) after reverse
scoring items 2, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10. The original scores were rank ordered and a MannWhitney U-test was used to compare the ranks for the n=5 participants in the control
group versus the n=14 in the experimental groups. No significant differences occurred
between the two groups (U= 31.5; p>.05). The sum of ranks was equal to 46.5 for the
control group and 143.5 for the experimental groups. The median however, did increase
from 2.73 to 2.86. The standard deviation doubled from sd=.33 to sd=.68. The Africentric
index did not increase steadily after the workshops because different people were
effected differently (some increased, some decreased). Variables such as age and hours
of attendance did not explain such differences.
A significant decrease occurred on the item “Blacks need to stop worrying so
much about “the community” and take care of their own needs”. The original scores
were rank ordered and a Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare the ranks for the
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n=5 participants in the control group versus the n=14 in the experimental groups. The
results indicate that the respondents in the control groups scored significantly higher
(that is, agreed more with the statement) U= 8.5; p<.05. The sum of ranks was equal to
71.5 for the control group and 99.5 for the experimental groups.

Comparisons between pretests and postests
RESEARCH QUESTION 2: Are there differences between Afrocentric
belief scores before and after the experience?
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was conducted between the pretests and posttests
of 14 respondents. Scores were ranked by level of change in score. Significant differences
occurred between the pretests and posttest on item 10 “I have more confidence in white
professionals, like doctors and teachers, than in Black professionals” and item 13 “I
make it a point to shop at Black businesses and use Black-owned services”. More
participants agreed with both items on the posttest [item 10: (z= -2.1; p<.05 sum of
negative ranks= 4, sum of positive ranks= 32) item 13: (z= -2.1; p< .05, sum of negative
ranks=0 and sum of positive ranks= 15)]. These results explain somewhat why the
general Africentric index showed no significant changes. These two items in fact, have
opposite effects on the Africentric scale index.

Discussion of pretest and posttest results
The effects of the culturally centered workshops
Although the Africentric beliefs and sense of control scales did not show a
drastic increase after the participation in the workshops, changes did occur in how
women related to themselves and the community. Control and Africentric beliefs
depend on lifelong experiences; any change occurring over seven weeks is worthy of
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attention. Respondents who participated in the workshops showed a higher interest in
the African American community, and less need to isolate themselves. This may have
occurred as they learned more positive information on African Americans and met new
role models. Respondents may have rejected “the community” before because of
negative mental associations.
Workshops sorted effects even on the way individuals related to themselves, as
participants became more concerned about the way they related to their own thoughts,
whether they thought they needed to change or became more accepting of themselves.
The introspective nature of some workshops effected these responses. Respondents may
have been relieved to know that not all they needed had to be learned. Their emotions
didn’t always need to be repressed or changed (as promoted by the child welfare system
they interact with) but acknowledged and nurtured. Also, the values they already have
are relevant for their working environment and not everything they know from other
areas is irrelevant (As may appear from WtW’s focus on job readiness).

The effects of WtUF as a whole
Some relevant changes occurred for clients after their first seven weeks at WtUF.
One result that shows lack of change is also worthy of attention. First, respondents did
not feel more in control of their employment after the job readiness training. Second,
respondents felt they needed to “hold in” their anger less, and learned to express it in
more healthy ways. Third, feelings of losing control or being passive decreased after the
program as did their sense of being controlled by family, friends and society. Fourth, for
respondents enrolled in April their desire to control their lives increased. Fifth,
respondents stated shopping more at Black owned-businesses.
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Job readiness training did not improve the women’s sense of control on
employment. This may have been because participants had not started their job search
when post-tests were administered. After seven weeks of job training, administrators
thought “clients” were “ready” for their job search. The mothers instead, may have
thought they were ready all along or still not ready. After seven weeks prospects did not
look any brighter for them, at least about the control over their lives. This may explain
the mothers’ increased frustration during the focus groups overtime.
Although women’s relationship with their employment did not change over
seven weeks, the way they related to themselves did. After WtUF, women thought that
the external effects on their lives had decreased. The women show an increased agency
in that they thought that occasions in which they lost control lessened and their sense of
control came less from external sources, like family, friends and society. As the women
became more the center of their own actions, they also wanted more control of their own
lives. Their desire to control their own lives increased, within healthy boundaries, again
showing more personal agency. As the women set goals for themselves and their
families, they also felt more comfortable with their emotions. The relation could occur in
two directions: either learning how to engage their own emotions made them feel less at
the mercy of others, or feeling less dependent on others lessened their anger. The results
so far cannot indicate whether one of these interactions or both occurred. Buying more
at Black businesses is a community application of an individual taking control of one’s
own life. The cultural approach of the workshops enhanced self-management and sorted
effects on the lives of the women as members of their communities, not only as
individuals.
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One result contradicted the others: more participants thought that that white
professionals were more qualified than Black professionals after WtUF. Although this
may seem in opposition with other results in this section, it is consistent with some the
ethnography findings. In Ch 5, women described having conflictual relationships with
Black professionals who they thought were condescending and unhelpful. At the
posttest, women had a longer experience in the system which may have effected the
increased number of negative contacts with Black professionals due to class dynamics
(See Workers and condescending class dynamics). This result effected negatively the
afrocentric belief index and explains why significant increases did not occur.
Furthermore, the different responses indicate the complexity of so-called
“Africentric beliefs”. In fact, for WtUF participants it was possible to improve their view
of the African American community and their association with the community although
they had negative experiences with Black professionals. In part, this is because the
Grills-Longshore’s Africentric belief scale is too simplistic: it does not address diversity
within the African American community. Respondents may associate “the community”
with poor African Americans, and Black professionals as outside the community. This
would explain how seemingly opposite beliefs coexist. It is also possible that opinions
about the community recall ideas and values, while opinions about professionals recall
concrete experiences. In this case, respondents would be distrustful of Black
professionals because of their experiences, but their fundamental beliefs on the African
American community as a whole are deep-rooted and less effected. It is not clear from
this study which of these explanations is more accurate.
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Relationship between SCI and Africentric scale
RESEARCH QUESTION 3: Is there a relationship between Africentric
scale scores and SCI control profile scores?
On the pretest, the Afrocentric belief index correlated negatively with sense of
control overall areas (Pearson’s r= -.651, p<.05; N=12). The areas that showed negative
correlations included career (Pearson’s r= -.59; p<.05; N=15), physical exercise (Pearson’s
r= -.599; p<.05; N=15), and relationships (Pearson’s r= -.646, p<.05; N=12). Age may be
an intervening variable for some items. In fact, clients under 30 with higher Afrocentric
beliefs on the pretest, stated they had less control over stress (Pearson’s r= -.95; p<.05;
N=5) and employment situation (Pearson’s r= -.913; p<.001; N=9) while older
respondents on the posttest, felt more in control of drug usage and violent behavior
(Pearson’s r= -.913; p<.001; N=9). All these areas effect “sense of control overall areas”.
In this study there were no correlations between africentric beliefs and sense of
control in general21 (neither positive nor negative). This infers these two areas are not
mutually exclusive. Therefore, an African American woman’s sense of belonging to the
African American community and adherence to the principles of the Nguzo Saba, does
not univocally affect whether she believes she has the control to change her
surroundings or not. There is a relationship however, between Afrocentric beliefs and
control within specific areas of one’s life such as one’s relationship with one’s body,
relationships, career and other aspects of life. Women with higher Afrocentric belief

The SCI has two different sense of control scales: 1) Sense of control overall areas, which is a combination
of areas such as Physical excercise, employment, body weight etc. and a 2) Sense of control (general) which
is the combination of positive sense of control (feeling in control of one’s life and actions) and negative sense
of control (feeling like losing control of one’s life or actions).
21
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scores thought they had less control over certain areas of their lives and viceversa.
Depending on the age of the respondent, the areas effected were different.
Many criticized (Martin, 1992, Graham, 1994) the assumption that African
Americans have more external loci of control because of enslavement. The SCI, a more
complex control profile than Rotter’s internal/external locus of control, shows lower
levels of control in some areas of women’s lives relate to higher afrocentric beliefs. What
may occur is that societal obstacles affect African Americans’ idea of how much they can
achieve in certain areas of life where the dominant group sets standards. One’s sense of
control overall does not relate to how much one believes in Africentric beliefs, the scales
are independent. Overall, African Americans don’t seem to perceive having less control
over themselves because their communities are not socially dominant22. The relationship
between culture and control is much more complex than many would like to admit.
Future studies should investigate this further and choose larger samples stratified by
age group, class and gender.

Control, culture and oppression
This study addressed issues of control, culture and empowerment to overcome
oppression by using instruments that were very different in purpose, origin and nature.
Psychologists of different cultural background created the SCI and the Africentric belief
scale instruments to address different needs.
Control constructs have been critiqued because the concepts are based in
different cultures, while the instruments that measure them are not (Phillips, 1990).

This was also the result of my colleague’s study on comparitive samples with the same instrument:
Soucar, E. (2006) Establishing culturally competent practice:effects of control-enhancing psychotherapy on drepresson
and anxiety for African American outpatients.Temple University
22
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Graham’s study on African Americans challenged the assumption that locus of control is
a unidimensional concept. Shapiro has made a step forward; his instrument includes 7
different control scales and was tested with Asian populations. His instrument was
created knowing that acceptance can be and indicator of positive control in Asian
cultures while change is more common in the west. Nonetheless, more research is
needed specifically for African Americans and other cultural groups. For this to occur,
white cannot be the “normative” frame of reference in control studies, and whites’
experiences should not be generalized. Nonetheless, the complexity of Shapiro’s
instrument is welcome. One could never explain the women in this study’s control
within the dualistic construct of internal vs. external locus of control. Most mothers in
fact, combined both. On one hand they were strongly motivated to change their lives
and regain custody (internal locus of control) but they knew that the system was unjust
and hindered them (external locus of control) while supposedly protecting their
children’s rights. This study offered some strategies to increase mother’s sense of control
even within a perceived oppressive system.
A variety of psychological scales are used for African Americans’ cultural and
social experience such as internalized racism, racial identity and cultural identity. In this
study Grills and Longshore instrument was chosen. Its brevity makes it versatile but
also simplistic. The use of this instrument helped detect changes that occurred because
of the culturally workshops that nonculturally centered instruments like the SCI could
not. At the same time, this instrument assumes that “the community” is a univocal
concept, which includes all African Americans. As seen in this study, many may not
adhere to this view.
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Survey Results
RESEARCH QUESTION 4: How important did respondents think the
workshops were to themselves and the African American community?
Surveys were administered after 15 lectures and workshops to 25 different
respondents. African American women were 21 of the respondents and completed a
total of 84 surveys between March and April 2004. Participants were asked to rate the
importance of the content of each workshop for themselves, the African American
community, and whites on Likert-scale items scored from 1-5. Only the opinions of
African American women are taken into account.
On average, the overwhelming majority (91%) of respondents thought
workshops were important or very important to them. Only 2% of respondents thought
workshops were not important; the rest (7%) thought they were somewhat important.
On average, the majority of respondents (88%) thought the workshop content was
important or very important to the African American community as a whole. Only 2% of
respondents thought the content was not important. The rest, (9%) thought the content
was somewhat important. Differences among themes are listed in Table 6.5 below.
On average, the majority of respondents (78%) thought it was also important or
very important for whites to know the information contained in the lectures and
workshops (although the percentage was lower for this item). Ten percent of
respondents thought the information was not important for whites to know at all. The
rest (15%) thought the information was somewhat important.
Of the nine activities/workshops conducted, visits to two museums ranked
highest by the level of importance to respondents: the visit to the African American
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museum (Mean= 4.81) and visit to the Egyptian exhibits at the Museum of
Anthropology in Philadelphia (Mean = 4.8). Respondents saw the highest relevance in
visits to the museums for their exposure to new experiences and the value they
attributed to seeing artifacts made by people of African descent.
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TABLE 6.5 Survey data: level of importance by theme
THEME

Great
Black
Women

Count

SelfHealing

Count

Rites of
passages
Visit to
AA
Museum

% within
Theme

% within
Theme
Count
% within
Theme
Count
% within
Theme

Blacks
and
Religion

Count

Spoken
Word

Count

Path to
success
Male/Fe
male
relations
hips

IMPORTANT TO
AFRICAN
AMERICANS

IMPORTANT
TO YOU
Some
Not what
imp
imp
Imp

% within
Theme

% within
Theme
Count
% within
Theme
Count
% within
Theme

Visit to
Anthro
museum

Count

Total

Count

% within
Theme
% of Total

Not
Imp

Some
Imp

IMPORTANT TO
WHITES
Not
Imp

Imp

Some

TOT

Imp

0

1

7

0

1

7

0

1

6

0%

13%

87%

0%

13%

87%

0%

14%

86%

2

0

15

2

0

15

N/A

12%

.0%

88%

12%

0%

88%

N/A

0

2

13

0

3

12

0%

13%

87%

0%

20%

0

0

7

0

0%

0%

100%

0

2

0%

N/A

N/A

8

17

N/A

N/A

2

4

9

80%

13%

27%

60%

0

7

0

0

7

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

6

0

2

6

0

0

8

25%

75%

0%

25%

75%

0%

0%

100%

0

0

9

0

1

7

1

2

6

0%

0%

100%

0%

13%

86%

11%

22%

67%

0

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

4

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0

1

7

0

1

8

2

0

5

.0%

13%

87%

0%

11%

89%

29%

0%

71%

0

0

5

0

0

5

0

0

5

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

2

6

76

2

8

74

5

7

50

84

2%

7%

91%

2%

10%

88%

8%

11%

81%

100%

15

7

8

9

7

9

5
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Impact According to Qualitative Data
RESEARCH QUESTION 6: What changes occurred or did not occur for
respondents as a result of the workshops?
Four themes emerged from the qualitative data in regards to the program’s
impact. The workshops: 1) increased the participants’ knowledge of self and offered
tools for self-management; 2) changed some views of Africa; 3) The combination of 1)
and 2) affected the participants’ self-efficacy and personal power.

How important do you think the information in this week's
workshop/activity is to African American people?
1%
1%

Not at all
important
Not important

9%

Somewhat
important
Important
24%

Very
important

64%

GRAPH 6.6 Level of important of material to African American people
Increasing one’s knowledge of self
The two self-healing workshops encouraged participants to reflect on their
internal and external conflicts and where they stored emotions in their bodies. The
instructor taught some relaxation techniques. Respondents valued this perspective on
healing and conflict. The workshop “The path to success: discovering your inner values”
was also introspective and geared towards self-knowledge. Most participants stated
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learning a lot from these experiences. They thought analyzing the origin of one’s anger,
connecting external to internal conflicts and seeing conflict as a means for positive
growth was useful. Relaxation techniques offered a way to deal with emotions.
Leader: What did you think about the workshop? What was important to you?
Stacey: What we were talking about like where your angry comes from, that is
good to know because some people just get mad and don’t know where it comes
from. (Sixth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Gwen: If we can handle the conflict with ourselves, we can handle the conflict
outside. I think we should have stress management like teach people how to
calm down. Is all in your head. (Sixth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Elizabeth: Basically, how she explained, how she explained conflict was different
than my interpretation up to his point. Conflict was like getting in somebody
face in a negative way. She presented it in a positive growth orientated type of
way. A lot of people see conflict outside their selves. From what I learned,
conflict resides within ourselves and if you can identify that and deal with it you
can deal with the conflict outside yourself in a much calmer and peaceful way.
(Sixth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Josephine: Because if you don’t get your feelings out you will go crazy one day. I
used to keep everything bottled up inside. When I was with my baby father, I
wouldn’t like something that he would do but deep down inside I was mad but I
don’t know the words to express it. Now I get straight to the point and direct and
put everything on the table. (Third Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Client: My grand mom had 12 kids. It got me too really get into how to deal
with my anger because I don’t know how to deal with my anger. When I get fed
up I take it out on everybody because I hold a lot of stuff in. You can say what
you want to say and I say Ok. When I get fed up I don’t care who you are and
that is bad. I stay to myself and I don’t say nothing. I am supposed to take this
medication for mental depression. I keep everything stuffed inside of me. (Sixth
Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Some respondents thought their knowledge of self would help them achieve their goals
and remain self-motivated.
Leader: That is really good input. What about Allyson on Monday when she was
talking about discovering the road to success and your inner values that you can
bring out to stay on your path?
Client: She was trying to make you look inside yourself.
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Client: How can you let other people know you and you don’t know yourself?
You can tell people about yourself but how are they really going to know you
but you really don’t know yourself. (Fifth Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Client: It made me feel like you never, never let yourself down, always keep your
head up and say that you can do it. Never say that you can’t do something
because if you try you can do anything that you want. (First Meeting with
February enrollees, 2004)

Africa: from simplicity to complexity
At the first focus group with the clients enrolled in April, it was clear that
respondents had a negative view of Africa and Africans. I mentioned my passion for
Africa as a reason for choosing African American Studies. Respondents contributed to
the conversation with what they knew about Africa: stories of illness, lack of primary
needs, polygamy and voodoo.
Client: I had a friend that works for the Peace Corps and they thought everybody
was getting sick from the water but everybody was passing it around. Out of 10
people maybe 8 of them got AIDS. The medicine, they don’t get that. It is horrible
over there. (First Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Client: He told me he wanted to date me and he told me he has a wife in Africa
in Senegal. He said: “My wife will like you”. He wanted to take me back to
Africa with him to show me to his wife and his family. As long as he could take
care of his wife there, and me, he could do that.
Client: He didn’t believe in using deodorant. He would take fruit and put it in a
bowl to represent stuff. He getting chicken and stuff doing voodoo. He had my
girlfriend so brainwashed that she left her family. He snapped and killed her and
buried her in the basement and when the family came looking for her… He was
on America’s Most Wanted. (First Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
Client: I just watched something on the history channel where they said the
white Africans have all this water to water their lawns but Black people have
meters on their water. She might pay for the week and once the money come up
there is no more water. No water, everything is dried up and brown, they can’t
grow a potato or an onion. (First Meeting with March enrollees, 2004)
At that first meeting, no one mentioned anything positive about Africa. As the
workshops started however, respondents were learning more than stereotypical
knowledge of Africa. Table 6.7 shows this point.
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TABLE 6.7 Information on Africa participants learned from workshops
Workshop/activity
Please list three things you learned today
(Blacks and religion)
Connection between nature and spirituality, the
word matrilineal comes from the word mother
(Visit to African American
How Africans were the first invent the coin.
museum)
(Visit to African American
Still learning about Egypt/Kemet.
museum)
(Visit to African American
That Black had braids & Afro’s even back then.
museum)
(Visit to African American
The Black weman where woryor [warriors].
museum)
(Spoken Word)
That Africans learn from stories.
Participants showed a renewed interest in the continent after their exposure to
new information which did not satisfy their thirst for knowledge. When asked: “What
do you want to know more about?” many women showed interest for African cultures
and history. The complexity of the continent came to life (See Table 6.7).

TABLE 6.8 Information participants wanted to know more about
Workshop/activity
What would you like to know more
about?
(Great Black women)
More on Black history
(Great Black women)
More Black strong women.
(Blacks and religion)
Every thing about Africa Educated us more
(Visit to African
About how our royal kingdoms and queens
American museum)
& kings got taken from us.
(Rites of passage)
More about different African cultures
Relationship between knowledge of Africa and personal power
Knowledge of African American history connected many respondents to the
power of the community and increased their self-efficacy. Knowledge of African
American history encouraged conversations about the value of consistency to achieve
goals. This was especially clear in feedback to the “Great Black Women” workshop and
a museum visit.
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Table 6.9 Knowledge of Africa and personal power: survey answers
Please list three things you learned today
(Great Black
What Black women went through. That I may be great one day.
women)
(Great Black
Being Black is powerful, being Black is beautiful, being Black is
woman)
great
What was most important to you?
(Great Black
That whatever you want to be you can be but you got to work
women)
hard
Do you think this information is important to African American people? Why?
(Great Black
To see what they had to do to get where they were. And to help
women)
me realized that I can too bring a positive light into lives of
others.
(Great Black
Because It touch our heart and mind and opoen our eyes and
women)
make us relies [realize]the pass [past] people work hard & diet
[died] to make a way to open door for the future don’t forget our
people elet them live in our heart and keep them there every
timme we breath until we take our last breath remember always
that of pass open the future we move mountain from dirt, dust,
mudy ground to hard rock solid cement.
(African American Cause we now that we where strong ad knowing the we didn’t
museum)
give up.
Sharing information with one’s children
The relationship between African American achievements and personal power
also arose when the mothers were asked what information they would share with their
children. Respondents thought sharing knowledge of achievements would increase the
chances of children having the “power” to do what they aspire. The survey answers
below show a connection between group history, self-perception, and self-efficacy.

TABLE 6.10 Sharing knowledge with children and personal power
Would you share this information with your children? If so, what exactly and
Why?
(Great Black
Yes, I would share this information with my children every thing
women)
it’s a lot inpower my children.
(Great Black
Yes, to let children know the power of their people.
women)
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(Spoken word)

(Great Black
women)
(Visit to African
American
museum)

Yes, because they need to know that we came from Africa and we
was one slave and in the future it’s still seem to me that we are still
inslave but not by locks and chains but by how society look at use
and were they think our place should be and Race of people Have to
think about the way white use to call Black people names and how
they would work our race of people to death and sell use of like a
hero of cattle and cheat use and rob us out of children, life, land and
History of our pass and our African names.
Yes I woud tell my kids know that they are strong and can do
whatever they want.
Yes. To actually have proof of what they can do to better
themselves.
Personal empowerment from knowing to doing

Some of the most articulate views on personal empowerment occurred during
the last focus groups, when clients had the opportunity to reflect upon the experience as
a whole. The researcher expected to assess the mothers’ empowerment based on their
initial definition. Instead, changes occurred in the women’s own definition.
Empowerment is: the “sense of strength knowing that I can overcome anything”
(Latoya); “to think higher of myself and to know that I did come from somewhere good and it is
all work I have to do on the inside of me to help make me better. I can’t depend on nobody else to
validate who I am” (Maria); and to “teach your kids this is what our ancestors did, you can do
the same thing and build yourself up” (Jill). These views of empowerment are much more
internal and self-reflective than the goal-centered definitions proposed before the
participation in WtUF. Rather than simply achieving the goals they set for themselves,
these mothers seem empowered by a radical shift in their own definition.
As much as the women shared a renewed self-perception and goal setting, they
also described the origin of their personal power differently. Some women felt deeply
affected by the experience because: 1) They were able to connect with other mothers
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who lost custody and understood they were not alone; 2) They had an opportunity to
see themselves differently and acknowledge their cultural identity; 3) They came from
enduring people and could do well if they only cultivated their inner strength.
Latoya: It [the program] was really important to me. Like I said, because now I
better understand things about us that I didn’t know before. About… and it gives
me a sense of power, a sense of strength knowing that I can overcome anything.
... I have a lot of confidence now, whereas for a long time I was like oh my God;
you know I was basically at the end of my rope. But, to see other people in my
same predicament, in my same situation, knowing that I am not alone… cus this
is just so bizarre, but just to see other people in my same situation and where as
though, I thought I had problems. There was no as to, its like hearing somebody
else’s problem is a solution to what I was looking for. … Not everybody I would
listen to but like Jill. She had a real good head on her shoulders, …I kinda draw
strength off of that cus really I didn’t have no friends. And people in same
situations seem to draw together more because they understand your situation.
(Personal Interview with Latoya, July, 2004)
Jill: Yeah, basically when you walked in there [the museum]… it’s amazing how
people like our ancestors could build things like that. People took it and copied it
but made it as their own. I could see what our ancestors have done and could do.
If we had the opportunity and education if we build ourself up so that we can do
things like that. It was empowering for me too ‘cus you can teach your kids: ‘this
is what our ancestors did, you can do the same thing and build yourself up’.
Then they can take that, they lean and teach their children and other people
around them. I thought it was empowering too. (Personal Interview with Jill,
June, 2004)
Maria: All that stuff Dr. showed me empowered me to think higher of myself
and to know that I did come from somewhere good and it is all work I have to do
on the inside of me to help make me better. I can’t depend on nobody else to
validate who I am. I just feel more empowered. Even talking to Willie Brown too.
I feel I got a knowledge where I could probably change some things in my life
and deal with things better. Black people came from strong people not the weak
people and you have to start somewhere and I am not going to wait another 10
years wasting my life being weak and feeling inferior to somebody else. I am
going to make myself stronger internally and maybe it will show outwardly. I
am going to do the best for me. I am going to tell anybody with a ear especially
my kids all the stuff that I have learned. (Seventh Meeting with April enrollees,
2004)
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Community Oppression
During the last focus group, as respondents spoke about personal empowerment
they also mentioned that oppression has persisted overtime. To some, knowledge
increased their agency, while others were angry about the absence of knowledge on
one’s own culture. For the latter, more knowledge of history was not comforting but
troubling; they felt “cheated” by society.
The women showed an understanding of the different faces of oppression: from
enslavement to legalized segregation to welfare distribution. One mother saw herself
trapped in a welfare system she could not do without although she wished to be
independent. Another mother thought it was difficult to “climb up the ladder” at all.
Below is an excerpt from the last focus group meeting in June. This was the last meeting
I held; as a removed veil, trust seemed high enough for many sensitive issues to be
discussed.
Client: Us Black people, we don’t have no foundation or togetherness and we
don’t know nothing about our culture. In every other culture the first thing they
do is respect each other, respect their families. And they don’t do certain things
because they don’t want to bring disrespect down on the family. Back in the day
we did the same thing but we just don’t know it because it hasn’t been instilled
in us.
Client: A lot of people have died for us and we don’t know it today…
Client: This started a long time ago when they brought us into slavery just like
the doctor told us at the museum. And everything we did we did it together and
we had respect. When we got into slavery that stuff was taken away from us but
everybody else’s culture the family is the main focal point of everything. In your
country the family you will respect what your family says. Black people do not
respect they family…
Client: The way I see it is like when they put us into slavery they made it so we
won’t have anything and when we started to fight we still didn’t have anything.
And they was like: ‘We are going to start giving y’all this because we did this to
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y’all’, giving welfare and affirmative action. As time goes on they are still
pushing us down where we can’t do everything we want. But they gave it to us
and now they want to take it back because they seem like we are taking
advantage of it but they don’t realize that they are holding us down to the point
where we have no choice but to use it.
Client: The same people who fought for us many many years ago to get us where
we are today. It is ridiculous how Black people are today and we are not in
slavery. All those people fought for us to get here and be able to go to a water
fountain. People like Martin Luther King, dying for us.
Client: And you aren’t beaten up because of your color or you can’t eat in this
restaurant because of your color but it is the same thing. Because of your color
you are deprived of getting this, because of your color we are not going to let
you climb up the ladder but so far, because of your color. You are always up to
no good because of your color and what color is that? Black.
Client: It still is what you make of it and what you really want...
Leader: In terms of the speakers and the stuff we talked about how do you see
yourself? As African Americans how important do you think that information
was and did it change the way you see yourself? And I know it is a little delicate
for me to be asking you the question but …
Jill: To me it was more enlightening. You can see yourself in a different
perspective then when you were brought up or taught. When Willie was here
with relationships and stuff like that. Of all the speakers, you just need education
in order to get ahead and know yourself as an individual and trying to teach
other people especially your children.
Leader: You said different perspective, how is it different?
Jill : I was born in the suburbs and around a whole lot of white people. I didn’t
really know my identity because my mom didn’t stress, I was the only Black kid
on the block. Then you have racial comments and you start to feel bad. When
everybody is the same, this, that and the third and when you are raised you feel
a certain way about yourself. You don’t have to feel bad about yourself; this is
what happened. This is what we did, you look at yourself: ‘I am not as bad as
people thought I was and think I am’ and you start to feel a better self esteem
about yourself.
Leader: Thank you for sharing that J.
Client: I thought I was cheated out when talking to Willie Brown because seeing
so much historical things, museums. There was a lot of enriching stuff we didn’t
know and I feel like we got cheated out of our history. We didn’t get our fair
share. They put us in a whole new world, in a white man development and we
must read, learn and invent new stuff. … we are descendants of kings and
queens. Do we know who these kings and queens are? Do we have that tree line?
Not American roots, you can go back to your roots. That’s all American names.
We got cheated out of everything.
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Client: Ain’t nothing African about me but the color of my skin.
Client: They brought us here to Americanize us and then they decided we should
be educated and fit in with them but a lot of Blacks had to die in order to find a
balance. We are on a scale and it still isn’t balanced because you have people still
racist with the same issues. Just being on the back of the bus.
Client: If you look our history books at school as far as Black history goes only to
Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks and Harriet Tubman and slavery.
Client: The more I learn about a lot of things the madder I get. They say whites
invented this and if you really look the Blacks invented it and the white man
pushed him aside and put his name on it and said ‘this is mine, I created this’.
They didn’t give them the credit for what they did. I get a whole lot of reports.
Client: We invented the iron, the iron board, the lights, the air conditioner and a
whole lot of stuff.
Client: And they put us on their status of an IQ of 0.
Client: They are cheating us out of our culture because we are smart. If you tell a
whole race of people that the white people fixed this and did that. That is not
giving your children no foundation or insight and maybe that would make them
want to be a better human being and be a rocket science when we are already
were. They just portray us as being stupid Black niggers. It is not true. Now
everybody famous for playing basketball and rapping. (Seventh Meeting with
April enrollees, 2004)

Drawing Circles and Lines: Through the Eyes of My Sister
When this study began, some thought no differences would occur over such a
short period of time. The results say otherwise. I credit this to the inclination of the
mothers, the dedication of the speakers, the range of the material presented and the
perspective of the content.
Many times, at a focus group, I asked what kept one motivated to attend
regularly. The answer often had nothing to do with the program itself and had all to do
with the mothers’ “situation”. Having lost custody of their children was for most
mothers the greatest incentive to keep their life on the right track: “doing what I gotta
do”. Having lost custody may have been their greatest motivator for change. Having
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seen questioned their role as mothers, the major source of self-fulfillment for poor
women (Edin, 2005), may have opened them to new views and experiences. This
inclination contributed to their changes in self-perception.
All the speakers were well-versed in their area of content and believed in social
change enough to volunteer presenting for this group. They were friends and colleagues
who were familiar, through their own lives, with how oppressive American institutions
can be. I worked for WtUF for three years; my friends and colleagues knew about WtUF
mothers long before they decided to conduct workshops and lectures. All the speakers
had conducted classes or presentations before and believed that knowledge makes us
active agents in our own lives. All of the speakers were African American teachers.
Participants referred to them by first name long after they presented.
The material presented was from a wide range of topics, meant to holistically
address the women’s life experiences. Not all the presenters were African-centered, but
they all aimed at centering their topics on the mothers within a cultural context. One
speaker said: “You shaped the material with the sensitivity you gave us on where they
were, not prepackaged stuff, but how you knew them. The mothers were the center, and
they knew it. They were grateful. They knew we knew you, and they trusted you: you
passed the “test” they set out for you early on. They also knew they were the focal point
of all we presented and that’s why they were more receptive…They were relieved to
know that emotions are not bad and they were receptive because there was no judgment
and they have been judged up and down”. (Personal Conversation with Yvonne De
Vastey, December, 2005)
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Empowerment and success
RESEARCH QUESTION 7: How were clients empowered and/or successful?
Neither one of the sources of data alone, can truthfully answer this research
question. However, weaving the sources of data together tells a story. Some changes
occurred for the women throughout WtUF. One may be tempted to decide which of the
three components had a greater impact: the culturally centered workshops, the job
training, or the experience of being amongst other mothers who lost custody.
Some changes did occur specifically as a result of the culturally-centered
workshops: the way the women saw themselves and their community was effected.
More changes occurred as a result of all three components of WtUF. Although each
aspect of WtUF was somewhat unique, the women seemed to experience each as a part
of a whole which aided them in a moment of great challenge confronting the system, but
also of growth confronting themselves.
At the study’s inception, respondents measured both their empowerment and
their success upon the partial or complete achievement of personal goals. By the end of
the treatment, respondents defined empowerment in terms of internal disposition in the
face of external challenges. A new frame of thought helped mothers embark upon the
correct path to achieve their goals; this meant being successful by their own definition.
In this respect, the women were successful even before they became employed and
before they regained custody. In the meantime, two years have gone by, and some of
them have achieved those goals, some of them are still to come. Some steps in that
direction were made at WtUF.
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Women in this study changed somewhat the way they looked at themselves and
their culture, without dramatically changing who they were. Their emotions were less
foreign to them, and they desired more control of their own lives. The moments in
which they thought they were losing control of their lives lessened, and their control
seemed to originate less from society and friends, and more from within themselves. The
story is that of women from a rich cultural heritage of community activism that find
themselves in the lives of other women that face similar struggles. As such, it is to no
surprise that they are willing to look at themselves differently, through the eyes of their
sisters, and to be by each other’s side, as part of the same community.
Even in the face of changes in self-perception and self-efficacy, the women
remain profoundly burned by punitive legal, child welfare and welfare systems. The
latter two in Philadelphia employ many African Americans. To no surprise then, even
with a more positive view of themselves, Africa, and “the community”, the women are
still reluctant to shift their view of Black professionals.
Although many spoke of the positive effects that the workshops had on them,
one cannot neglect the accounts of the women for whom an opposite effect occurred.
Exposure to more culturally centered content made some women feel cheated and angry
because it reminded them about the complexity of oppression. Though for some
adherence to Afrocentric values increased, for some it decreased. Some felt
overwhelmed that oppression changed without ever really disappearing, as was said in
the conversation in the section on Community Oppression. A wholistic approach to
personal agency is important especially because some felt overwhelmed. In fact, even
where strictly cultural-centered perspectives may fail to change the view of the group or
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of society as a whole, personal empowerment may still effect change on an individual
level and avoid helplessness. This occurred in this study.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
This study analyzed the relationship that transitional custody mothers had with
the system. As the study unfolded, more attention was devoted to mothers’ relationship
with themselves, their past and their reactions to the loss. The ethnography allowed
deeper access to their lives. Throughout the study the women’s cultural empowerment,
self-efficacy and sense of control increased. While the detailed results of the study were
presented in chapters 5 and 6, more practicable conclusions and policy suggestions
follow.
First, WtUF’s basic assumption will be deconstructed as an example of the fallacy
upon which many government-funded programs are founded. This will also provide an
opportunity to contrast the reality of the mothers’ life experience with the image that
administrators have of them. Second, policy suggestions will be offered by providing
procedural alternatives (listed in Table 7.1) and critiquing concepts that underlie the
current systems. Thirdly, suggestions will be made for African American Studies,
community organizations and a dissemination plan will be described. Last, a
retrospection on my role as a researcher will follow. This section is the counterpart
Chapter 4’s introspection.

Deconstructing WtUF’s Basic Assumption
Working to Unite Families, the program from which the mothers in this study
were selected, was structured, planned and implemented according to one assumption:
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if mothers deemed “unfit” by the courts achieved employment, they would also regain
custody. Program administrators thought that barriers to employment and reunification
were the same. For this reason, WtUF focused on job skills, housing and education. The
findings of this study demonstrate that WtUF’s assumption was false for four reasons: 1)
many mothers have unresolved childhood traumas; 2) many mothers are paralyzed in a
phase of mourning because of their frustration with the system; 3) WtUF functioned
according to a color and gender-blind ideology; 4) the welfare and the child welfare
system do not follow the same principles.

Need to resolve childhood traumas
As stated in the ethnography results in chapter 5, 46% of the mothers
interviewed one-on-one experienced childhood mother loss. Many of the women needed
to resolve this loss before they could support their children economically and
emotionally as single mothers. Adults who were neglected as children find it difficult to
“concentrate and remain task-oriented” because they lacked support in their own
educational process (Bloom, 2000, 2). Such condition could be mitigated by the presence
of other “supportive adults”, a “supportive partner”, or a “therapeutic intervention”
(Egeland & Erickson, 1987). Some mothers had no mitigating factors. Because many
mothers lacked resolution of their losses, they were emotionally unprepared to tackle
the loss of custody; some even reacted destructively.

Overcoming frustration
This study also highlighted a cross-generational loss cycle (see Ch 5), but does
not support a deterministic view of this cycle. All women described their reaction to
their loss of custody as one of gradual adaptation. Such transformation parallels studies
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where shock, intense psychic pain, and completion of mourning are the major “phases”
of mourning. As for all mourning, the passage to each phase needed time. Frustration
with the system hindered mourning completion. Mothers felt discouraged to see
children in sterile, impersonal and troubled DHS settings. For some, meeting others at
WtUF or having a better visitation schedule helped them overcome this frustration and
become active in regaining custody. Others felt paralyzed by apathy: no matter what
they did, they thought, their children would not return home.

The inadequacy of a color-blind and gender-blind ideology
The culturally centered workshops (for 30 participants) modified WtUF’s five
year color-blind and gender-blind ideology. Color-blind and gender-blind ideologies are
problematic for the similar reasons: in the assumption that “all are equal” the needs of
some are subdued to the dominant group’s opinions. This is critical for WtUF because it
served predominantly African American women (88%) but kept a white-male
assumption: 1) that African Americans would focus rigorously on employment without
“need” for cultural content and 2) that women like men, would be ready to seek
employment soon after the loss of custody.
Women in this study welcomed integrating cultural content in their curricula.
The content covered areas not addressed in the traditional program. The workshops
helped mothers to engage their own emotions and one another as community. Their
renewed self-perception effected their definition of empowerment. After the workshops,
women saw empowerment less as achieving goals and more as being psychologically
strong enough to overcome the obstacles in the way of these goals. Women thought less
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often that they were losing control and that others had impact on them. They also felt a
more integral part of the African American community.
The change in self-perception occurred not only because the workshops were
culturally-centered, but also because they were woman-centered. The topics were
chosen based on women’s concerns and their willingness to communicate on
introspective matters. The intersectionality of a cultural and gender centered perspective
aided the mothers because motherhood carries higher social expectations than
fatherhood and women have different reactions to loss than men.
As Edin points out in Promises I Can Keep (Edin, 2005) poor women put
motherhood before marriage and believe motherhood is one of the major sources of
satisfaction and accomplishment for women. There are also different reactions to loss
between men and women (Ross, 1985). Because men react more with denial, distraction
and displacement; it may be easier for a man to search for a job soon after the loss of
custody than for a woman. Women have relational identities and are more prone to
depression and complicated grief because they take more responsibility over the loss.
Further research is needed in this area.
WtUF provided a safe haven for women. In focus groups women could
communicate their feelings. Many at WtUF became motivated and empowered to regain
employment and custody after they met other mothers with whom they shared
experiences they often kept secret. An unplanned “healing community” took place and
sped up the grieving process. However, for some mothers the time may have not been
enough. Some mothers resented the employment focus after the first 6-7weeks. A
woman-centered program should create a self-help environment and focus first on
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healing and then on employment and offer continued support in both areas so women
can become psychologically ready to achieve employment.

Conflicting welfare and child welfare systems
WtUF assumed a unity in purpose on the behalf of two systems that are separate
and often contradicting. Definitions of “good” parents differ. For the welfare system, a
“good” parent is “self-sufficient” and works more hours at a higher wage without public
assistance. For the child welfare system instead, a working mother who does not have
enough time to spend with her child, is all but ‘good’ and cannot regain custody. This
cultural contradiction of motherhood is represented throughout society. Working mothers
of higher income are caught in a similar conundrum (Hays, 1996); mothers who have to
justify their lifestyle to institutions are in a more difficult position. Child welfare Family
Service Plans (FSP) are burdensome and rarely can be fulfilled by an employed mother.
Mothers have to prioritize and do so based on personal choice.
WtUF’s attempt to bridge the gap between the child welfare and welfare systems
was innovative. Women in this study were grateful for their WtUF workers’ ability to
help them with various Agencies (for example PHA-for housing). WtUF’s link to the
child welfare system however, was weak due to the dominant role of the funder, DOL.
Contacts with DHS were rare, and WtUF never helped women in court.

Suggestions for Policy: Changing Procedures
In analyzing the way transitional custody mothers related to the system,
intended as the welfare, child welfare and legal systems, policy issues surfaced which
could help future planning. Alternative solutions are offered for some procedures.
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First, specific policies and procedures are listed. The Table 7.1 highlights 16
problematic procedures and suggestions for change so the institutions can become more
fair and just towards parents and helpful to children and families. Policy suggestions
relate to five areas: 1) DHS Procedures and Practices 2) DHS Management; 3)
Terminology; 4) Federal and State Policy; 5) Family court practices. Although this
research specifically focused on women, policy suggestions are not gender specific.
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TABLE 7.1 Effects of some current procedures and suggested policy changes
Problem
Current
Effect of current policy Policy suggestion
Policy
DHS Procedures and Practices
1 Abuse Reports Anyone can
Often family members
Create disincentives for
- too many
make an
make reports for
false calls. Limit to use of
false reports.
anonymous
personal reasons, and
anonymous calls.
report to DHS. gain temporary custody
(and foster care
payments).
2 Loss of custody DHS can
Parent signs the form in Assign lawyer when form
Voluntary
“encourage”
their initial distress and is signed, so parents are
Placement
or threaten the fear, does not recognize aware of legal
Agreements
parent to sign the legal implication of
consequences.
(VPA) signed
a VPA.
such signature. Later
Reword VPA document to
with deception.
parent regrets signing
assure parents understands
form. Regret lengthens
terminology.
their mourning process. Include: Are you aware that
after 15 of 22 months in
care the State can initiate
the termination of your
parental rights?
3 Loss of custody A VPA gives
The DHS worker may
Reduce court hearing time
Procedure –
DHS custody
wait for the last minute
after VPA from 30 days to
after signing of of a child for
to set the court date. If
15 days (or enforce the 10VPA too long
30 days. A
all parties are not found, day policy).
for court
court hearing more than 30 days may
To issue 24-hour limit for
hearing to take must give
pass. If the placement
Agencies to contact parents
place.
DHS custody
agency does not contact and set first visitation

Objective
Reduce relatives
who report
parents for
control, personal
feuds and
monetary gain.
Improve legal
protection of
parents, decrease
reunification time
(guilt and regret
interfere with
recovery from
loss).

Assure that Child
welfare agencies
contact parents
within 24 hours of
the placement and
set first visitation
within 72 hours of
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after 30 days.
A DHS
worker says
the court
hearing
should occur
in 10 days.

4

Loss of custody
Child is
sometimes
taken from
school.

DHS has the
right to take a
child from
school
without the
parent’s
presence or
consent.

the parent, the parent
may not have visitation
for 30 days or more. A
shock-effect follows for
parent and child.
Parent feels s/he is
being punished for loss
of custody. Parent
grieves loss of child and
lives it as if it were
permanent, not
temporary experience.
Second phase of
grieving is lengthened;
parents are prone to
depression.
Parent is in shock, does
not get to see his/her
child before they leave.
This practice may also
have negative effects on
the child (not observed
in this study).

within 72 hours.

placement.
Speed up parent’s
grieving process
and the passage
from phase II
(psychic pain) to
Phase III
(completion of
mourning) and
reduce frustration
and sense of lack
of representation.

Outlaw taking children
Reduce Separation
from school. Placement is
trauma for parent
temporary, trauma factors
and child.
should be reduced so
parents can overcome
shock quickly and be
engaged in reunification.
Parent should be present
when child is taken. A third
party (not DHS) should be
present to prepare both
parties for the separation
and mediate the interaction.
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5

6

7

Loss of custody
– mother is
immediately
held
accountable for
loss and is
allowed little
or no space to
react to the
loss.

Parent is
immediately
assigned a list
of objectives
to fulfill to
regain
custody.

Parent is either in phase
I (shock) or II (intense
psychic pain) of
mourning and is
overwhelmed and
unable to taken active
decisions on
reunification while
processing the loss.

Assign all parents to
support groups where they
can share their experience
of loss and process their
grief.
Assign a family member
as family coach or sponsor
to help the parenting
process.

DHS Management
Loss of custody Parents do not Parents feel it is a
Pass a transparency law on
Lack of
have copies of punitive and
DHS files.
transparency
their own
untrustworthy system
on
files.
that withholds
documentation.
information against
them until the court
date. Parents have no
means to prepare a
defense.
Loss of
Caseworkers
Each caseworker adds
Create incentives for longcustodychange very
new assessments and
term relationships between
Caseworkers
frequently;
paperwork; file gets
caseworkers and clients.
change
one client may very confusing,
Conduct research on the
frequently.
have 3-4
paperwork is all held
reasons for high
caseworkers
against the parent and
Caseworker turnover.
in one year.
new worker does still

Facilitate the
healthy resolution
of grief and a
quicker transfer of
energy from past
grief to
reunification.
Lessen the
parent’s isolation
and stigma the
loss and create a
support system.
The parent and
the lawyer can
advocate for
themselves more
effectively, cease
institution battling
and safeguard the
child’s true
interest.
Establish a
relationship
between
caseworker and
client.
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8

DHS provides
Housing
vouchers for
clients with an
old history of
substance
abuse.

9

Facilitate
reunification.

Parents are
told that if
they were
previous
substance
abusers DHS
would
facilitate
housing.
Children are
sent home and
SCOH
workers check
regularly on
the family.

not know the client.
Parents feel they are
being told that if they
were substance abusers
they would get housing.

Families perceive the
workers as intrusive and
children and parents
receive little other
psychological support
or help.

Terminology
10 Loss of custody DHS can put a Parent is stigmatized by
– ‘Restraining
‘restraining
term ‘restraining order’
order’ is
order’ on the
seen as a criminal action
intimidating
parent.
against him/her.

Do intake forms for all with
substance abuse questions
Require special training for
delicate questions. Do not
tell clients housing and
substance abuse are linked.
Facilitate housing for other
categories of clients as well.

Avoid new
parents getting
involved in
substance abuse in
the illusion to
shorten the
reunification
process.

Choose between DHS
workers and SCOH
workers. Assign a
community organization to
offer further support in a
more informal setting, such
as have a meal with the
family.

Avoid intrusive
policies. Avoid the
family’s isolation
in the community.
Create nonthreatening
interactions with
workers.

Change terminology from
restraining order to
‘temporary separation
order’.

Decrease stigma,
shock and
intimidation of
parent.
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11 Housing is the Many parents
major barrier to who complete
reunification.
FSP goals
cannot reunite
because of
housing.
12 More resources After 12
are invested in months in
permanent
placement,
adoption than
DHS worker
reunification,
does
state orphans
“concurrent”
have increased. planning:
reunification
and adoption.
13 Resources are
Despite the
distributed to
resources
individuals.
available to
individuals,
communities
are still poor.

14 The number of
children placed

More children
are being

Federal and State policy
Parent waits for years
Invest more money on diverse
before they can get
housing opportunities.
housing.

Speed up
reunification for
poor families
(especially nonabusive ones).

Worker is de facto
subtracting time and
resources from
reunification because
s/he is attempting to
find adoptive homes
while parent is still
involved in reunification
attempts.
Systems are
individualistic and
supposedly ‘color blind’
the resources of
community networks,
community support and
culture are devalued.

In order to reduce number of
children in placement shift
resources to housing and
prevention services, not
adoption.

Need to refocus
on prevention
Services in the
home (stop
punitive
distribution of
resources).

Invest more on community
networks and culturally
centered programs. Culturally
centered programs can
increase empowerment and
passage from stage II to stage
III of mourning cycle and
facilitate reunification.

There is a vicious,
unconscious cycle of

To increase efforts/funds for
reunification and prevention

The Black
community
should be integral
part of the
decision-making
process and the
focus should be
on Black children
(no color-blind
ideology).
To break the
family pattern for
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in care is
growing
exponentially.

placed both
for abuse and
neglect. It is
always easier
for children to
be placed.

loss: an adult who was
services and assure that
once in care ends up
children do not leave care in
repeating the family
condition of psychological
pattern by putting
trauma. To restrict the criteria
his/her child in care.
for placement drastically.
This cycle contributes to
the increase.
Family court practices
15 Status hearings A status
A judge may have 20-30 Extend time for each
for dependency hearing is
hearings scheduled in a dependency case status
cases are too
scheduled
day. Hearings are
hearing from 15 to 30 minutes.
brief.
every 15
rushed and cases that
minutes.
need more time are
reviewed at later dates.
16 Lawyers in
Parents get
Lawyers often see their
Create incentives for lawyer to
family court
court
clients for the first time
represent clients more
often do not
appointed
at the court case, speak
adequately such as: 1) Increase
know their
lawyers, but
with client 10 minutes
funding to Community Legal
clients.
there is no
before hearing and are
Services and % of parents
incentive for
often incapable of
assigned to them for
lawyers to
representing lawyer
representation; 2) Pay lawyers
represent their adequately.
for presence in Family Service
clients
Plan meetings and signing of
adequately.
VPA; 3) Put in place criteria to
improve legal representation of
parents: assure that lawyer met
client before the hearing

many families and
stay reunited.
To decrease the
number of
children in care.

Spend more time
gaining evidence
from witnesses.

Improve quality
of representation
of parents in
Family Court

Suggestions for Policy: Questioning Underlying Concepts
The following five concepts influence policy planning: 1) Nuclear family, 2)
Neglect 3), Loss 4), Reunification and 5) Work-first.

Questioning the nuclear family
Most traditional cultures, and African cultures in particular, have a communal
orientation. United States society, in contrast, is mainly individualist and the family
model is the nuclear family (that is mother, father and children). For communal societies
individualism is perverted because the individual may choose personal benefit at the
harm of many. Authors of African descent have linked individualism to unhealthy
behaviors and unhappiness of American society (Somé, 1993, 1995). It is rare however, to
find scholars of European descent who tie the West’s nuclear family model to
widespread neglect and abuse of children; Bloom does so in Psychodynamics of Preventing
Child Abuse. Bloom’s choice of terminology, “primitive” and “modern” cultures, is
questionable, but her point is relevant. In American society, parents are the only adults
responsible for their child while traditional families allowed other adults to contribute
when parents were either stressed, elsewhere, or simply not devoted. Children were
rarely neglected even when biological parents were not present. Also, traditional
cultures had public arenas in which it was acceptable to perform disruptive behaviors.
Western cultures instead, expect one to repress such behaviors that could become
confined to private contexts. The secrecy of our families makes unhealthy behaviors
difficult to identify (Bloom, 1993).
It would be unrealistic to think that society could suddenly reject the nuclear
family idea. However, agencies that work with families should focus less on individuals
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and more on community networks. Case managers for instance, should identify a role
model in a client’s family and/or community. Engaging African American family
networks can be an incentive to expanding such relationships. Many parents reject social
workers who are different from them in age, class and cultural background for their
position of power. If social workers were seen as facilitators for community networks
instead of guides, some of these tensions could decrease. Building community networks
may also help fight some of society’s expanding illnesses, such as abuse.

Reassessing the role of neglect and poverty
New York city’s recent reunification policies have been challenged because the
cases of abused and neglected children have not decreased (Kaufman, 2006). This system
is clearly in crisis. Most participants in this study were accused of neglect, not abuse.
Nationally neglect cases are also the majority. Institutions should reassess neglect for: 1)
the cyclical nature of neglect; 2) how neglect is defined and detected; 3) the neglect that
results from child removal; and 4) the relationship between neglect and poverty.
Psychological studies on the impact of neglect (Bloom, 2000; Egeland and
Erickson, 1987) have shown that neglect has a cyclical effect. The neglectful parent has
often been a neglected child. This study confirmed this result: half of the mothers in the
ethnography suffered mother loss as children. One third of transitional custody mothers
had been in foster care and many experienced neglect.
Definitions of neglect differ. Perry in the Encyclopedia of Crime and Punishment
defines neglect as “any failure to provide for the basic needs of the child” (Perry, 2002).
Bloom points out in Neglect of neglect, Part I, that there are there are different types of
neglect: physical, emotional, medical, mental health and educational. Physical neglect
(failure to provide for the child’s physical needs) receives most attention because it is
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“easier to identify”. As a result, the impact of other forms of neglect are paradoxically,
neglected by institutions (Bloom, 2000). The neglect and abuse cycle is due to the child
welfare system’s failure to provide for children.
This research highlighted many of the system’s malfunctions: the child welfare
and legal systems are not only responsible for steering attention away from the
emotional, medical and educational neglect of children within their families. These
systems are also responsible for neglecting the emotional, medical and educational
impact of child removal. A child may be removed for physical neglect and then
experience emotional neglect after the placement. An emotionally neglected child may
as also have a decreased quality of health and education. Research is needed that
assesses the impact of different types of neglect and the effects of removal on a child’s
development. The periodic media uproars on abuse cases cannot inspire responsible
policy planning. A child who is emotionally deprived as a result of placement in 30
different foster homes, may not provoke the same public uproar as the child who is
abused by his/her biological family. In the long run, however, the lack of adequate
response to that child’s needs will bring more children in to the system: child removal is
a temporary placebo, not a solution. Because the harm of removal is very high, it should
occur on rare, necessary occasions. The testimony of many professionals who work in
the child welfare system on the relatively easy removal of children is frightening.
Legally, the acknowledgment of the “trauma of removal” and the redefinition of neglect
has begun. In Nicholson vs. Scoppetta23 the court stated that a child could not be
considered “neglected” because the mother did not avoid the child witnessing of
domestic violence. It was also acknowledged that removal would increase the child’s

23

Nicholson v. Scopetta, 820 N.E.2d 840 (N.Y. 2004)
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“trauma”. Such cost-benefit approach to child removal should be expanded to other
cases as well.
This study also revealed that the relationship between poverty and neglect is
unclear. A child “officially” cannot be removed for poverty but in most cases, poverty
creates the conditions that get the child removed. Poverty, furthermore, hinders
reunification. Bloom states that poverty alone cannot “account for maltreatment of
children” (Bloom, 2000, 3) because maltreatment is pervasive and implies a disruption at
“four levels of interaction effecting the child”. These four levels are the macrosystem
(cultural beliefs and values of society); exosystem (neighborhood and community
settings); microsystem (family environment) and ontogenic development (the child’s
individual development) (Lynch, 1998). While poverty may not affect all these areas,
child removal does. Should we conclude that removing a child from the home is
maltreatment? Maybe not, but it could be if the child is removed for the wrong reasons.
Neglect cases far surpass abuse cases in child protective services. There is also a
connection between poverty and neglect for the three reasons listed by Roberts (2002),
that neglect is detected, caused, and defined by poverty (See page 244). One may argue
that poverty also affects all the four areas listed by Lynch and Cicchetti. Would poverty
equal maltreatment? Although ideally it doesn’t, mostly poor families are in family
court. As a Family Court judge said: “If they weren’t poor, they would not be there at
all”24. Poverty may not equal maltreatment, but the child welfare and legal systems act
as if it did. Poverty is more visible than emotional neglect. Physical neglect is more
highly detected. I argue, the removal of a child may affect a child more than poverty if
the child is removed for the wrong reasons. The options being poverty, neglect and/or
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foster care, the child will be affected regardless. If a family “fails” to provide for the
child because of poverty and the child is removed, what may have affected the child at
some level will be worsened with the system’s intervention. As such, the system should
take responsibility for the “intergenerational cycle” of maltreatment. The repetition of
neglect and abuse across generations and the exponential increase of children placed are
proof that child removal is not an answer.

Facilitating the resolution of loss
According to this study, mothers who lost temporary custody of their children
experienced loss and grief as if the separation were permanent. Loss effects them
physically, emotionally and behaviorally.

Chronic grief can create a loss cycle

strengthened across generations. A woman disconnected from her feelings may in
distress runs for quick, momentary soothers such as alcohol, sex and drugs. If the
woman is pregnant, she may not bond with her new child. Loss cycles interact with loss
spirals, reactions that mothers have to new losses, when old losses are unsolved: every
new loss, even small, brings a tumbling of emotions and spiraling into hopelessness.
Institutions should facilitate, not hinder, grieving. Many (Schneider, 1984;
Institute of Medicine, 1984) note that therapy may not benefit a person who is grieving
because therapists may interpret as pathological normal grieving symptoms. People
who grieve need someone supportive who is willing to listen, not necessarily in therapy.
Transitional custody mothers would benefit from a support group. A counselor could
lead the support group and refer the women to adequate services if signs of pathology
emerged. The counselor should be as close to the mothers as possible in race, sex, and
family status. The balance the mother needs to find is complex: she must reinvest part of
her personal energy in her own life, yet continue the old bond with their children. The
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final product is a point of balance between conservation and transformation that only
she can attain.
Furthermore, to encourage family support, and minimize isolation, each member
of the support group could have a designated family member similar to the ‘sponsor’ for
people recovering from substance abuse. The ‘sponsor’ would be a continuous support
for the mother during the challenges of separation, reunification and parenting. This
aide to reunification could substitute condescending parenting classes which most
mothers considered useless or offensive.

Reuniting the children in care: shifting the focus from adoption to housing
The two last presidents were concerned about the number of children in care. By
2003, the children in care were 523,000. Although the goal for 48% of these children is
reunification (and only 20% adoption), the plans they used to lessen the number of
children in care was to promote adoption alone. The Clinton administration in
particular, made terminating parental rights easier which increased the number of legal
orphans more than the adoptions. Adoption commercials are common, and families who
adopt are given tax breaks. It is surprising that a plan that aims at reducing rapidly the
number of children in care does not focus on reuniting the children who are the
majority. Besides, children for whom reunification is the goal may have issues easier to
solve. For instance, if more federal money were invested in public housing and first-time
ownerships, many parents who completed other FSP goals could be reunited. Clearly,
the writer is not speaking of rapid reunification in more grave cases, such as physical or
sexual abuse. Policies are made as if most children were placed for abuse; in fact, most
children are placed for neglect. Reunification is rare because standards shift once
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children are in care. The standard for regaining custody is much higher than losing
custody (See page 134).

From Work-first to Family first planning
As a DOL-funded program, WtUF’s main focus was on employment, not family,
even while it aided the mothers’ reunification with their children. DOL had a work-first
policy: programs were meant to help adults achieve employment first, and then
continue their education so that could remain employed. The concern was that mothers
stop receiving public assistance as soon as possible. Being employed quickly however, is
far different from the family self-sufficiency. Most of WtUF’s mothers were single and
did not complete high school. The low-paying jobs ($7.93 an hour on average) they
gained without their GED could not support their families. Work-first policies can also
be in opposition to family reunification if looking for employment hinders the mothers’
capacity to fulfill the DHS’s requirements for reunification. Both the welfare and the
child welfare system alone can keep a person’s schedule busy; the two of them
combined can make life difficult to manage.

Suggestions for African American Studies
Expanding our reach: across disciplines, professions
After this study, I acknowledged the strengths and weaknesses of the discipline
that shaped this intellectual pursuit. As an African American Studies scholar, I was
critical of the system; I knew the African American Studies perspective was unique
because I was asking questions that many in Sociology and Social Work did not. This
discipline allowed breadth of scope: I could weave and critique different traditional
disciplines together. The center of my study was “my mothers”, as I came to call them. I
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soon realized however, that I referred to certain texts (African culture, History,
Sociology and Psychology) and excluded others. The research expanded towards Law to
explain what during my observations in court “felt” like red flags. I was fortunate to
meet the work of two scholars that weave law and African American Studies together:
Peggy Cooper Davis and Dorothy Roberts. As my research extended, I realized how
closed I had been to law texts. Were I to start my study again, the Parents, Children and
the State course I attended in Fall 2005 at the Law Temple School would be my first step.
In Chapter 3, Habermas’s classification of knowledge in three areas was listed
(See page 244) to highlight the emancipatory role of Afrocentric research. These areas
affect work, language and power (Habermas, 1971). This study produced emancipatory
knowledge in child welfare, by approaching the issue of state custody from multiple
angles. I argue that discourses of work, language and power need intertwine25 for the
“suppressed” voices of transitional custody mothers to emerge. Based on this, three
recommendations are made to the discipline of African American studies to: 1) expand
knowledge and research across traditional fields in the interest of African people; 2)
unite terminology across different fields; 3) create allies to social justice, critical
discourse and action in all areas of knowledge.
Some scholars like James B. Stewart, think African American Studies’ scholars
focus more on literature than social or physical sciences (Norment, 2001). This research
shows how African culture can link to legal, social work, sociological, psychological and
philosophical sources. Different areas of knowledge should unite for African people.
Bridging different fields also calls for more consistent terminology. For instance,
for three years working at WtUF, mothers were called ‘noncustodial parents’. As I

For Habermas instead, the goal is overcoming knowledge which has interest connected to work and
language, and reach the fusion of knowledge and interest in self-reflection.
25
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interacted with lawyers, I realized the inappropriate use of this term and introduced
‘transitional custody parents’ instead. Inconsistent terminology limits one’s work and
compartmentalizes knowledge. Many aspects of this study were known to one
discipline: psychologists knew about loss cycles, lawyers about inadequate legal
representation, yet social workers and politicians make policy. Policy makers are
disconnected from many disciplines; this supports isolation and oppression.
Openness to other fields of knowledge can attract political allies in other arenas.
Towards the end of the study, I realized many of my results were common knowledge
to parent lawyers. They knew of system’s abuses from the accounts of their clients and
were willing to support my research. Since then I interacted with several lawyers and
judges; some of them offered to tell their story, others suggested literature, while others
spoke of a future partnership to affect policy.
Within a flawed system, there are professionals that take critical stances. The
isolation of each of them however, allows the system to perpetuate its oppressive
mechanisms. Each person tries to change the system through the means at his or her
disposal: the social worker by being humane with his or her clients, the DHS supervisor
by being humane with his or her DHS workers, the lawyer by defending meticulously his
or her clients, the judge by asking more evidence in his or her cases. Some may be
comforted that some are actively critical of a system and are doing their job humanely to
compensate for its overall weakness. This author argues being concerned only with
one’s “corner” of the system means limiting one’s social capital.
Systems of oppression use similar strategies to perpetuate in different areas.
Interdisciplinary research allows such patterns to emerge. For instance, this study
revealed that all three systems: child welfare, welfare and legal systems perpetuate
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oppressive measures by partitioning services based on the population. A segregation of
services persists even when segregation in public places does not. The most adequate
child welfare services were always least accessible to Black children; the welfare state
makes distinction between SSI recipients and TANF recipients; the legal system
distinguishes between family law and dependency law.
Discriminative measures can shift within specific systems, so the same
oppressive goals of the overall system do not change. These shifts occur when
throughout history when African American equality was closest to being achieved. As
the African American people make a shift, so does the system, in an opposite direction.
The overall unequal order is preserved even when some changes occur. As noted in
Chapter 2, shortly after reconstruction, the concept of “unsuccessful fathers” (See page
23) was promoted in society which effected the rights of some fathers over others. At the
turn of the century, a new bulk of laws emerged which were founded on the principle
that fathers who were not self-sufficient do not bear the same privacy rights as the
others. This division was not just economic but also racial. This originated the split
between family law and dependency law that still exists today. In the 60s, other moment
of radical change, the welfare and child welfare system unite. “Suitable home” criteria
meant to exclude African Americans from mother’s pensions and ADC, are now a
criteria for removing the child from the home. Louisiana started this practice in response
to an enforced desegregation order by the federal government (See page 25). The
systems change, the system is unchanged.
There is a great need for competent, comparative, critical research that can
uncover the oppressive nature of some institutions in all their minute and diverse
mechanisms. African American Studies can do this for people of African descent.
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Reaching across disciplines makes scholars exercise greater, broader and stronger
agency for social change and social justice. Isolation makes oppression stronger.

Suggestions for African American Community Organizations
In many arenas scholars have spoken about the relevance of using culturally
competent approaches (Karenga, 1988; Lee, 1998; Solomon, 1976). African-centered
approaches have also stated the limits of simply “integrating” cultural content within
predominantly white frameworks. In fact, African centered approaches have aimed at
forging institutions and programs in psychology (Gregory, 1997; Gregory, 2001; Oshodi,
1999; Phillips, 1990), education (Shujaa, 1994) and social work (Everett, 1991; Schiele,
2000) around in a coherent system of beliefs, values and activities. This study supports
the use of culturally centered frameworks for a population that has received little
attention: transitional custody mothers. Integrating cultural content was the greatest
change possible for this program which existed three years before the intervention took
place. This program was not created by African Americans for African Americans and
had some rigidity. Nevertheless, even limited cultural content sorted significant results.
A more culturally centered program could have sorted even more.
Of my knowledge, only two African-centered programs for transitional custody
mothers exist in the literature: the Progressive Life Center, in Washington, D.C. (Phillips,
111990; Gregory, 1997, 2001); and the Volunteers for Children in Need (VCIN)
implemented by the Howard’s School of Social Work in the same city (Everett, 1991).
The first is still working and devotes limited attention to reunification; the second
specialized in reunification but ended in 1985. Both programs had limited populations
but enduring results thanks to labor-intensive intervention. No support groups currently
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exist for transitional custody mothers. Existing organizations focus on noncustodial
mothers, have predominantly white membership and are not in Philadelphia.
African American community organizations or institutions should take
advantage of the current concern for the number of children in care to gear funds
towards community reunification projects. Such projects could combine: 1) a support
group for African American transitional custody mothers to overcome the mourning
process; 2) an infrastructure (modeled on WtUF) to help mothers confront contradicting
requirements; and 3) an African-centered approach to promote healing community
networks and rituals (See page 146) to ensure culturally relevant and enduring results.

Dissemination Plan
The results of this study will be disseminated with four populations: 1) mothers
who joined in the study; 2) African American organizations that work with child
welfare; and 3) scholars.
First, the women who joined in the study will be invited to a dinner meeting
where the researcher will share some of the findings. Mothers will be given handouts
and a copy of the study upon publication. Throughout the meeting women will have the
opportunity to critique the results and offer personal comments and suggestions.
Mothers will also be invited to found a self-help group where mothers who regained
custody can assist transitional custody mothers. Second, the researcher will contact
African American organizations involved in child welfare services to increase awareness
of the needs of transitional custody parents. Informative presentations will be offered.
Third, presentations will occur at conferences and the researcher will submit articles to
scholarly journals on findings.
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Advice to other mothers
The women in this study had different strengths and weaknesses as women,
hence different strengths and weaknesses as mothers. Whatever the differences in their
experience and personality, they all had a story to tell, to the society that frequently
misjudged and betrayed them and to other mothers who were just at the beginning of a
similar, tedious journey. I asked mothers what advice would they give to other mothers
in their same situation. I have seen many give similar advice to one another. Each one
was a point of reference for many. My role is to assure their stories were not told in vain.
Tamira: That no matter what they say or do stay calm because if you go off even
though you’re right, you still look like the bad guy... do everything DHS ask you
to do, every single thing cus that will give you a lot of power a lot of leverage
and it will make you look like you care about your kids and to keep your head
up and don’t let no obstacles or no man stop you from getting your kids and
doing what you got to do. (Personal Interview with Tamira, July, 2004)
Susan: Different places you can go to find help and get yourself a good lawyer
because you have a long road ahead fighting to get your child back because they
are going to hit you with everything. Just like on 20/20 they showed you gon get
your kids back and some people lie to you, you are going to get your kids back
don’t worry. They are working against you patting you on the back and kicking
your ass at the same time. (Seventh Meeting with April enrollees, 2004)
Neisha:
Complete your goals, do anything they ask you from DHS,
complete your goal, whatever you do, strive to stay away from drugs and you’ll
get your children, just like I got mine. But you have to complete them goals.
And housing is number one ... Number two, say no to drugs. Number three,
complete your goals…. I’m saying this right here. It’s easy as heck to get the
children in there and hard as heck to get them out. Even though they suppose to
come out within a year if you’re compliant which I was, but I a lot of things
happened... But, I hung in there and fought for my children. That’s all that
matters to me. I fought for my children and I got ‘em. And I ain’t never gunna
let ‘em outta my sight again. Ever. Ever. (Personal Interview with Neisha, July,
2004)
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Where the Mothers are Now

When I lasted contacted her, Latoya reunited with three of her six children in care; she
was living in a house in South Philly that she got through WtUF’s PHA voucher
program. The other three children were adopted (against her will).

Neisha was still “clean” from drugs and had reunited with her two children with whom
she lived in South Philly.

Shandra graduated her HIV support group/training. She takes medication regularly, and
is able to function although still ill at times. Her children were with her over the summer.
She was going to attend GED classes in September 2005.

Jill regained custody of her three children and is living in a house in West Philly with her
partner.

Tamira regained custody of two of the four children who were in care and was still living
in West Philly.

Nichelle completed OIC training.

Daleesha completed OIC training and is not longer living in the shelter. I have not been
able to contact her since.
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